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AND THE EFFECTS OF SEMANTIC TRANSPARENCY
Ava Creemers
David Embick
This dissertation examines the theoretical construct of a ‘morpheme’ as a unit that
is independent of semantics and phonology. Specifically, the dissertation examines
multi-morphemic words that are semantically opaque, i.e., words whose meaning is
not derivable from the meaning of the separate morphemes. While some models of
lexical access posit abstract morphological representations (i.e., Full-Decomposition
models), other models posit whole-word storage and processing either for all forms
or for certain forms depending on factors like semantic transparency. Semantically
opaque words are crucial for testing predictions of these different models of lexical
access, as they allow us to investigate whether morphological processing occurs in the
absence of semantic relatedness.
Building on the extensive prior literature from both theoretical linguistics and
experimental psychology, this dissertation probes questions about morphological re-
latedness using an auditory primed continuous lexical decision task. In particular,
the dissertation examines the processing of the following types of words: (i) Dutch
prefixed verbs, which differ in meaning relatedness between the stem and the complex
verb from fully transparent (e.g., aanbieden ‘offer’) to fully opaque (e.g., verbieden
‘forbid’, with the stem bieden ‘offer’) (Chapters 3 and 6); (ii) English suffixed words
like treatment and their relation to pseudo-suffixed words like pigment (Chapter 4);
and (iii) compound words, which may be transparent (e.g., bedroom) or opaque (e.g.,
strawberry, with an opaque modifier, or staircase, with an opaque head) (Chapter 5).
The results in Chapter 3 show equal and robust priming effects for transparent and
opaque prefixed verbs. A significant difference is found between the priming effects
for suffixed words and pseudo-derived words in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 shows priming
effects for both constituents in a compound, regardless of semantic transparency.
Finally, the results in Chapter 6 show associative priming effects for the meaning
of the stem in semantically opaque complex words. Together, the results offer a
window into the issue of how (apparent) multi-morphemic words are processed and
represented in the mental lexicon during auditory word recognition. In line with a
Full-Decomposition view, the results suggest that morphemes form the basic units
of lexical processing, and provide evidence that morphological relatedness does not
require shared meaning. Moreover, the results provide evidence that the meanings of
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1Chapter 1Introduction
A major research theme in psycholinguistics concerns the representation of the inter-
nal structure of words in the mental lexicon. Theories of the mental lexicon differ
substantially with respect to the role that morphological representations and process-
ing play in the comprehension and production of words, and what types of relatedness
are involved in morphological representations. In particular, theories differ in whether
form and meaning relatedness between words is a precondition for morphological re-
latedness, or whether words may be morphologically related in the absence of meaning
relatedness. This dissertation examines multi-morphemic words that are semantically
opaque, i.e., words whose meaning is not derivable from the meaning of the separate
morphemes. These words are crucial to test predictions of different models of lexical
access, as they allow us to investigate whether morphological processing occurs in the
absence of semantic relatedness.
A long-standing idea in both linguistic and psycholinguistic theories is that irreg-
ular words are represented differently from regular words. Irregular here should be
interpreted as including both morpho-phonological irregularities, as in English irreg-
ular past tense forms like taught, and semantic irregularities, such as the semantic
1
opacity in words like department in English and verbieden ‘forbid’ (with bieden ‘offer’)
in Dutch. In particular, a prominent tradition in theories of the mental lexicon makes
regularity a precondition for relatedness, such that irregular words that appear to be
morphologically complex are, in fact, claimed to be memorized in their full form in
the mental lexicon, and as such, have separate lexical entries from their ‘stems’. Dual-
Route models, for instance, argue that in contrast to regular words, irregular words
are processed in their full form (e.g., Baayen et al. 1997; Bertram et al. 2000; Burani
and Laudanna 1992; Burani and Caramazza 1987; Caramazza et al. 1988; Frauen-
felder and Schreuder 1992; Schreuder and Baayen 1995), and Connectionist models
argue that morphological effects should be reduced to shared or interacting semantics
and phonology (e.g., Gonnerman et al. 2007; Seidenberg and Gonnerman 2000). Early
theoretical work on morphology also claims that irregular complex words, as opposed
to regular ones, are memorized in their full form in the mental lexicon (cf. Aronoff
1976; Bloomfield 1933; Chomsky 1965; Jackendoff 1997). Aronoff (1976, p.43), for
instance, states that “all and only those words which are exceptional, i.e., arbitrary
in at least one of their various features, will be entered in the lexicon”.
These views contrast with approaches that do not make morphological relatedness
contingent upon semantic transparency and morpho-phonological regularity. Full-
Decompositional models, for example, predict morphological effects irrespective of
semantic relatedness (e.g., Smolka et al. 2014; 2019; Stockall and Marantz 2006; Taft
and Forster 1975; Taft 1979; 2004; see also Marantz 2013b and Embick 2015). In
a similar vein, different linguistic theories recognize a component of language called
‘morphology’ which is distinct from phonological and semantic relatedness (see e.g.,
Halle and Marantz 1993). Such theories posit the existence of morphemes that con-
sist of syntactico-semantic features such as [+pl], which is responsible for a plural
interpretation, or [+past], which is responsible for a past tense interpretation. These
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features abstract away from semantic interpretation and phonological realization. For
instance, words without the semantic interpretation of plurality (e.g., scissors, pants)
also occur with a [+pl] feature, and [+pl] has different phonological exponents (e.g.,
voiced /-z/ in dogs and the voiceless allomorph /-s/ in cats) (see Goodwin Davies and
Embick 2020).1 In a similar vein, [+past] does not always result in the semantics of
past tense (e.g., If I saw a unicorn tomorrow...), and is not always realized as /-d/
(but, for instance, as /t/ in the context of bend and keep) (see Embick et al. 2020).
This dissertation takes the insights from (psycho)linguistic theories as described
above to probe questions about morphological relatedness using behavioral data. Re-
search into morphological processing and representation typically uses a primed lexical
decision paradigm2 to investigate the activation of embedded stems in prime-target
pairs like teacher → teach and farmyard → yard. Morphological priming effects have
so extensively been observed, that the relevant question is not whether prior exposure
to a morphological relative facilitates recognition of a given word, but rather, which
factors affect morphological priming (cf. Amenta and Crepaldi 2012).
The dissertation examines the effects of specifically semantic opacity on morpho-
logical processing and representation, and the extent to which the role of morphologi-
cal structure in the lexical processing of morphologically complex words is dependent
on semantic relatedness. The results in Chapters 3–6 contrast sharply with views that
make semantic relatedness a precondition for morphological relatedness, and instead,
favor a view in which morphological processing is independent of semantic and phono-
logical relatedness. The results in this dissertation suggest that the morpheme forms
an important unit in lexical processing in line with a Full-Decomposition approach,
1It is a separate question whether such features are represented as discrete pieces, as is assumed
in morpheme-based theories like Distributed Morphology (henceforth DM; Halle and Marantz 1993),
in contrast to, for instance, an ‘amorphous’ theory as proposed by Anderson (1992).
2This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
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in which complex word recognition involves (i) a decomposition stage, in which a spo-
ken complex word is decomposed into its component morphemes; (ii) a look-up stage,
in which the lexical entries for the component morphemes are accessed; and (iii) a
recombination stage, in which the semantic and syntactic content of the morphemes
are combined to obtain the meaning of the complex word (e.g., Fruchter and Marantz
2015; Gwilliams 2020; Taft 2004; Wilder et al. 2019). Crucially, the results support
a view of the mental lexicon in which words can be related in terms of morphological
structure in ways that cannot be reduced to formal or semantic relatedness.
I refer to a word as morphologically complex (i.e., multi-morphemic) when it
is composed of more than one grammatical element or morpheme. Inflected words
like sleep-s and walk-ed are morphologically complex, consisting of a stem and a
morphological feature [+3sg] or [+past], but also compound words such as farm-yard
and sail-boat, consisting of two ‘stems’, and derived words like teach-er and under-
stand. In this dissertation, I focus on derivational morphology in prefixed, suffixed,
and compound words. An example of a semantically opaque word is the Dutch
prefixed verb ver-bieden ‘forbid’, which is unrelated in meaning to its stem bieden
‘offer’. Due to the lack of semantic relatedness between the complex form and its stem,
opaque complex stimuli offer a way to investigate the question of whether semantic
transparency affects morphological processing. To the extent that form relatedness
can be eliminated from consideration through the use of orthographic/phonological
controls, opaque primes offer an important window into the fundamental issue of how
morphologically complex words are represented in the mental lexicon. This rationale
is explained in more detail below.
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1.1 Rationale
In addition to a morphological relation, morphologically related pairs such as teacher
and teach, or farmyard and yard also share a semantic and a formal (i.e., phonological
or orthographic) relation. This means that putative effects of morphological priming
for these words may, in fact, be due to semantic and/or formal relatedness, and not to
morphological relatedness per se. The following excerpt by Zwitserlood (2018, p.591)
makes this issue particularly clear:
“The inherent relation between morphological, semantic, and form simi-
larity has often been acknowledged in the literature, but there are only
limited ways and means to tackle these ‘confounds’, which of course re-
flect natural relationships among words but are considered a nuisance for
singling out a separate contribution of morphology to word processing.”
The vast majority of morphologically related words share phonological and seman-
tic relatedness; for instance, teacher and teach are related in terms of their phonolog-
ical form (/titS/) and in terms of their meaning (a teacher is someone who teaches).
These additional types of relatedness form a confound in interpreting effects as specif-
ically morphological in nature. In order to single out the contribution of morphology
to word processing, irregular words play a crucial role in this type of research.
First, morpho-phonologically irregular words are important in addressing the con-
found of form relatedness between complex words and their constituent morphemes.
These morphologically related words crucially lack form relatedness. Examples are
priming studies that examine irregular past tense forms of English verbs, such as
taught and gave (Crepaldi et al. 2010; Morris and Stockall 2012; Stanners et al. 1979;
Stockall and Marantz 2006). If significant facilitation is obtained for irregular forms,
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the rationale is that these effects cannot be (fully) driven by form relatedness, and
that, to the extent that semantic controls rule out any semantic effects, effects must be
driven by morphological relatedness instead. A different way in which the confound
of form relatedness is addressed, is by comparing the effect sizes of morphologically
related word pairs and pairs with mere form (phonology or orthography) overlap. For
instance, cashew and cash are as related in terms of their phonology3 as teacher and
teach are, but lack a morphological relation. Chapter 4 discusses this in more detail.
Second, to examine the confound of semantic relatedness between morphologically
complex words, which is the focus of this dissertation, semantically opaque words
form a crucial type of stimulus. To illustrate, with an opaque prefixed verb like
Dutch verbieden ‘forbid’, semantic relatedness is not an issue for interpreting findings
since, crucially, the meaning of the complex form shows little to no overlap with
that of its stem bieden ‘offer’. Therefore, to the extent that formal (i.e., phonological
or orthographic) relatedness can be eliminated from consideration through the use of
controls, opaque primes offer a window into specifically morphological representations
and processing.
1.2 Stimuli used in the dissertation
In order to address the question of how (apparent) multi-morphemic words are ac-
cessed and represented in the mental lexicon, the dissertation uses a range of complex
words with different types of relatedness to their stem. I refer to words like teacher,
which is morphologically and semantically related to its stem teach, as semantically
transparent. I refer to words like Dutch verbieden ‘forbid’ (with the stem bieden ‘of-
3In a similar vein, words may be related in both phonology and semantics, but lack a morpho-
logical relation. Examples are phonaesthemes such as glow, glare, gloom, gleam, glimmer, and glint
(Baayen et al. 2011), and words like boil and broil (Stockall and Marantz 2006).
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fer’) and German verstehen ‘understand’ (with stehen ‘stand’) as semantically opaque.
Premised on the idea that pairs like corner–corn and pigment–pig are different in their
morphological structure from morphologically related words, the dissertation distin-
guishes between pseudo-derived word pairs and semantically opaque word pairs. This
distinction will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2 (see especially Table 2.1).
The dissertation focuses on two different types of morphologically complex words:
(i) prefixed and suffixed derived words, which are characterized by the addition of an
affix to a root, and (ii) compound words, which, informally, consist of the combination
of two or more lexical morphemes. Both affixed words and compound words are com-
posed of multiple morphemes whose contribution to the meaning of the whole word
can vary. Both types of complex word formation, therefore, may produce semanti-
cally opaque forms, and form excellent testing grounds to investigate to what extent
morphological processing is dependent on semantic transparency. In particular, the
dissertation investigates the processing of the following types of words:
 Chapters 3 and 6 focus on Dutch prefixed verbs, which are prefixed with a
separable or inseparable prefix, and which may differ in meaning relatedness
between the stem and the complex verb from fully transparent (e.g., aanbieden
‘offer (to)’, with bieden ‘offer’) to fully opaque (verbieden ‘forbid’).
 Chapter 4 focuses on English suffixed words like treatment and its relation to a
pseudo-derived word like pigment, which does not share a morphological stem
with free-standing pig, but still occurs with a string of phonemes that resembles
an existing affix (-ment) in English.
 Chapter 5 focuses on English compound words, which may be semantically
transparent (e.g., bedroom) or opaque (strawberry with an opaque modifier, or
staircase with an opaque head). Different from affixed forms, compounds further
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allow for the investigation of positional effects of semantic opacity.
Finally, the dissertation provides a new perspective on the issue of morphological
processing and semantic transparency, as it examines the auditory processing of mor-
phologically complex words, while the vast majority of previous studies has focused on
the visual processing of morphologically complex words (but see e.g., Bacovcin et al.
2017; Goodwin Davies and Embick 2020; Gwilliams and Marantz 2015; Koester et al.
2004; Wilder et al. 2019). As discussed in Chapter 2, there are important reasons to
study the auditory modality. For instance, the visual and auditory modalities have
a different temporal structure, which could have important consequences for lexical
access and for morphological processing.
1.3 Dissertation outline
Chapter 2 discusses the different theories of the mental lexicon, briefly introduced
above, in more detail. This chapter also discusses the methodological background
to the experiments presented in the further chapters. Chapter 3 investigates the
processing of semantically transparent and opaque prefixed verbs in Dutch. The
chapter shows equal facilitation in transparent and opaque conditions, suggesting
that morphological processing occurs regardless of semantic transparency. Chapter 4
examines the processing of English suffixed words like teacher, as well as the processing
of pseudo-derived words like corner. The chapter shows that the so-called corner-corn
effect (i.e., significant facilitation of the recognition of corn after a visual masked prime
corner) can also be found in the auditory modality, but challenges the idea that these
effects are morphologically driven. Chapter 5 investigates the processing of English
compounds, such as bedroom, strawberry, and deadline. The chapter shows priming
effects for both constituents in a compound, regardless of semantic transparency.
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Chapter 6 investigates the representation of opaque meanings in more detail. We
return to Dutch prefixed verbs, and the results show associative priming effects for the
meaning of the stem in semantically opaque forms. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the
research presented in the dissertation, and discusses topics for further investigation.
1.4 Experimental work in the dissertation
The experiments reported in this dissertation use methodologies developed in the
Embick Lab (PI: David Embick) and the Language Variation & Cognition Lab (PI:
Meredith Tamminga). The experimental work presented in this dissertation was
conducted in collaboration with Amy Goodwin Davies (Chapter 3), Robert J. Wilder
(Chapter 3), Meredith Tamminga (Chapter 3 and 4), Nattanun Chanchaochai (Chap-
ter 4), and David Embick (Chapter 3–6). Experimental protocols were approved
by the University of Pennsylvania Institutional Review Board (IRB), with protocol
identification numbers #824771, #820633, and #820591. Each participant provided
written informed consent prior to the start of the experiment.
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2Chapter 2Background
This chapter provides a theoretical and methodological background for the research
presented in this dissertation. The first part of this chapter (Section 2.1) discusses
the theoretical background that relates to semantic transparency and opacity of mor-
phologically complex words. I also discuss models of auditory word recognition and
models of morphological processing. The second part of this chapter (Section 2.2)
discusses the methodological issues relevant to the experimental work presented in
Chapters 3 through 6. I discuss the primed lexical decision task that is used in the
experiments in this dissertation, the use of the auditory modality, and the issues that
arise when operationalizing semantic transparency for experimental research.
2.1 Theoretical background
This section is structured as follows. Section 2.1.1 introduces the notions of seman-
tic transparency and opacity. As this dissertation focuses on the recognition and
processing of spoken (as opposed to written) words, Section 2.1.2 discusses models
of auditory word recognition. Section 2.1.3 discusses models of morphological pro-
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cessing, focusing in particular on the predictions these models make for semantically
opaque words.
2.1.1 Semantic transparency and opacity
The role of morphemes in the linguistic representations of complex words is the locus
of much debate. Chapter 1 discussed the divide between theoretical approaches argu-
ing that complex words that are irregular or not predictable are memorized in their
full form in the mental lexicon (cf. Aronoff 1976; Bloomfield 1933; Chomsky 1965;
Jackendoff 1997), and approaches in line with Distributed Morphology, which posit
that the grammar involves full decomposition (Halle and Marantz 1993; Harley and
Noyer 1999, see also Embick and Marantz 2008) regardless of any idiosyncrasies or
irregularities. Such irregularities in word formation processes can be formed by non-
predictable meanings and by irregular morpho-phonological forms. Words that show
irregular morpho-phonology have especially generated a large literature on what is
now known as the past-tense debate, which asks whether irregular morpho-phonology
(as in words like taught) requires storage as unanalyzed wholes (cf. Pinker and Ullman
2002). In this dissertation, I take a different direction, and focus instead on irregular-
ities in the form of non-predictable meanings. I refer to words with non-predictable
meanings as semantically opaque, and compare these to semantically transparent
words, for which the meaning is fully predictable from the meaning of its morphemes.
The term ‘semantic transparency’ is typically used to describe how transparent
the end product of a morphological process is with regard to its meaning (Bell and
Schäfer 2016). A working definition is that a complex word is semantically transpar-
ent if its meaning is directly derivable from the meaning of its separate morphemes,
while a complex word is opaque if its meaning is not derivable from the meaning
of its morphemes. Examples of semantically transparent words are, for example,
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readable and teacher, because their meanings are predictable on the basis of their
morphemes. In contrast, a word like understand is semantically opaque, since its
meaning is not derivable from the meaning of the morphemes under- and stand. Sim-
ilarly, a compound like deadline is semantically opaque, while bedroom is semantically
transparent. In the remainder of the dissertation, I use the terms ‘transparent’ and
‘opaque’ interchangeably with ‘semantically transparent’ and ‘semantically opaque’.
While studies generally agree on what it means for two words to be morphologi-
cally and semantically related in a transparent way, the way in which the ‘morpho-
logically but not semantically related’ or ‘opaque’ condition is defined differs across
studies. Many authors treat pseudo-derived words like corner and words like un-
derstand similarly, referring to both of them as opaque. However, from a linguistic
perspective, these words differ in crucial ways. Pseudo-derived words do not form
morphological derivatives of their embedded ‘stem’, but do contain strings of letters
or sounds that resemble an existing stem (e.g., corn) and an existing affix (e.g., -er).
Some further examples of pseudo-derived words that lack a morphological relation
are pig-ment, numb-er, and organ-ic.
In contrast, for words like understand, many linguistic theories do assume that
understand forms a derivative of stand, based on, for instance, the shared irregular
allomorphy in the simplex and complex forms: stood and understood. Irregular allo-
morphy can be used to show morphological relatedness. In English, for instance, it
is generally assumed that -ceive is a common morpheme in receive, deceive, conceive,
and perceive, which explains the common irregular allomorph -cept that these words
have in common (e.g., reception, deception, conception, perception) (Aronoff 1976).
Dutch prefixed verbs, which form the focus of Chapters 3 and 6 in this dissertation,
show a similar type of irregular allomorphy in the past tense forms of stems and pre-
fixed verbs, regardless of semantic transparency. For instance, the stem bieden ‘offer’
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combined with the prefix (or particle) aan results in the semantically transparent
complex verb aanbieden ‘offer (to)’, while the same stem combined with the prefix
ver- results in a semantically opaque complex verb verbieden ‘forbid’. In both cases,
however, the stem and the complex verb share irregular allomorphy in the past tense.
The past tense of bieden /bi.d@n/ ‘offer’ is boden /bo.d@n/ ‘offered’, the past tense of
aanbieden /an.bi.d@n/ ‘offer’ is aanboden /an.bo.d@n/ ‘offered’, and the past tense of
verbieden /vEr.bi.d@n/ ‘forbid’ is verboden /vEr.bo.d@n/ ‘forbade’. This suggests that
these verbs all share a morpheme, and that the prefixed verbs are, therefore, true
morphological derivatives of their stems. This is further discussed in Chapter 3.
A different way in which it can be determined that words are morphologically re-
lated involves general properties of a language, which might encourage decomposition
in spite of semantic opacity. For instance, the fact that Semitic languages employ a
limited number of consonantal roots in the formation of words might lead speakers to
decompose words rather than analyze them as monomorphemes (cf. Frost et al. 2000).
Similarly, in Dutch and German, the fact that the verbal system makes extensive use
of different prefixes with the same stems might give a system-wide motivation for
learners to decompose words, even if these words are semantically opaque.
While the term ‘opaque’ has often been used to refer both to pseudo-derived and
derived words, recently, psycholinguists have been more careful to distinguish between
pseudo-derived and derived-but-opaque words. The lack of morphological relatedness
in words like corner is, for instance, made explicit by Feldman et al. (2015), who
refrain from using the term ‘opaque’ to refer to pseudo-derived words for this reason
(see also Schmidtke et al. 2017). Feldman et al. are also careful to refer to -er as a
potential suffix because it “can be an affix (e.g., farmer) but is not in the context of
1It is not trivial to distinguish between derived and pseudo-derived words in English. A criterion
of etymological relatedness is typically used, in that pseudo-derived words lack an etymological
relationship to their embedded ‘stem’, while opaque derived words are etymologically related to their
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corner” (Feldman et al. 2015, footnote 2). I come back to these issues throughout
the dissertation, as they are paramount to our understanding of the processing of
morphologically complex words.1
In sum, in this dissertation, I distinguish between derived and pseudo-derived
words from a linguistic perspective, as illustrated in Table 2.1.2 I use derived to
indicate that two related words share a morphological stem (or root), while I use
pseudo-derived to refer to words that on the surface look like they share a stem, but
do not actually share a morphological stem. When derived words are semantically
transparent (morphologically and semantically related, or MS), the different mor-
phemes directly contribute to the overall meaning of the word. When derived words
are semantically opaque (morphologically but not semantically related, or M), the
different morphemes do not directly contribute to the overall meaning of the word.
Importantly, in this dissertation, I do not refer to pseudo-derived items as opaque.
Table 2.1: Summary of the potential relations between words, indicating whether the
words share a morphological stem, with potential examples.
Relation Type Potential example Shared stem?
Derived Transparent (MS) [aan][bieden1] → [bieden1] yesOpaque (M) [ver][bieden1] → [bieden1]
Pseudo-derived Mono-morphemic [corner] → [corn] no
The next section discusses models of spoken-word recognition. I return to the topic
of semantic transparency in Section 2.1.3, which discusses morphological processing,
and in Section 2.2.3, which discusses how to operationalize semantic transparency.
stem. However, it is important to keep in mind that the synchronic status of many of these words in
the minds of speakers is unclear, and that an etymological relationship does not mean these words
are still related in the minds of speakers. Chapter 4 discusses this issue in more detail.
2Note that, in principle, pseudo-derived words like corner could also be represented in the mental
lexicon as consisting of a stem corn2 that is homophonous with corn1 as referring to ‘maize’ and
an affix -er. In that case, corner would not be mono-morphemic, but would still not share a
morphological stem with corn1.
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2.1.2 Models of spoken-word recognition
The most important findings in spoken-word recognition have been summarized as
follows (for an overview, see Weber and Scharenborg 2012). Lexical activation is
modulated by acoustic-phonetic detail, the comprehension process is incremental, and
word candidates are activated in parallel and compete for recognition.
2.1.2.1 Acoustic-phonetic detail
The first point refers to the fact that the acoustic realization of sounds and words is
different for each speaker, making speech highly variable. Even when spoken by the
same person, two acoustic realizations of the same word or sound are never identical.
These differences may be due to factors that are speaker-dependent (e.g., vocal tract
length, gender, age, speaking style, emotional state), as well as factors due to, for
instance, changes in the amount and nature of background noise (McQueen and Cutler
2001; McQueen 2007; Scharenborg et al. 2005). Additionally, phonological context
may cause variability in the signal, due to phonological processes such as assimilation,
epenthesis, deletion, and resyllabification. For a recent investigation into the mental
representation of speech, see Wilder (2018).
2.1.2.2 Comprehension is incremental
The second point refers to the fact that the speech signal is temporal in nature (as
is elaborated on in Section 2.2.2), and unfolds continuously over time. As a result,
the interpretation of spoken language is incremental. This holds for sentences (see
e.g. Tanenhaus and Trueswell 1995), but spoken word recognition also occurs as the
speech signal incrementally unfolds. This means that the listener does not wait until
the end of a word before they interpret the input. Rather, the listener simultaneously
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considers multiple word candidates (i.e., lexical hypotheses) that are consistent with
the incoming speech, which is referred to as parallel activation. This third point is
discussed in more detail below.
2.1.2.3 Parallel activation and competition
In current research into spoken-word lexical access, there is consensus that lexical ac-
cess involves continuous activation of multiple candidate words, and that competition
exists among concurrently activated candidates during the word recognition process
(Marslen-Wilson and Welsh 1978; Marslen-Wilson et al. 1996; McClelland and Elman
1986; Norris 1994; Norris and McQueen 2008; Zwitserlood 1989, and see Cutler 2012,
Chapter 3, for an overview). Evidence for the parallel activation of multiple word
candidates consistent with the incoming speech signal comes primarily from priming
experiments, in which it has been shown that a word onset that is consistent with
two words facilitates recognition of both possible continuations. For instance, /kAp/
in Dutch forms the beginning of both kapitein ‘captain’ and kapitaal ‘capital, fund’,
and facilitates the recognition of both kapitein and kapitaal (cf. Cutler 2012).
Below, I discuss how models of spoken-word recognition implement this. In order
to do so, it is important to discuss what is meant by activation (as introduced by
Morton 1969) and access. I follow Goodwin Davies (2018, p.14) in assuming that a
representation needs to reach a threshold of activation, which allows the representation
to be accessed. Representations can be activated but not accessed (i.e., reduced
activation) in the case of semantic associates and phonological competitors. Access
of a representation only happens when that representation is fully activated.
2.1.2.3.1 The Cohort model The Cohort model was the first influential model
of word recognition that was developed for spoken language, taking into account
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specifically the temporal nature of the speech signal (Marslen-Wilson and Welsh 1978;
Marslen-Wilson and Tyler 1980). The original Cohort model (Marslen-Wilson and
Welsh 1978) assumed that when the first speech segment is heard, for instance /s/, all
words beginning with that speech segment become simultaneously activated. When
the following segment is /p/, words beginning with /sp/ become more activated,
while other words beginning with /s/ drop out of this initial set of candidates that
was being considered, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. This concurrently activated set of














Figure 2.1: A schematic representation of the activation of a cohort according to the Co-
hort model, adapted from Goodwin Davies (2018, p.16) and Marslen-Wilson (1990, p.149).
The UP for spin occurs at /n/, when spin deviates from the other words in its cohort.
In the Cohort model, the cohort is defined as the set of lexical candidates that
begin with the same segment. The cohort is gradually reduced by the incoming
speech signal; the segment at which the word’s cohort is reduced to a single member
is called the Uniqueness Point (UP). The UP is defined as the phoneme at which a
word deviates from all other words that share the same phonemes up to and including
the phoneme preceding the UP. At this point, lexical competition is resolved and the
word becomes uniquely distinguishable from its competitors. Research has shown
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that words with later UPs tend to elicit longer RTs (e.g., Marslen-Wilson 1984).
The Cohort model makes strong predictions: (i) word-initial segments should have
more impact in sorting out the cohort than word-final segments; (ii) words that do
not share the onset (e.g., rhyming words such as hat to cat) will not be activated; and
(iii) segments after the UP should not be relevant. However, experimental research
has shown that these predictions are not fully borne out. Final overlap (in rhyme
competitors) does cause competition (Allopenna et al. 1998), showing that later parts
of words can influence activation, and lexical decision responses are affected by post-
UP segments (Taft and Hambly 1986).
2.1.2.3.2 TRACE/Shortlist Other models such as TRACE (McClelland and
Elman 1986) and Shortlist (Norris 1994; Norris and McQueen 2008) are similar to
the Cohort model in positing competition among multiple candidates, but they dif-
fer in the importance assigned to word-initial information. Rather than word-initial
information being the most important, these models treat lexical access as a con-
tinuous process in which lexical candidates beginning at different points along the
speech signal are activated. TRACE and Shortlist models allow concurrently active
words to compete with one another for recognition (via inhibitory lateral connec-
tions). The incoming speech signal causes words to become more active when they
match the speech signal, and subtracts activation (i.e., inhibition) from words it mis-
matches. This way, the activation of any word depends in part on the activation of
its competitors: raising the activation level of one word lowers that of others.
More concretely, the Cohort model predicts that when one hears the sound /bi/
in beaker, this will activate words like beetle and beast, but not speaker, which rhymes
but does not share the same initial segment. Any lexical candidate that begins with
the same segment is, therefore, considered a competitor to the target lexical item. In
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the TRACE model, in contrast, hearing beaker will not only activate beetle, but also
speaker as the speech signal continues (although activation for the rhyme competitor
may be weaker; Allopenna et al. 1998).
2.1.2.4 Semantic representations
An unresolved issue in spoken-word recognition is the relationship between the phono-
logical form of a word and the other information (e.g., semantic, morphological) stored
in the mental lexicon (McQueen and Cutler 2001). While competition among cohort
candidates is an established component of human spoken-word recognition (as dis-
cussed above), it is not clear whether the multiple lexical representations that are
activated and competing with each other also entail the multiple availability of all
corresponding senses (for an overview, see Cutler 2012).
Some suggest that the activation of phonological representations does not auto-
matically imply that the corresponding conceptual representations are activated (e.g.,
Norris et al. 2006), showing that, for instance, lease in police does not activate the
concept of rent. In contrast, others argue that corresponding senses of embedded
words are activated (e.g., Zhang and Samuel 2015; Zwitserlood 1989), and that, for
instance, ham in hamster activates the concept of pigs. In a similar vein, Cutler (2012)
argues that phonological representations are activated first and that their activation
cascades through to conceptual representations. She further argues that it is pri-
marily “fully supported phonological representations” that activate their conceptual
representations.3 Semantic representations form the focus of Chapter 6.
While some argue that competing semantic representations may be activated,
there is no consensus on how these semantic representations are linked to representa-
3In this light, semantically ambiguous words form an interesting case, as their phonological rep-
resentations are fully supported. The processing of homophones and polysemous words is discussed
in more detail in Chapter 6.
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tions of word forms. A common assumption (see e.g., McQueen and Cutler 2001), is
that there are morphological representations intervening between sound and meaning
representations, as is discussed in more detail in the next section.
2.1.2.5 Morphological representations
Classical models of spoken-word recognition, as discussed above, have not considered
morphology as a necessary theoretical construct (Frost et al. 2005), although, more
recently, the role of morphology in word recognition has been an important research
focus. This lead to cumulative evidence demonstrating morphological influences on
lexical processing (Frost et al. 2005, p.2). The vast majority of this literature, however,
focuses on the visual processing of morphologically complex words, as will be discussed
in detail in the next section. Here, I focus briefly on how morphological complexity
interacts with cohort activation and competition in spoken-word recognition.
The original definition of the Uniqueness Point (Marslen-Wilson and Welsh 1978;
Marslen-Wilson 1984) excludes words with suffixes and compounds from considera-
tion. This means that the word-initial cohort for kind includes kin and kite, but not
kindness or kindly. The UP of kind, therefore, occurs at the /n/ where kind becomes
distinguishable from kite. Crucially, for a derived word such as kind-ness, this means
that the UP also occurs at the first /n/ where the stem kind deviates from other
words in the language like kite (Balling and Baayen 2008). The exception of suffixed
words and compounds from the definition of the UP explains the general finding that
morphologically related words do not compete with each other (e.g., Wilder et al.
2019); i.e., cat is not inhibited after cats, play is not inhibited after played, and kind
is not inhibited after kindness.
However, Balling and Baayen (2008; 2012) point out that this formulation of the
UP rules out the possibility that morphologically complex words, including those that
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Figure 2.2: Definitions of UP1 and CUP and examples for the English suffixed word
kindness, for the compound word bedroom, and for the prefixed verb understand. Adapted
from Balling and Baayen (2012, p.82, Figure 1).
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are related to the target word (such as kindness and kindly), may play a role in the
recognition process (see also Wurm et al. 2006). Balling and Baayen (2008; 2012)
show that with complex words, there are, in fact, two points at which the compati-
bility of the target word and the acoustic input influence auditory recognition. The
first is the Initial Uniqueness Point (UP1) (UP in Marslen-Wilson 1984), which is
reached when morphologically unrelated competitors are no longer compatible with
the acoustic input. The second point is the Complex Uniqueness Point (CUP), at
which morphologically related competitors become incompatible with the input. In
the case of kind-ness, the CUP occurs at the second /n/, where kind-ness deviates
from other continuations like kind-hearted and kind-ly (see Figure 2.2). The CUP,
thus, measures the point at which morphological competition is resolved, with the ex-
ception of those words that are continuations of the suffixed target word itself. Balling
and Baayen (2008) report significant effects of both the UP1 and the CUP in auditory
lexical decision to suffixed words in Danish, suggesting that both morphological and
word-whole competitors play a role in spoken-word recognition.
The next section focuses on models and theories of morphological processing,
which are based primarily on written, as opposed to spoken-word recognition.
2.1.3 Models of morphological processing
The contribution of morphological effects need to be distinguished from the effects
of orthographic or phonological and semantic similarity. It is especially regarding
the role of semantic transparency (see Section 2.1.1 above) that different theoretical
and experimental studies on morphologically complex word recognition show oppos-
ing standpoints and results. This section is divided between (i) decompositional or
4I do not discuss Full-Listing approaches here. These theories completely deny the role of mor-
phological structure in word processing. For Full-Listing models, I refer the reader to Butterworth
(1983); Bybee (1995); Manelis and Tharp (1977); Norris and McQueen (2008).
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morpheme-based approaches, which assume a role for abstract morphemes; and (ii)
learning-based models, according to which morphemes are the extension of patterns of
existing systematic form-meaning correspondences between words.4 It is important
to keep in mind that most of the theories discussed in the next section are reading
theories; they model orthography in a given writing system. It is often unclear how
they relate to morphological processing in auditory word recognition.5
2.1.3.1 Decompositional models
Decompositional approaches assume an explicit representation of morphemes and of
a word’s morphological structure. They follow from a combinatorial tradition (Milin
et al. 2018, p.242) to word formation. This approach assumes that words like walking
and walkable consist of a lexical entry walk, which carries the core meaning and
forms the stem, and affixes such as the inflectional affix -ing and the derivational
affix -able, which further contribute to the meaning of the complex word. Stems
and affixes are morphemes. Morphemes are discrete units that are ordered in a
hierarchical fashion, as is illustrated in Figure 2.3. Morphemes are also abstract, in
that tokens of morphemes are identical to each other (e.g., walk in walking and










(b) Internal structure for walkable
Figure 2.3: Representation of the hierarchical organization of stems and affixes within
morphologically complex words. V stands for ‘verb’ and a stands for ‘adjective’.
Although any decompositional theory of morphology assumes that morphemes are
5For further overviews of morphological processing, see Zwitserlood (2018), Milin et al. (2018),
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discrete units that have hierarchical structure, the structures in Figure 2.3 follow a
Distributed Morphology (DM; Halle and Marantz 1993) approach to morphological
theory. In DM, stems are called roots and affixes are referred to as functional mor-
phemes. Both roots and functional morphemes function as the terminal objects in
syntactic derivations (cf. Embick 2015).
Below, I focus on five different types of decompositional approaches: obligatory or
full decomposition models, morpho-orthographic decomposition accounts, form-and-
meaning accounts, dual-mechanism accounts, and subsequent models.
2.1.3.1.1 Obligatory decomposition accounts The earliest models of mor-
phological processing were proposed by Taft, and are referred to as obligatory (or
full) decomposition approaches (Taft and Forster 1975; Taft 1979).6 Taft proposed
that morphological decomposition is an obligatory process that happens at the early
stages of processing. The decomposition mechanism is assumed to systematically
split off affixes from their base, after which morphemes form the access units.
The obligatory decomposition model is illustrated in Figure 2.4, using the activa-
tion framework proposed by Taft (1994), for the verbs seeming and mending. These
verbs have the same surface frequency, but the stem of seeming is more frequent than
the stem of the mending (i.e., higher base frequency). Taft (1979), based on the find-
ing of a base frequency effect, proposed that all derived words, regardless of semantic
and phonological transparency, are initially decomposed at the form level. The lemma
level in Figure 2.4 contains units that provide the link between semantic and syntactic
features and the representation of form (i.e., orthography and phonology).7
According to the obligatory decomposition model, the recognition of morphologi-
and Amenta and Crepaldi (2012).
6Obligatory decomposition approaches are also referred to as sub-lexical, since morphemes are
identified prior to activation of the whole-word representation.
7The dotted arrow leading from the form unit for -ing is supposed to imply neutrality about
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Figure 2.4: A schematic representation of an obligatory decomposition model. The words
seeming and mending are both recognized via activation of an input representation for their
stem (adapted from Taft 2004, p.746).
cally complex words occurs in three stages: (i) decomposition, (ii) look-up, and (iii)
recombination (see also Fruchter and Marantz 2015). In the first stage, a complex
word is decomposed into its component morphemes, based on the form of these mor-
phemes. According to Taft (2004), base frequency effects arise in this stage (the
thickness of the circles seem at the form and lemma level in Figure 2.4 indicate that
these are more frequent than mend). In the second stage, at the lemma level, the
lexical entries for the morphemes are accessed. The lemma level contains units that
provide the link between functional features characteristic of morphemes, and the
representation of form. Complex words that are transparent with respect to their
constituents (such as seeming and mending in Figure 2.4) do not possess their own
lemma. Finally, after the lexical entries for the morphemes have been looked up, the
separate morphemes are then recombined into the complex form (cf. Fruchter and
whether there is also an independent lemma representing the inflectional affix, but to indicate nev-
ertheless that information about the syntactic function of -ing is activated somewhere in the system
(Taft 2004, p.746).
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Marantz 2015). In Figure 2.4, this means that the meanings of the stem seem and
the suffix -ing would be combined to obtain the meaning of the whole form seeming.
Surface frequency effects arise only at this final stage. Differences between semanti-
cally transparent and opaque words do not arise at the form level, but arise at the
lemma level or at the recombination stage. This will be discussed in more detail in
Chapters 5, 6, and 7.
Many models have since adopted a version of Taft’s obligatory-decomposition ac-
count. However, there is no consensus on the nature of this decomposition. While
some argue it is based on orthographic factors (Rastle et al. 2004; Rastle and Davis
2008), others argue it is based on semantic factors (Feldman et al. 2009; 2015; Marslen-
Wilson et al. 1994), and yet others assume the decomposition is morpho-syntactic
in nature (Embick 2015; Stockall and Marantz 2006). As is discussed in more de-
tail below, models that assume that morphological decomposition is influenced by
semantics, such as form-and-meaning models, take semantic transparency as a pre-
condition for morphological decomposition. Models that assume morphological de-
composition based on orthographic properties predict decomposition for any word
whose orthographic form resembles that of a morphologically complex word (i.e.,
corner). This contrasts with purely morphology-based models (often referred to as
Full-Decomposition accounts), based on Distributed Morphology for instance, which
assume that it is morphological structure that triggers morphological decomposition.
Such models take morphemes to be abstract, in that tokens of morphemes are identical
to each other, despite potential irregularities in phonology or semantics, as outlined
in Chapter 1. Therefore, derived opaque words are predicted to be morphologically
decomposed, but pseudo-derived words (e.g., corner) not, unless an additional form-
based decomposition mechanism is assumed.
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2.1.3.1.2 Morpho-orthographic decomposition accounts A dominant ac-
count of morphological processing posits that the morpho-orthographic units of a
complex word are analyzed in early visual word recognition before semantic infor-
mation plays a role. During a morpho-orthographic decomposition stage (Meunier
and Longtin 2007; Rastle and Davis 2008), complex words undergo obligatory ortho-
graphic segmentation into morphemic units. This process is assumed to be seman-
tically blind, and is performed whenever the visual system simultaneously detects
a possible affix and stem (Longtin et al. 2003; Zweig and Pylkkänen 2009). These
points are important, as it follows that pseudo-derived words (e.g., corner), with only
apparent morphological structure and no semantic relation to the embedded ‘stem’
(in this case corn), undergo the same decomposition process as true morphologically
complex words (e.g., teacher).
The finding of a null effect when comparing pseudo-derived and true derived forms
in masked priming experiments has been interpreted as support for semantics-blind
morpho-orthographic segmentation (Beyersmann et al. 2016; Feldman et al. 2004;
Longtin et al. 2003; Marslen-Wilson et al. 2008; McCormick et al. 2008; Rastle et al.
2000; Rastle and Davis 2003; Rastle et al. 2004, i.a.). It is not the case that the
effects observed with morphologically structured pairs are only due to orthographic
overlap between prime and target, since no priming effects are observed when primes
comprise of the target plus some non-morphological ending (e.g., broth-el). Instead,
Rastle and Davis (2008) argue in favor of a form of morphological decomposition that
is based on orthographic information.
Previous and new experimental results with pseudo-derived words will be dis-
cussed in Chapter 4. Morpho-orthographic decomposition accounts are also referred
to as late-lexical-access or form-then-meaning accounts. The latter term is used es-
pecially when a comparison is made with form-and-meaning accounts, the two ap-
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proaches differing crucially in their assumptions about when semantic information
influences the visual recognition of morphologically complex words, i.e., prior to or
simultaneous with form/morphological information (for an overview, see Schmidtke
et al. 2017). The next section discusses form-and-meaning accounts in more detail.
2.1.3.1.3 Form-and-meaning accounts A different line of research, with differ-
ent experimental designs and statistical analyses, has challenged the idea that the or-
thographic form of words influences the word recognition process before any influence
of semantics (Andrews and Lo 2013; Feldman et al. 2009; 2015; Marelli and Luzzatti
2012; Schmidtke et al. 2017). While individual studies show non-significant differ-
ences in the magnitude of facilitation for transparent and opaque/pseudo-derived8
pairs, a meta-analysis showed that across studies, facilitation is significantly greater
after transparent than after opaque/pseudo-derived primes (Feldman et al. 2009).
These results have led researchers to propose form-and-meaning accounts, which
posit that recognition of complex word forms involves the simultaneous access of
morphological and semantic information. According to these accounts, semantic ef-
fects emerge early in the time-course of word recognition, and their effects precede
or emerge simultaneously with morphological effects. Therefore, semantically opaque
and pseudo-derived words are expected to morphologically prime their stem or ap-
parent stem to a lesser extent or not at all, compared to transparent words.
2.1.3.1.4 Dual-mechanism accounts Dual-mechanism accounts (Baayen et al.
1997; Bertram et al. 2000; Frauenfelder and Schreuder 1992; Marslen-Wilson and
Tyler 1998; Pinker and Ullman 2002) propose that both decomposition and whole-
word access can take place, and that the route taken depends on the type of word
8The ‘semantically opaque’ condition in Feldman et al. (2009) includes both semantically opaque
primes, which were related etymologically to the target (e.g., dentist → DENT ), and pseudo-related
primes (e.g., cower → COW ).
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being accessed.9 Dual-mechanism approaches played an important role in the past-
tense debate, as they argued that morphologically regular forms (e.g., walked) are
accounted for through a decompositional route (rule-based), while irregular forms
(i.e., exceptions to the rule, such as taught) are accounted for through whole-word
access (cf. Pinker and Prince 1988). More general, dual-mechanism approaches posit
that morphological processing is not an ‘all or none’ phenomenon, and that sev-
eral factors induce graded effects of morphological facilitation. For instance, dual-
mechanism models typically handle semantically transparent words separately from
opaque words, with a decomposition route only for semantically transparent words.
An example of a (parallel10) dual-mechanism model is the Morphological Race
Model (Frauenfelder and Schreuder 1992, see also Baayen et al. 1997), which posits
that both ways of accessing a complex word, through decomposition and through
whole-word access, are in competition. The winner of the ‘race’ is determined mainly
by the frequency and the phonological and semantic transparency of the word to be
accessed. Transparent low frequency words have the highest chance of taking the
‘decomposition route’, while high frequency words and semantically opaque words
are problematic for the parser and are more likely to be accessed through whole-word
lexical entries.
2.1.3.1.5 Subsequent models In contrast to parallel dual-mechanism accounts,
subsequent (or cascaded) models assume the processes of full-form access and decom-
position in sequence. For instance, the Augmented Addressed Morphology (AAM)
model (Burani and Laudanna 1992; Burani and Caramazza 1987; Caramazza et al.
1988) posits that the initial recognition of a complex word is via activation of a
9Dual-mechanism accounts are also referred to as ‘dual-route’ or ‘hybrid’ models.
10‘Parallel’ refers to the assumption that recognition is attempted via whole word and morpheme-
based representations simultaneously, in contrast to subsequent models of morphological processing,
which posit that decomposition occurs subsequent to whole-word access (see Section 2.1.3.1.5 below).
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whole-word representation, with the decomposition route only as a back-up proce-
dure. Activation of the whole-word form subsequently allows access to the relevant
morphemic representations, but the direct, whole-word retrieval route for word recog-
nition will always be faster than the decomposition route. In early versions of the
model (Burani and Caramazza 1987; Caramazza et al. 1988), the decomposition route
is a back-up option only for rare or novel morphologically complex words, while any
‘known’ words are handled by the whole-word access route. In later, less restricted,
versions of the model (Burani and Laudanna 1992; Chialant and Caramazza 1995;
Laudanna and Burani 1995), it is suggested that words with a low surface frequency
but with high-frequency constituents might be processed via the parsing route as well.
Another example of a subsequent model is the Supralexical11 hypothesis (Giraudo
and Grainger 2001; 2003; Voga and Giraudo 2009). According to the Supralexical
model, there is an initial stage of whole-word processing followed by a later stage
of decomposition in which the morphemes receive activation from the whole-word
representation, and send back activation to all whole-word representations that are
compatible with either the root or the affix (Giraudo and Grainger 2001, p.127).
Crucially, in a supralexical model, priming effects from semantically opaque words are
not expected. The subsequent access to and activation of constituent representations
happens only when there is a semantically transparent relationship among the parts
and the whole word (Diependaele et al. 2005).
Lexical competition plays an important role in this model: the recognition of a
complex word is assumed to trigger the activation of all word forms that match with it.
Competitors send positive feedback to their respective base lexemes, which then send
11Supralexical approaches are contrasted with ‘sublexical’ theories (Taft 1979; 1994; Taft and
Forster 1975). Mainly, the hypotheses differ in what point they assume that morphemes are identi-
fied: according to sublexical accounts, morphological decomposition takes place prior to lexical ac-
cess, while supralexical accounts posit that decomposition happens subsequent to lexical access. See
Fruchter and Marantz (2015) for further discussion.
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positive activation back to them. Abstract morphemic representations in this model
act as an interface between word form-representations and meaning representations.
Complex words are, thus, not decomposed following the typical decompositional ac-
counts, but they may instead trigger the activation of their constituent morphemes.
2.1.3.2 Learning-based models
In contrast to decompositional approaches, learning-based computational and psy-
cholinguistic models do not assume morphemes as distinct and discrete represen-
tational entities. Rather, morphemes and morphological structure are assumed to
be ‘secondary’ and ‘emergent’, i.e., these are properties that are derivable from the
connections between phonology/orthography and semantics.12 Within learning-based
models of complex word recognition, there are considerable differences (as discussed
in Milin et al. 2018). In this section, I discuss two types of learning-based models:
parallel-distributed connectionist models and discriminative learning models.
2.1.3.2.1 Parallel-distributed connectionist models Connectionist models
posit that morphemic structure emerges when stable sub-patterns develop in response
to the consistent co-occurrence of orthographic/phonological and semantic informa-
tion (Gonnerman et al. 2007; Plaut and Gonnerman 2000; Raveh 2002; Seidenberg
and Gonnerman 2000, i.a.). According to this approach, word recognition involves
the establishment of stable activation states over sets of processing units that repre-
sent the orthographic, phonological, and semantic properties of a word (Raveh 2002,
12Learning-based approaches are often referred to as ‘a-morphous’, after Anderson (1992). How-
ever, the term ‘a-morphism’ as used by Anderson is distinct from the way it has been adopted by
learning-based models of morphological processing (as ‘without morphemes’). For Anderson, this
term involves the way in which the syntactic organization of morphemes is realized phonologically,
not a lack of commitment to morphemes (see Marantz 2013b; Embick et al. 2020). According to
Anderson (1992), derivational morphology does involve morphemic structure, and a-morphous prin-
ciples apply only to a narrowly defined set of inflectional material.
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p.313). Morphological structure, thus, is not explicitly represented in the mental
lexicon, but is instead a learned mapping between (the interaction of) orthography,
phonology, and semantics (cf. the convergence of codes; Gonnerman et al. 2007). For
example, the relationship between hunt, hunter, hunting, and huntsman is captured
at this level by virtue of the fact that the recurring form hunt is associated with a
similar meaning in all of those words.
Connectionist approaches predict that strong ‘morphological’ effects occur only
for semantically transparent words, stemming from the joint contribution of formal
and semantic similarity. More specifically, a connectionist approach to morphology
predicts graded effects of semantic similarity. This means that the magnitudes of
behavioural effects that reflect morphological processing should diminish as the se-
mantic similarity (as well as similarity in form) between the morphologically related
words decreases (e.g., Gonnerman et al. 2007; Plaut and Gonnerman 2000).
An implementation of a connectionist account is the Triangle Model (Harm and
Seidenberg 2004; 1999; Plaut and Gonnerman 2000; Seidenberg and Gonnerman
2000). In the Triangle Model, orthographic input units are mapped onto seman-
tic units without intervening morphological units. The triangle represents semantic,
phonological, and orthographic knowledge, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. In the Trian-
gle Model, as proposed by Harm and Seidenberg (2004), the semantics→phonology
pathway indicates production (generating phonology from semantics; seeking to sim-
ulate reading aloud) and the phonology→semantics pathway indicates comprehension
(generating semantics from phonology). The circles represent ‘hidden units’ that me-
diate the mapping between the different components of the model. The Triangle
Model allows for a direct mechanism to reading (orthography→semantics), as well as
a phonologically mediated (orthography→phonology→semantics) mechanism. When




Figure 2.5: The Triangle Model (Harm and Seidenberg 2004; 1999; Seidenberg and
Gonnerman 2000; Plaut and Gonnerman 2000), a computational model based on connec-
tionist principles that models reading. Adapted from Harm and Seidenberg (2004, p.681,
Figure 8).
the model update their activations as a function of the total input they receive via
connections from other units, until the network settles into a stable pattern of ac-
tivity constituting its response to the input (e.g., the semantics and phonology
/kæt/ of cat). The meaning of a word, therefore, is a pattern of activation over a
set of semantic units that develops over time, based on continuous input from both
orthography→semantics and orthography→phonology→semantics components of the
model, crucially without any intervening morphological representations.
2.1.3.2.2 Discriminative learning models A different series of learning-based
models according to which morphemes are an emergent property of a system that
learns the connections between form and meaning, is based on the notion of discrim-
inative learning. Baayen et al. (2011) propose a computational model for morpho-
logical processing in visual word recognition, based on naive discriminative learning
(NDL). In this model, orthographic representations of letter unigrams and bigrams
(‘cues’) are mapped directly onto semantic representations (‘outcomes’), without the
intervention of form representations of morphemes or whole words. Cues are formed
by letter unigrams and bigrams, and outcomes range from the meanings of words
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(house, cat), to ‘inflectional meanings’ such as case and number, and ‘affixal mean-
ings’ such as -ness and un-. Baayen et al. (2011) argue that the NDL model captures
a wide range of effects documented for lexical processing, including frequency effects,
morphological family size effects, and entropy effects. The model is also reported
to output the priming effects for pseudo-derived words as reported in Rastle et al.
(2004), despite the lack of systematic form-meaning mapping between these words.
The NDL model is similar to the Triangle Model (Harm and Seidenberg 1999;
Seidenberg and Gonnerman 2000; Harm and Seidenberg 2004) in that orthographic
input is mapped onto meaning without intervening lexical representations and with-
out requiring explicit rules for parsing. Differences between connectionist and NDR
models, as reported in Baayen et al. (2011, p.473), are that the NDL model does not
model phonology, whereas the Triangle Model does. The NDL model also has explicit
semantic units for stems and affixes, while the Triangle Model does not. Moreover,
the computational engine in the NDL model functions without the incorporation of
‘hidden units’, which are assumed by the Triangle Model (see Figure 2.5).
A criticism of the NDL model has been put forward by Marantz (2013b), who
argues that abstract morphemic structure is built into the inputs of the learning
model. Marantz argues that the ‘semantic input’ that is presented to the learning
model, such as past or present tense, resembles the linguist’s syntax of morphemes.
Rather than morphemes being an emergent property, then, the model is presented
the syntactic structure of a verb, not the semantic input:
“[T]he learning models [...] that claim to show that morphemes are an
emergent property of the learning process provide to the system the end
product of morphological learning – a structured list of morphemes – in
the semantic input layer, choosing a subset of the semantic properties
associated with a word as input and imposing co-occurrence restrictions
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along the syntagmatic dimension and complementary distribution along
the paradigmatic dimension.” (Marantz 2013b, p.913)
Follow-up versions of discriminative learning models (Baayen et al. 2019; Milin
et al. 2017, i.a.) have changed different aspects of the model. Baayen et al. (2019)
introduce a ‘linear discriminative learning network’, and Milin et al. (2017) change
the outcomes (the semantic units, which they refer to as ‘lexomes’) in the model, such
that it includes lexomes for complex words such as works, worker, and workforce. In
that way, the new model is less ‘decompositional’ than the original NDL model was,
addressing, at least in part, the concerns brought up by Marantz (2013b).
The different types of models of complex word recognition and their predictions
for morphological processing will be discussed in more detail throughout the disser-
tation. The next section discusses the methodological background relevant to the
experimental designs presented in the dissertation.
2.2 Methodological background
This section discusses the methodological issues that are relevant to the experiments
presented in the subsequent chapters of the dissertation. Section 2.2.1 introduces the
primed lexical decision task, which forms the main source of data for research into the
mental lexicon. Section 2.2.2 then discusses the importance of the auditory modality
in doing research into the mental lexicon. Finally, Section 2.2.3 discusses the issues
that are involved with operationalizing semantic transparency, and the ways in which
this has typically been implemented.
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2.2.1 The primed lexical decision task
2.2.1.1 The lexical decision task
A common experimental technique used for research into the mental lexicon is the
lexical decision task, in which researchers measure how fast people classify certain
stimuli as words or non-words. In a lexical decision task, participants are presented
with stimuli consisting of a mix of existing words and non-existing words. They are
asked to judge the lexical status of a string of letters or phonemes presented as the
target (i.e., they make a lexical decision), whereby they determine whether the target
is a word or a non-word by pressing a key on a keyboard or button box. Stimuli can be
presented written on a computer screen (visual lexical decision) or over headphones
(auditory lexical decision). Dependent measures are accuracy and response time, i.e.,
the time it takes to execute the response.
Response times (henceforth RTs) are taken to reflect the time it takes to access
a word in the mental lexicon. In other words, RTs are thought to reflect the mental
accessibility of a word, and in that way, they have been shown to be highly informative
about the processing cost of different types of words. For instance, a robust effect in
lexical decision experiments is that more frequent words have shorter RTs (i.e., are
accessed faster) than rarer words (e.g., Embick et al. 2001), as their higher ‘resting
level’ makes that they reach a threshold for recognition faster. Moreover, it is well-
known that people respond faster to a target (e.g., cat) after having just heard a
semantically related word (e.g., dog), which is attributed to the spread of activation
between words with related meanings in the mental lexicon. This is called priming,
and will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
Since the lexical decision task is used in all experiments presented in this disser-
tation, some words of caution are in place. First, as Fiorentino (2006, p.30) points
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out, by its very nature, lexical decision is a measurement at the very end stage of
processing. The task is, therefore, potentially sensitive not only to initial stages of
lexical access, but also to post-access processing. This means that the locus of effects
that are detected in a lexical decision paradigm is underspecified, in that RTs are
not necessarily informative about the time course of lexical processing. Moreover,
participants in a lexical decision task are asked to make a metalinguistic judgment to
words that are presented in isolation, which is different from typical comprehension
(Baayen 2014). Finally, methodological issues such as how the non-words are con-
structed (Keuleers et al. 2010) and what kind of fillers are included (Feldman et al.
2009) may affect the results obtained.
2.2.1.2 Primed lexical decision
In a primed lexical decision task, the target is preceded by a prime that is related
to the target along some dimension, such as identity (e.g., cat → cat), orthographic
relatedness (e.g., legion → leg), phonological relatedness (e.g., aisle → eye), semantic
relatedness (e.g., timid → shy), or morphological relatedness (e.g., teacher → teach).
In a primed lexical decision task, the same target is presented after a related and an
unrelated prime for different participants, and any facilitatory or inhibitory effects
are determined based on the RT to the targets following related primes compared to
unrelated primes (with the unrelated primes functioning as the baseline). If RTs to
targets preceded by a related prime differ from RTs to targets preceded by an unre-
lated prime, a priming effect is said to occur. This is illustrated in Figure 2.6. Priming
effects are informative regarding the processing of words in the mental lexicon.
The primed lexical decision task can be paired, such that participants make lexical
decisions only to targets (as in Figure 2.6), or continuous, such that participants make










Figure 2.6: A schematic representation of the presentation of related/unrelated primes
and targets in a paired primed lexical decision paradigm.
make use of a continuous lexical decision, since this reduces the noticeable relations
of prime-target pairs. In addition, a disadvantage of paired lexical decision is that
subjects are not required to respond to the prime, so they may ignore it or not
process it fully (cf. McNamara and Altarriba 1988). In contrast, in a continuous
lexical decision task, subjects cannot ignore primes as they are required to make a
lexical decision to them. An additional advantage to the continuous lexical decision
is that targets for which subjects gave an incorrect or unreasonably slow response to
the preceding prime can be excluded from further analysis.
With morphological priming, the common finding is that prior exposure to a mor-
phologically complex word (the prime) facilitates recognition of its stem (the target),
which is taken to provide evidence that the morpheme shared between the prime
and target has been activated. This works as follows. A participant is presented a
prime such as teacher, which then activates the root teach. This root remains active
throughout the processing of teacher and is, therefore, above the ‘resting level’ of ac-
tivation when the target teach is encountered. The presentation of the prime, hence,
leads to preactivation of its stem (the target). Since the target contains the same root
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as the prime, lexical activation of teach is predicted to be facilitated in the primed
case, relative to an unrelated baseline control (cf. Stockall and Marantz 2006). Often,
morphological priming conditions are combined with orthographic/phonological and
semantic priming conditions to make sure that the morphological priming effects are
not due to pure form and/or semantic overlap.
With designs that present multiple types of related primes, either a ‘between-
target’ or a ‘within-target’ manipulation may be adopted. In a between-target design,
each target appears with one related and one unrelated prime and different targets
appear with different types of related primes (Milin et al. 2018). In a within-target
design, the same target is presented in multiple related prime contexts. Therefore,
decision latencies to the same target are compared across the different prime con-
ditions, which has the advantage that potential confounds based on specific target
properties can be avoided.
Priming effects can be obtained under masked or overt priming, in visual, cross-
modal, or auditory paradigms, and at immediate distance or with intervening items
between the prime and target. These different priming techniques are discussed in
more detail in the remainder of this section.
2.2.1.2.1 Masked priming In masked priming studies, primes are virtually in-
visible for participants as they are typically displayed for 60ms or less (Forster and
Davis 1984; Forster et al. 1987; 2003). The forward-masked priming is the most com-
monly used procedure to study early stages of visual word recognition, also referred
to as ‘pre-lexical’ processing. In such an experiment, a pattern mask (e.g., #####)
appears for about 500ms, after which the prime appears for <60ms in a lower-case
font, followed by a target printed in upper-case for 500ms or more (Figure 2.7).
The masked priming task has been argued to avoid strategic processing, as par-
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prime TARGET lexical decision#####
500ms 500ms<60ms
Figure 2.7: A schematic representation of the presentation of primes and targets in a
masked priming paradigm. Due to the short duration of prime presentation, primes are not
available for conscious report.
ticipants do not consciously perceive the target. The masked priming paradigm is
generally viewed as being insensitive to semantic effects, while being a good tool to
study form-based effects of pseudo-derived stimuli.13
2.2.1.2.2 Overt priming In contrast to masked priming, overt (or unmasked)
priming is thought to tap into ‘lexical’ processing and representation, in addition to
early recognition (Milin et al. 2017). In overt priming paradigms, primes are pre-
sented at a relatively long exposure duration (if visual: typically 230ms or longer)
so that they are fully visible to the participant, and are consciously perceived. To
avoid strategic effects due to the conscious processing of the prime, the proportion of
related prime-target pairs in the overall experiment is often kept low (25% or less).
Overt priming paradigms can present primes and targets visually, auditorily, or in a
cross-modal format. In cross-modal paradigms, the prime is typically presented au-
ditorily, while the target is presented visually. These paradigms are assumed to tap
into modality-abstract lexical representations (see e.g., Smolka et al. 2014). More-
over, primes can be presented immediately preceding the target or with other items
intervening in between the prime and target, as discussed below.
13Typically, masked priming is done with visual stimuli, but recently, auditory primes have been
masked by durationally compressing the primes and ‘hiding’ them within a stream of spectrally
speech-like but unintelligible noise (Kouider and Dupoux 2005, see also Davis et al. 2010; Ussishkin
et al. 2015).
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2.2.1.2.3 Long-lag priming In a delayed, long-lag, or long distance priming
paradigm, several words intervene between the prime and its target, thereby prolong-
ing the time interval between prime and target (visual: e.g., Bentin and Feldman
1990; Feldman 2000; Feldman and Moskovljević 1987; Stanners et al. 1979, auditory:
e.g., Kouider and Dupoux 2009; Marslen-Wilson and Tyler 1998; Wilder et al. 2019).
The number of intervening items differs across studies, and ranges from one inter-
vener to 144 interveners in Kouider and Dupoux (2009). Long-lag priming can be
used as a tool to track the time-course with which different types of information (i.e.,
semantic/phonological/morphological) become available during word recognition and
lexical access and to examine different stages of lexical access.
The time-course of different types of information in priming experiments can also
be investigated by varying the time interval between primes and targets (e.g., Longtin
et al. 2003; Marslen-Wilson et al. 2008; Rastle et al. 2000). The time between the
onset of a visually presented prime and the onset of a visual target is measured as the
Stimulus-Onset Asynchrony (SOA); hence, the SOA includes the prime presentation
(Figure 2.8a). In the auditory modality, in which the time of exposure of the prime
depends on the length of the sound file, the time between the prime and target is
measured as the Inter-Stimulus Interval (ISI), or the time between the offset of the
prime and the onset of the target (Figure 2.8b). Finally, Inter-Trial Interval (ITI)
refers to the time between the offset of the target and the onset of the following
stimulus, or the time interval between trials.14
2.2.1.2.4 Types of morphological priming In overt morphological priming
studies, two types of morphological priming have been used. The most common
one, which was described above, is often referred to as constituent/stem or partial-
14Note that ITI is sometimes used to refer to the time interval between the onset of one trial and




(a) Stimulus Onset Asynchrony (SOA)
ISI
targetprime
(b) Interstimulus Interval (ISI)
Figure 2.8: Schematic representations of the SOA and ISI, which are both measures of
the time between presentation of the prime and presentation of the target.
repetition priming. In a constituent priming experiment, a morphologically complex
word primes its stem or vice versa (e.g., understand → stand or stand → understand).
In the second type, referred to as associative priming or as semantic stem priming,
the prime is related in meaning to the stem or one of the constituents of the complex
word target (e.g., understand → sit). The rationale behind associative priming is
that if a compound constituent is activated and accessed in the recognition process,
a semantically related (associative) prime for that constituent should facilitate its
access, and hence, result in faster recognition of the complex word.
Different results have been obtained using these two different types of morpho-
logical priming (see De Grauwe et al. 2019), which suggests that activation of a
morphological constituent of a complex word is a different process from activation of
the meaning of that constituent. This also illustrates the need to distinguish between
these different types of priming paradigms. This dissertation makes use of both types
of morphological priming: constituent priming is used in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, while
associative priming is used in Chapter 6.
2.2.2 The auditory modality
While most studies on morphological processing have focused on the visual identifi-
cation of complex words in masked, overt, and cross-modal priming paradigms, this
dissertation investigates morphological processing in the auditory modality following
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a more recent line of research (see e.g., Bacovcin et al. 2017; Goodwin Davies and
Embick 2020; Gwilliams and Marantz 2015; Koester et al. 2004; Wilder et al. 2019).
There are good reasons to believe that the processing of lexical representations from
written words may differ in crucial ways from the processing of spoken words (cf.
Marslen-Wilson et al. 1994). Examining the effects of semantic transparency on mor-
phological processing in the auditory modality is important for multiple reasons.
First, the auditory modality is viewed as the most natural one for spoken language.
For instance, the acquisition of oral language precedes the acquisition of written
language, and speaking and listening are seen as ‘primary’ linguistic activities that
secondary activities such as reading and writing are parasitic on (Mattingly 1984).
Second, the two modalities have a vastly different temporal structure. In speech
recognition, the auditory speech signal unfolds continuously in time, such that the
pieces that make up a multi-morphemic stimulus arrive at the listener’s ear at differ-
ent, specifiable times (Wurm 2000). Therefore, the listener does not have access to
the stem and affix of a complex word at the same time. In contrast, with visually
presented words, the letters that make up the word are simultaneously presented.
Eye-tracking studies show that many complex words are read with one fixation only
(for an overview see Bertram 2011), such that stems and affixes may be processed
at the same time. This has important consequences for lexical access. As discussed
above, for instance, the Cohort model (Marslen-Wilson 1984) assumes that the un-
folding phonological input progressively narrows down the cohort until a Uniqueness
Point is reached, and, for morphologically complex words, the Complex Uniqueness
Point also plays an important role (Balling and Baayen 2008; 2012).
Finally, some evidence suggests crucial differences in the effects that are detected
in the different modalities. One example is that masked priming effects for stimuli
like corner → corn have been argued to be orthographically driven (Rastle et al.
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2004; Rastle and Davis 2008). Another example is the comparison between repetition
priming (e.g., frog → frog) and morphological priming (e.g., frogs → frog), for which
some report no difference in facilitation (Stanners et al. 1979; Forster et al. 1987),
while others report greater facilitation for repetition priming than for (inflectional)
morphological priming (Kouider and Dupoux 2009). Wilder et al. (2019) suggest that
the contrast between studies might arise due to differences in modality, as the studies
reporting no difference between repetition and morphological priming employ visual
stimuli, whereas those reporting a difference are auditory. It is plausible that the
differences between these studies are related to the contrast in temporal structure
between the two modalities.
All experiments in this dissertation are run in the auditory modality. I return to
the differences between the visual and auditory modality throughout the dissertation,
as the auditory presentation of stimuli has more nuanced consequences for different
types of derived words (i.e., prefixed, suffixed, and compound words).
2.2.3 Operationalizing semantic transparency
While the term ‘semantic transparency’ is often used in psycholinguistic literature
and research, it is not necessarily clear how to best define and operationalize it. Two
primary ways in which semantic transparency has been defined and operationalized
are the following (see also Gagné et al. 2016, and Schäfer 2018, Chapter 2).
A first is through participant ratings in a pre-test.15 Typically, participants are
asked to judge transparency on a Likert scale, with transparency defined either as
the degree to which the meaning of a compound is predictable from the meaning of
the constituents, or the degree to which each of the constituents retain their meaning
15Human ratings of transparency actually form a continuous variable rated on a numerical scale,
which is then reduced to discrete levels for factorial experimental designs. Marelli and Luzzatti
(2012) point out that this may obscure some effects.
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in the complex word. The outcome of this semantic relatedness test is then used to
categorize words into transparent and opaque conditions. This way of operationalizing
semantic transparency is used in the experiments in Chapters 3, 5, and 6.
A second way is through Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) scores for the morpho-
logically complex word and the relevant constituent. LSA is a method for extracting
and representing the contextual-usage meaning of words by statistical computations
applied to a large corpus of text (Landauer et al. 1998). These scores reflect the
degree of association and semantic similarity between the meanings of words based
on patterns of co-occurrence in similar contexts: larger LSA values indicate greater
association between the two words. To give an example, and using the scores provided
by Laham (1998), the LSA score for teacher and teach is 0.49, while the LSA score
for corner and corn is only 0.10. Chapter 4 makes use of LSA measures to obtain
semantic transparency measures.
The outcomes of the different measures are then used to form categories of se-
mantic transparency. For derivationally complex words, typically two categories have
been used (‘transparent’ and ‘opaque’), while for compounds a two-fold (‘transparent’
and ‘opaque’), three-fold (‘fully transparent’, ‘partially opaque’, and ‘fully opaque’),
or four-fold distinction (‘transparent-transparent / TT’, ‘opaque-transparent / OT’,
‘transparent-opaque / TO’, and ‘opaque-opaque / OO’) is used (see also Günther and
Marelli 2018).
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3Chapter 3Morphological processing ofDutch prefixed verbs
A version of this chapter is published as Ava Creemers, Amy Good-
win Davies, Robert J. Wilder, Meredith Tamminga, and David Embick.
‘Opacity, transparency, and morphological priming: A study of prefixed
verbs in Dutch’, Journal of Memory and Language, 110, 104055.
3.1 Introduction
In order to examine whether words may be morphologically related despite not sharing
a meaning, this chapter probes the question of morphological relatedness with the use
of prefixed verbs in Dutch. As discussed in Chapter 1, these verbs produce meanings
that may be transparent or opaque. To illustrate, a Dutch verb like bieden ‘offer’ may
combine with the particle aan to form the transparently related aanbieden ‘offer’, and
with the prefix ver- (which has no straightforward meaning, although there are some
sub-patterns in its use; see Lieber and Baayen 1993) to form verbieden ‘forbid’. This
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verb is semantically opaque in the sense that its meaning cannot be predicted from
the meaning of its parts. Therefore, and as discussed in Chapter 1, opaque primes
offer a window into specifically morphological representations and processing, to the
extent that formal (phonological or orthographic) relatedness can be eliminated from
consideration through the use of controls.
Earlier findings with semantically opaque morphologically complex forms show
cross-linguistic differences in whether morphological processing is influenced by se-
mantic transparency, as will be discussed in more detail below. An issue that may, in
part, be responsible for the inconsistent cross-linguistic findings, is that prior investi-
gations have been motivated by at least two distinct types of questions and stimuli.
The first research direction is one that focuses on orthography-based decomposition
of pseudo-derived forms such as corner, which shows only an apparent morphological
relation to corn (Beyersmann et al. 2016; Diependaele et al. 2009; 2005; Feldman
et al. 2009; Longtin et al. 2003; Marslen-Wilson et al. 2008; McCormick et al. 2008;
Milin et al. 2017; Rastle et al. 2000; 2004; Rastle and Davis 2003, i.a.). The second
research direction looks at semantically opaque forms that might be decomposed on
the basis of true morphological structure. I focus on pseudo-derived forms in Chapter
4, and will not discuss this line of research in more detail this chapter. Instead, this
chapter’s focus is on words that are morphologically derived, but have no semantic
relation to their stem; i.e., on words that are opaque (for a definition, see Chapter 2).
This chapter reports the results from two intra-modal auditory priming exper-
iments examining Dutch prefixed verbs. Morphological priming is investigated by
manipulating the semantic and phonological relatedness of prime-target pairs. The
crucial question addressed is whether or not there are morphological representations
and processes that are independent of phonology and semantics. Specifically, we
test whether semantic overlap forms a necessary condition for morphological relat-
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edness between words, or whether morphological priming effects can be obtained in
the absence of semantic compositionality, e.g., whether a complex verb like verbieden
‘forbid’ primes its stem bieden ‘offer’.
This chapter is structured as follows. First, Section 3.2 presents the relevant
background. Section 3.3 presents Experiment 1, and Section 3.4 presents Experiment
2. Section 3.5 presents a discussion of the results and of the implications of the results
for models of the mental lexicon. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes.
3.2 Background
For the reasons outlined earlier, the point of looking at opaque stimuli is that there is
no evidence from meaning for relatedness. The behavior of opaque and transparent
forms is typically investigated in overt priming studies (as opposed to masked), in
which primes are consciously perceived under visual priming at a long Stimulus Onset
Asynchrony (SOA), or with auditory primes. However, studies of this sort show
contradictory findings for even closely related languages.
For English and French, for instance, it has been argued that only semantically
transparent primes facilitate target processing in overt priming experiments. In an
English visual priming experiment, morphologically and semantically related prime-
target pairs (e.g., departure → depart) show significant effects regardless of the SOA
used (43, 72, and 230ms), while morphologically related but semantically unrelated
pairs (e.g., apartment → apart) show priming only at the shortest SOA (Rastle et al.
2000). Also, in cross-modal priming experiments in English and French, priming is
obtained for semantically transparent pairs, but not (or to a significantly smaller
extent) for semantically opaque pairs (Feldman et al. 2004; Gonnerman et al. 2007;
Longtin et al. 2003; Marslen-Wilson et al. 1994). For French, Longtin et al. (2003)
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show significant priming only in the transparent condition (e.g., gaufrette ‘wafer’ →
gaufre ‘waffle’), but not in the semantically opaque condition (fauvette ‘warbler’ →
fauve ‘wildcat’). Similar effects have been shown for Serbian (Feldman et al. 2002).
These results contrast starkly with findings for Semitic languages with non-
concatenative morphology, such as Arabic (Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson 2004; 2005;
2015), Hebrew (Frost et al. 1997; Feldman and Bentin 1994), and Maltese (Ussishkin
et al. 2015). In these languages, robust morphological priming effects are obtained in
the absence of semantic transparency. In an Arabic cross-modal priming experiment,
for example, prime-target pairs of deverbal nouns sharing a root morpheme {dxl}
which are semantically transparent ([madxalun] ‘inlet’ → [duxuulun] ‘entry’) show
a priming effect of equal magnitude as semantically opaque pairs ([mudaaxalatun]
‘conference’→ [duxuulun] ‘entry’) (Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson 2015). Similarly, a
cross-modal experiment in Hebrew also shows that morphological priming occurs in
the absence of semantic transparency (Frost et al. 2000). Both semantically transpar-
ent ([madrix ] ‘a guide’→ [hadraxa] ‘guidance’, with the root {drx}) and semantically
opaque ([drixut] ‘alertness’ → [hadraxa] ‘guidance’) conditions significantly facilitate
recognition of the target, while the phonological control condition ([mhudar ] ‘fancy’
→ [hadraxa] ‘guidance’) do not.
Crucially, recent studies on German prefixed verbs (Smolka et al. 2009; 2014;
2015; 2019) show that this pattern of results is not restricted to languages with
non-concatenative morphology. In a series of overt visual and cross-modal priming
experiments (Smolka et al. 2014), both semantically transparent (zubinden ‘tie’ →
binden ‘bind’) and semantically opaque (entbinden ‘deliver’ → binden ‘bind’) deriva-
tions significantly facilitate responses relative to the unrelated condition, while neither
1It is common to refer to separable prefixes as ‘particles’. However, some of the affixes that are
typically referred to as particles, like aan, may in fact occur as inseparable prefixes. An example of
this is the prefixed verb aanschouwen ‘see’, for which the prefix and verb are inseparable in main
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semantically related synonyms (zuschnüren ‘tie’ → binden ‘bind’) nor form-related
pairs (abbilden ‘depict’ → binden ‘bind’) differ from the unrelated condition.
3.2.1 Dutch complex verbs
Similar to German complex verbs (Smolka et al. 2009; 2014; 2015; 2019), Dutch com-
plex verbs are prefixed with a separable or inseparable prefix,1 and are productive
and frequently used. In contrast to pseudo-derived words like corner, Dutch pre-
fixed verbs are true morphological derivatives of their stems. Synchronic evidence
for their morphological relatedness comes from the fact that complex verbs and their
stems share irregular allomorphy. Many of the stems of prefixed verbs show unpre-
dictable allomorphy in their preterite and past participle forms, a manifestation of
the strong/weak verb distinction that is a property of Germanic languages. Crucially,
prefixed verbs show the same patterns of allomorphy as their stems, independent of
semantic transparency or opacity (e.g., bieden ‘offer’ ∼ boden ‘offered’; aanbieden
‘offer’ ∼ aanboden ‘offered’; verbieden ‘forbid’ ∼ verboden ‘forbade’. Many prefixed
verbs (i.e., the irregular ones) thus provide morphophonological evidence for language
learners that they are related to their unprefixed stems.
Dutch complex verbs provide an ideal test case to see whether morphological
priming occurs in the absence of semantic compositionality, as these verbs may differ
in meaning relatedness between the stem and the complex verb from fully transparent
to fully opaque. For instance, optrekken ‘pull up’, uittrekken ‘remove, take off’, and
vertrekken ‘leave’ all take trekken ‘pull’ as their stem, but differ from fully transparent
to fully opaque.
Morphosyntactially speaking, the prefixes are of two types: separable ones, which
clauses, even though aan is not one of the common prefixes be-, ver-, or ont-. Therefore, in this
chapter, we use the terms separable versus inseparable prefixed verbs, rather than particle and prefix
verbs.
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appear in a different position from the verb in ‘verb second’ clauses, and inseparable
ones, which always appear prefixed to the verb stem. Importantly, it is not the
case that there is a one-to-one relation between (in)separability of the prefix and
semantic transparency/opacity of the complex verb, as inseparable and separable
prefixes are both associated with transparent and opaque meanings. For instance,
while the inseparable prefix ver- with bieden ‘offer’ results in a semantically opaque
complex verb verbieden ‘forbid’, the same inseparable prefix with krijgen ‘get’ results
in a semantically transparent complex verb verkrijgen ‘get, obtain’. Similarly, while
aanbieden ‘offer’ with the separable prefix aan is semantically transparent, the same
prefix with breken ‘break’ results in the semantically opaque verb aanbreken ‘open,
begin’.
Related to the cross-linguistic differences discussed above, a study by Zwitserlood
et al. (2005, Experiment 2) is often referred to as showing that Dutch behaves like
French and English in the sense that morphological priming is dependent on semantic
overlap (see e.g., Amenta and Crepaldi 2012; Hall et al. 2016; Smolka et al. 2014).
However, this experiment uses sentence primes to activate the conceptual represen-
tation of (the stem of) the complex verb, and therefore investigates semantic rather
than morphological priming of prefixed verbs. The question posed is whether a sen-
tence like hij slingerde haar de meest gemene dingen naar het hoofd (‘he shouted all
sorts of mean things when talking to her’) activates the conceptual representation of
the complex verb uitschelden ‘verbally abuse’, which does not occur in that sentence.
This type of experiment is not intended to probe morphological processing and rep-
resentation per se; instead, it is directed at concepts, associated either with an entire
sentence, or with a prefixed verb. The results in Zwitserlood et al. (2005) indicate
that there might be a difference between transparent and opaque prefixed verbs, but
this difference relates to the activation of conceptual representations, not to morpho-
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logical representations. Chapter 6 discusses this in more detail, and presents two
associative priming experiments with Dutch prefixed verbs.
Finally, a recent study by De Grauwe et al. (2019) shows significant morphological
priming effects for Dutch separable prefixed verbs that are semantically transparent
(opschrijven ‘write down’ → schrijven ‘write’) and semantically opaque (toekennen
‘award’ → kennen ‘know’) in an overt visual priming paradigm. In addition to the
effects of semantic transparency, this study also manipulates the motor-relatedness
of the simple verb constituent (the degree to which a word refers to a movement
performed with specific muscles), following a specific line of reasoning from fMRI
studies. While morphological effects seem independent of semantic transparency in
these experiments, a semantic stem priming experiment shows significant semantic
priming effects only for transparent motor verbs (pen ‘pen’ → opschrijven ‘write
down’, but not for semantically opaque or non-motor-related words.
However, the experimental design in De Grauwe et al. (2019) does not incor-
porate phonological and semantic control conditions. Therefore, the results remain
suggestive, as alternate explanations are available for the reasons discussed above.
The design in the present study differs from De Grauwe et al. in some crucial ways.
First, instead of using a between-items design in which targets differ across priming
conditions, we use a within-items design. This allows us to compare response times
to the same targets across conditions, as the same target is used with a different
prime in each condition. Second, we include phonological and semantic conditions to
investigate whether any obtained morphological effects are in fact due to form and/or
meaning overlap.
Taken together, prior work provides some suggestions as to how the opaque /
transparent distinction affects the representation of Dutch words, but does not estab-
lish definitive conclusions on this point. Therefore, here, we further investigate the
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effect of semantic transparency on morphological processing in Dutch prefixed verbs.
3.2.2 The present study
While most previous studies have addressed the issue of morphological processing by
investigating the visual identification of target words (in masked, overt, and cross-
modal paradigms), we investigate auditory word recognition. Although less commonly
used in priming paradigms, auditory presentation has been shown to successfully
probe many aspects of lexical representation (Bacovcin et al. 2017; Balling and Baayen
2008; Goodwin Davies and Embick 2020; Kouider and Dupoux 2009; Wilder et al.
2019, i.a.). Examining the effects of transparency/opacity in the auditory modality
is important for multiple reasons, as discussed in Chapter 2. The differences in
temporal ordering in the visual and auditory modalities may have specific effects
for prefixed words. While in the visual modality, the stem and prefix are presented
simultaneously, in the auditory modality, the prefix is presented first, with the onset
of the stem following only later (cf. Marslen-Wilson et al. 1994).
This chapter presents two experiments that examine Dutch prefixed verbs that
are (i) morphologically and semantically related, (ii) morphologically related but se-
mantically opaque, (iii) phonologically related, but semantically and morphologically
unrelated, (iv) semantically related, but morphologically and phonologically unre-
lated, and (v) unrelated controls which function as our baseline. In Experiment 1,
prime–target pairs are manipulated with respect to their morphological, semantic,
and phonological relatedness in an immediate priming paradigm. In Experiment 2,
we add a semantic condition, and manipulate the number of intervening items be-
tween prime and target. We use the experimental design used in Smolka et al. (2014),
but due to the change in modality, we include a phonological condition rather than
an orthographic condition, which serves to control for the potential effects of rhyme
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priming (see e.g., Norris et al. 2002). In addition, we make use of a continuous lexical
decision task, rather than a paired presentation of primes and targets with responses
only to the latter. This minimizes the difference between primes and targets and
therefore makes pairings and thus conditions under investigation less apparent to
participants (for further discussion, see Section 2.2.1.2 in Chapter 2).
3.3 Experiment 1
The aim of the first experiment is to investigate the role of morphological structure
in the lexical representation of complex verbs in Dutch, while teasing apart semantic,
phonological, and morphological effects. Our research question is as follows: does
a morphologically complex verb in Dutch prime its stem, and if so, what is the
contribution of semantic and phonological overlap to these priming effects? While any
theory predicts priming effects for targets with primes that are both morphologically
and semantically related, priming effects for primes that are morphologically but not
semantically related to their target are expected only if morphological processing is
independent of semantic and phonological overlap. Moreover, if morphological effects
are different from mere phonological overlap, we expect to obtain priming effects in
the morphologically related condition that are significantly larger in magnitude than
the effects in the phonological condition.
3.3.1 Methods
3.3.1.1 Materials and design
The critical stimuli that form the targets in the first experiment are 36 base verbs
that are high frequency simplex verbs. Each target was combined with four primes,
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resulting in 144 prime-target pairs. All primes were complex verbs, formed with a
separable or inseparable prefix. We do not predict a difference in processing between
the two types of prefixes (following Smolka et al. 2019, who show equally robust mor-
phological processing for inseparable and separable prefixed verbs), but we include
this information as a predictor in our model. Both types of prefixes occur in every
prime condition. Prime-target relations are as follows: morphologically and seman-
tically related (MS; e.g., aanbieden ‘offer’ → bieden ‘offer’), morphologically related
but semantically opaque (M; e.g., verbieden ‘forbid’ → bieden ‘offer’), phonologically
related (Ph; bespieden ‘spy’ → bieden ‘offer’), and controls (C; e.g., opjagen ‘hurry,
rush’ → bieden ‘offer’) which serve as the baseline and are unrelated in morphology,
meaning, and phonology to their target. In the phonological condition, the stem of
the prime and the target rhyme: they only differ in their onset consonant or con-
sonant cluster, while sharing the rhyme. Table 3.1 presents examples of the stimuli
used. The full stimulus list can be found in Appendix A.
Table 3.1: Conditions and sample critical items Experiment 1, for the target (the stem
+ infinitival suffix) and the primes in the Morphologically and Semantically related (MS),
only Morphologically related (M), Phonologically related (Ph), and Control (C) conditions.
Target MS prime M prime Ph prime C prime
bieden aanbieden verbieden bespieden opjagen
‘offer’ ‘offer’ ‘forbid’ ‘spy’ ‘hurry, rush’
schieten beschieten opschieten begieten bezoeken
‘shoot’ ‘fire on/at’ ‘hurry up’ ‘pour over’ ‘visit’
werpen afwerpen ontwerpen aanscherpen uitdraaien
‘throw’ ‘throw off’ ‘design’ ‘sharpen’ ‘print out’
To establish the semantic relatedness between primes and targets, a semantic
relatedness pre-test was conducted with at least two candidate complex verbs for
every target base verb. Twelve native speakers of Dutch were asked to rate the
semantic relatedness of word pairs on a seven-point scale, with 1 being ‘completely
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unrelated in meaning’ and 7 being ‘highly related in meaning’. The pre-test was
conducted through Qualtrics. For every target, multiple primes were included in the
pre-test, so that the semantically most/least related pairs could be selected as critical
items. Targets for which it turned out that there was no appropriate prime in one or
more of the conditions were excluded.
Criteria for including items in the sutdy were as follows. MS verbs needed to have
a mean semantic score that was higher than 4, and M, Ph, and C verbs needed to
have a mean score lower than 3 in order to be included in the critical items. This
resulted in the 36 critical item stems (targets) and their complex verbs (primes) in
the four different conditions that were used in this experiment. A one-way ANOVA
was performed on mean semantic scores, which showed highly significant differences
between conditions (F(3,140) = 698.7, p < 0.001). Post-hoc testing with Tukey’s test
shows that the MS and M conditions are significantly different (p < 0.001).
Frequencies for all primes and targets were extracted from the SUBTLEX-NL
database (Keuleers et al. 2010). Primes were matched for frequency as much as pos-
sible. Neighborhood densities for the targets are extracted from CLEARPOND-Dutch
(PTAN values, Marian et al. 2012). Both frequencies and neighborhood densities for
targets are added as predictors in the regression model. Table 3.2 provides the mean
semantic scores from the pre-test and the mean frequencies in the four conditions for
primes and targets.
To prevent strategic effects, we furthermore included 308 filler pairs, so that crit-
ical item pairs make up only 10.47% of all items. Fillers consisted of 50% real words
and 50% non-words. The non-words are based on those used in Hanique et al. (2013),
who constructed their pseudo-verbs by exchanging one or two letters in the stems of
real verbs while preserving the phonotactic constraints and morphological structure
of Dutch real verbs. Half of the fillers are complex words, and half of the fillers do
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Table 3.2: Mean frequencies (Lg10CD) in Experiment 1, extracted from the SUBTLEX-
NL database (Keuleers et al. 2010), and mean relatedness scores from the pre-test that was
performed (ratings were on a seven point scale on which 1 is completely unrelated to the
target, and 7 highly related to the target) for the target (the stem + infinitival suffix) and
the primes in the Morphologically and Semantically related (MS), only Morphologically
related (M), Phonologically related (Ph), and Control (C) conditions. Standard deviations
are given in parentheses.
Example item Frequency Relatedness score
Target bieden ‘offer’ 3.31 (0.49) —
MS prime aanbieden ‘offer’ 2.16 (0.63) 5.51 (0.70)
M prime verbieden ‘forbid’ 2.30 (0.73) 1.91 (0.56)
Ph prime bespieden ‘spy’ 1.58 (0.71) 1.19 (0.26)
C prime opjagen ‘hurry, rush’ 1.97 (0.50) 1.12 (0.15)
not have a prefix, with the non-words occurring with existing prefixes. All stimuli
are presented in the infinitive form (stem+en), and all fillers are randomly combined
to create prime-target pairs.
3.3.1.2 Apparatus
The stimuli were recorded by an adult female native speaker of Dutch in a sound
attenuated booth, using a high-quality microphone. Soundfiles were segmented using
Praat (Boersma and Weenink 2015) and normalized to a peak amplitude of 70 dB
SPL. The task was implemented in PsychoPy2 (Peirce 2007). Stimuli were presented
auditorily to the participants through Sennheiser HD 280 PRO headphones.
3.3.1.3 Procedure
A continuous lexical decision task was used. The experiment consisted of four lists,
with primes of the same target rotated according to a Latin Square design, such
that each subject saw every target only once. The task had a random inter-stimulus
interval (henceforth ISI) between 800-900ms. The ISI was measured from the end
of the sound file or participant response, whichever was later. Stimuli presentation
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was randomized throughout the experiment for each participant. The experiment
consisted of 5 blocks with the possibility for a self-administered break after each
block, and a practice trial of 8 items at the beginning of the experiment.
Participants were tested individually in a quiet room. Participants were instructed
that they would hear existing and non-existing Dutch verbs, and that they had to
make a lexical decision to each word as fast and as accurately as possible. Responses of
‘Word’ and ‘Non-word’ were recorded from keyboard button presses. The experiment
lasted for approximately 25 minutes per participant.
3.3.1.4 Participants
Participants were 32 adult native speakers of Dutch, most of whom were students
or recent alumni of the University of Amsterdam (mean age = 27.75; sd = 8.42).
All participants were raised monolingual, and reported having no reading, hear-
ing, or other language disorders. Some of the participants were recruited through
www.proefbunny.nl, a website for participant recruitment. Participants were paid a
small fee (5 euros) for their participation.
3.3.2 Results
3.3.2.1 Modeling
The data were analyzed as follows. Responses were coded for response type
(word/non-word) and response time (RT; measured in ms from the onset of the sound
file). Differences in duration of the sound files were included as a predictor in the
model. Trials with incorrect responses to primes or targets were discarded, which
led to an exclusion of 31 data points out of a total of 1152 trials (36 targets * 32
participants). We follow Baayen and Milin (2010) and combine minimal a-priori data
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trimming with post-fitting model criticism. All targets with outlier RTs (<100ms and
>2000ms) were excluded, as well as the targets for which the prime had an outlier RT.
This led to a further exclusion of 17 data points. The RT data were log-transformed,
and removal of outliers was done for 5 individual subjects and 3 individual items for
which Shapiro-Wilk’s tests for normality showed non-Normal distributions, which led
to the further removal of 26 data points. In total, a-priori data trimming led to the
exclusion of 43 observations, or 3.8%.
We analyzed effects on log-transformed RT (our dependent variable) with linear
mixed-effects models, using the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015b, version 1.1-12) in
the R environment (R Core Team 2016, version 3.3.0). We first fit a model with
a maximum random structure. Then, following recommendations by Bates et al.
(2015a), a principal components analysis on the random-effects structures was per-
formed, using the rePCA function in the RePsychLing package (Baayen et al. 2015,
version 0.0.4), to determine the optimal random structure supported by the data. This
ensures that the model is not overly complex or underspecified in its random-effects
structure. The analysis resulted in the inclusion of random intercepts for subjects,
primes, and targets; random slopes did not improve model fit. The following main
effects are included in the model: Condition (MS/M/Ph/Control), PrimePre-
fix (whether the prime includes a separable or inseparable prefix), Group, ISI,
TargetFrequency, PrimeFrequency, TargetDuration, PrimeRT, Trial,
and TargetNeighborhoodDensity. Condition is treatment coded with the
Control condition as the reference level. PrimePrefix is sum-coded, and Target-
Frequency, PrimeFrequency, TargetDuration, Trial, PrimeRT, ISI, and
TargetNeighborhoodDensity are z-scored.
Model criticism was performed on the full model to identify overly influential out-
liers (Baayen and Milin 2010). The model was refitted after excluding data points
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with absolute standardized residuals exceeding 2.5 standard deviations, which re-
sulted in the exclusion of 23 observations (total removed outliers: 97, or 8.4%). The
results of the final model after model criticism are presented here. P-values are de-
termined using the package lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al. 2016); significant p-values are
reported at p < 0.05.
3.3.2.2 Results
An overview of the results is provided in Table 3.3 and in Figure 5.1 and Figure
3.2. Table 3.3 gives the raw RT data, but note that the analyses are done on the
log-transformed RT data (as indicated in Figure 5.1). Model summary tables are
provided in Appendix A.
Table 3.3: Mean response times to the targets (in ms), priming effects (in ms), and error
rates (number of incorrect responses to targets and primes) per condition. RTs are measured
from the onset of the sound file. Priming effect is the RT for the baseline Control condition
minus the RT for the MS/M/Ph condition. Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
Condition RT target Priming effect Inacc. responses
Control 922.56 (164.17) NA 13
MS 834.08 (158.50) 88.48*** 5
M 844.18 (161.06) 78.38*** 5
Ph 904.81 (164.12) 17.75 8
The analysis of the log-transformed RT data revealed a significant facilitation in
the MS condition (β = -0.12, p < 0.001) and in the M condition (β = -0.10, p <
0.001), compared to the baseline Control (C) condition. No priming was obtained in
the Ph condition (β = -0.02, p = 0.123). In addition, and as expected for a lexical
decision task, the model revealed a significant effect of Trial (β = -0.04, p < 0.001),
showing that participants responded faster (lower RT) as the experiment progressed.
The effect of TargetDuration was also significant (β = 0.07, p < 0.001), indicating













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.1: Violin plots of the log-transformed response times in Experiment 1 for the
Control (C) condition, the Morphologically and Semantically related (MS), only Morpho-
logically related (M), and Phonologically related (Ph) conditions. Black horizontal bars


















Figure 3.2: Priming effects (in ms) in Experiment 1 in the different conditions. Error bars
represent ±1 standard error of the sampling distribution of differences.
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the sound file. Similarly, PrimeRT was significant (β = 0.05, p < 0.001), showing
that how fast a participant responded to the prime influenced RTs of the targets: in
general, a participant responded slower to a target after they took longer to respond
to the prime. Further main effects were found for TargetFrequency (β = -0.02, p
= 0.009) and PrimeFrequency (β = 0.02, p < 0.001). This shows that participants
responded faster to higher frequency targets than to lower frequency targets, but that
they recognized a target slower after hearing a higher frequency prime. Furthermore,
whether the prime includes a separable or inseparable prefix (PrimePrefix) also
turned out to be a significant predictor (β = 0.02, p = 0.008).
We performed a further planned comparison by resetting the reference level to the
M condition. This allowed us to make additional comparisons between MS and M,
and between Ph and M. The first comparison answers the question whether there is
an additional effect of transparency on top of morphological effects; the second com-
parison if there is an additional effect of morphology on top of phonological effects.
This separate model showed that there was no significant difference in the magnitude
of priming between the MS and the M conditions (β = -0.02, p = 0.169), suggesting
equal magnitudes of priming in morphologically related conditions regardless of se-
mantic transparency. In addition, the Ph condition showed significantly longer RTs
compared to the M condition (β = 0.08, p < 0.001).
3.3.3 Discussion of the results
The goal of this experiment was to investigate what role morphological structure
plays in the processing of Dutch complex verbs, while distinguishing morphological
effects from semantic (transparency) and phonological effects. The results show that
the primes in both the semantically transparent MS condition (aanbieden ‘offer’)
and the semantically opaque M condition (verbieden ‘forbid’) significantly facilitate
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recognition of their stem (bieden ‘offer’). The difference in priming effect between the
MS and M conditions (88.48 and 78.38 ms, respectively) was not significant. These
results fail to detect an effect of semantic transparency in Dutch complex verbs. In
contrast to morphologically related prime-target pairs, purely phonologically related
prime-target pairs (bieden ‘offer’→ bespieden ‘spy’) did not show a significant priming
effect. The comparison between the M and Ph conditions shows that morphological
effects are not just due to phonological overlap: the magnitude of priming is clearly
and significantly distinct from the priming effects in the M condition.
These results are in line with the results for German prefixed verbs (Smolka et al.
2009; 2014), in which it was also found that both morphologically and semantically
related (zubinden ‘tie’) and morphologically related but semantically opaque (ent-
binden ‘deliver’) prefixed verbs prime their stem (binden ‘bind’). The German exper-
iments measured RTs to visually presented targets (in purely visual and cross-modal
paradigms), while the present study used auditory targets. The results show that
morphological priming in the absence of semantic transparency can be obtained for
complex verbs not only in German, but also in Dutch, and not only in a visual or
cross-modal priming paradigm, but also in an auditory-auditory paradigm.
Finally, the results show faster responses to verbs following inseparable prefixed
verbs than following separable prefixed verbs. A similar finding is reported in Smolka
et al. (2019) for German prefixed verbs. The authors suggest that this difference may
result from a frequency effect because the inseparable prefixed verbs used in their
study were generally more frequent than the separable prefixed verbs used. This is,
prima facie, also the case for the stimuli in our study: inseparable prefixed verbs have
a slightly higher frequency (mean = 2.10, sd = 0.76) than separable prefixed verbs
(mean = 1.82, sd = 0.74). However, frequencies for separable prefixed verbs are not
reliable, as they do not include the counts of the cases in which the verb and prefix
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are separated. The true frequency of the separable prefixed verbs may therefore be
higher than what is standardly reported. While our experiment was not designed to
investigate differences between separable and inseparable prefixed verbs, we note that
it is possible that the difference is caused by the separability of the prefix. As pointed
out by Schreuder (1990), what a finite verb form means may remain unclear until
the whole utterance has been processed in the case of separable prefixed verbs, since
the prefix is stranded at the end of the sentence. Therefore, speakers of Dutch (and
German) might have learned that early commitment to the meaning of these verbs is
not favorable. This could conceivably have a general effect on the target recognition
in a primed lexical decision experiment. Of course, since in our stimuli the prefix
occurs before the stem, an account based on unfavorable early commitment would
require additional elaboration in order to explain the observed pattern.
In sum, the results of this experiment show that the semantically opaque verbs
significantly facilitate their stem. This suggests that semantic relatedness is not a
precondition for the occurrence of morphological priming in Dutch prefixed verbs.
In order to further investigate the (lack of) semantic effects, we include a semantic
condition in our next experiment (e.g., bieden ‘offer’ → verlenen ‘give, grant’) and
manipulate the number of intervening items between prime and target.
3.4 Experiment 2
Our second experiment aims to further control for semantic effects in two ways. First,
we include a Semantic condition (S) in which the primes and targets are semantically,
but not morphologically or phonologically related to each other. These primes typi-
cally form synonyms of the targets (such as the prime aanschouwen ‘see, watch’ for
the target kijken ‘look, watch’), but in some cases the prime is not a synonym but
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still highly related in meaning to the target. All S primes are prefixed verbs. The
addition of this condition allows us to investigate the extent to which the priming
effects in the MS condition might be due to semantic relatedness. Moreover, the
S condition allows us to rule out the possibility that the priming effects in the M
condition are due to semantic priming via a semantically transparent activation of
the meaning of the stem in M. Our participants might parse the semantically opaque
words as having a semantically transparent meaning, even though we constructed
our M condition in a way that, in principle, excludes the possibility of a transparent
secondary meaning for the M stimuli (in contrast to the verbs in Zwitserlood et al.
2005 which are ambiguous between an opaque and a transparent sense as part of the
experimental design). If the priming effects we find for M are due to our participants
decomposing the M condition based on a (non-existing) transparent meaning of the
prefix and stem, we expect to find priming in M that is similar to S.
Second, in case we find no difference in priming effects for MS, M, and S at an
immediate distance, we include non-immediate priming as a tool to track the time-
course with which different types of information (semantic/morphological) become
available during word recognition and lexical access. In a non-immediate priming
experiment, several words may intervene between the prime and its target, thereby
prolonging the time interval between prime and target. Previous priming studies have
shown that semantic priming effects decay more quickly over time than morphological
effects (visual modality: e.g., Bentin and Feldman 1990; Feldman 2000; auditory
modality: e.g., Kouider and Dupoux 2009; Marslen-Wilson and Tyler 1998; Wilder
et al. 2019). Therefore, if our M, MS, and S conditions show similar priming effects
at an immediate distance (and to the extent that morphological and semantic factors
indeed exhibit different patterns over time), a long-distance priming paradigm forms
a valuable tool to tease apart the semantic and morphological contributions to the
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word recognition process. Since semantic priming effects decay more quickly over
time than morphological effects, we predict that, if all conditions induce priming
effects at an immediate distance (0-lag), we will see a clear difference between the
conditions at a distance (5-lag) with the MS (priming not only semantically but also
morphologically) and M verbs facilitating recognition of the target to a greater extent
than the S verbs.
3.4.1 Methods
3.4.1.1 Materials
Experiment 2 includes the M (morphologically related, semantically opaque) and MS
(morphologically and semantically related) conditions that were included in Experi-
ment 1. Since the Phonological effects in Experiment 1 did not reach significance and
were clearly distinct from the morphological effects, we replace the Ph (phonologically
related) condition with a Semantic (S) condition, in which the prime and target are
semantically related, but not phonologically or morphologically. Finally, we again
include a Control (C) condition of prime-target pairs that are neither phonologically,
semantically, nor morphologically related to their base. The conditions and example
items are given in Table 3.4; all items can be found in Appendix A.
In total, the experiment includes 40 base verbs which function as the targets. The
base verbs are the same as were used in Experiment 1, with the addition of four verbs
(keren, komen, roeren, spreken) and their primes, as well as the primes for the S
condition. Furthermore, we changed some items in the other conditions because they
had similar stems as the added items. Every subject heard 10 items per condition,
half of which are presented at an immediate distance, and half at a 5-item-lag between
prime and target.
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Table 3.4: Conditions and sample critical items in Experiment 2, for the target (the stem
+ infinitival suffix) and the primes in the Morphologically and Semantically related (MS),
only Morphologically related (M), Semantically related (S), and Control (C) conditions.
Target MS prime M prime S prime C prime
bieden aanbieden verbieden verlenen opjagen
‘offer’ ‘offer’ ‘forbid’ ‘give, grant’ ‘hurry, rush’
schieten beschieten opschieten afvuren bezoeken
‘shoot’ ‘fire on/at’ ‘hurry up’ ‘fire’ ‘visit’
werpen afwerpen ontwerpen weggooien uitdraaien
‘throw’ ‘throw off’ ‘design’ ‘throw away’ ‘print out’
Note: Half of the items are presented at an immediate distance,
and half at a distance of 5 intervening items between prime and
target.
As with Experiment 1, semantic relatedness scores were established by a semantic
relatedness pre-test, which was run on 12 native speakers of Dutch. For Experiment
2, criteria for inclusion were identical to those for Experiment 1 (see Experiment 1 for
details). In addition, S primes needed to have a mean semantic score that is higher
than 4 (similar to MS primes). A one-way ANOVA was performed on mean semantic
scores, which showed highly significant differences between conditions (F(3,156) =
652.1, p < 0.001). Post-hoc testing with Tukey’s test shows that the MS and S
conditions do not significantly differ (p = 0.876), while the semantic scores in the MS
and M conditions are significantly different (p < 0.001). Table 3.5 provides prime
and target mean semantic relatedness scores and mean frequencies per condition.
Experiment 2 includes 180 filler pairs, so that the critical items make up 18.2% of
all items. We included fewer filler items in this experiment than we did in Experiment
1 because of the addition of the distance manipulation, due to which participants are
less likely to become aware of the critical manipulation. Only half of the targets are
presented immediately after their prime, which amounts to 9.09% of all items. Of
the 360 filler items in total, 140 were real words and 220 were non-words. Half of all
fillers are complex words, and half of the fillers do not have a prefix (the non-words
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Table 3.5: Mean frequencies (Lg10CD) in Experiment 2, extracted from the SUBTLEX-
NL database (Keuleers et al. 2010), and mean relatedness scores from the pre-test that was
performed (ratings were on a seven point scale on which 1 is completely unrelated to the
target, and 7 highly related to the target) for the target (the stem + infinitival suffix) and
the primes in the Morphologically and Semantically related (MS), only Morphologically
related (M), Semantically related (S), and Control (C) conditions. Standard deviations are
given in parentheses.
Example item Frequency Relatedness score
Target bieden ‘offer’ 3.29 (0.54) —
MS prime aanbieden ‘offer’ 2.18 (0.63) 5.55 (0.64)
M prime verbieden ‘forbid’ 2.25 (0.75) 1.89 (0.56)
S prime verlenen ‘give, grant’ 2.06 (0.86) 5.45 (0.77)
C prime opjagen ‘hurry, rush’ 1.93 (0.52) 1.12 (0.52)
occur with existing prefixes). The fillers are selected from the fillers that were used
in Experiment 1, and are randomly combined to create prime-target pairs.
3.4.1.2 Apparatus
The method of recording, implementation of the task, and presentation of the stimuli
are identical to Experiment 1.
3.4.1.3 Procedure
As in Experiment 1, a continuous lexical decision task was used. Stimuli were pre-
sented at an immediate distance (0-lag) and at a distance of five intervening items
between prime and target (5-lag). Lexical decisions were made to all items, includ-
ing the items intervening between primes and targets. The experiment consisted of
eight lists, with primes of the same target rotated according to a Latin Square de-
sign, such that each subject saw every target only once. Distance was manipulated
between-subjects, such that different participants saw primes at either 0- or 5-lags.
Participants could take two self-administered breaks during the experiment. The ex-
periment included a practice trial of 8 items at the beginning of the experiment. The
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task had a random ISI between 600-800ms, and lasted for approximately 15 minutes.
The ISI was slightly reduced compared to Experiment 1 to make the task shorter,
and consequently less taxing for participants. The rest of the procedure was the same
as in Experiment 1.
3.4.1.4 Participants
Participants were 40 adult native speakers of Dutch, most of whom were students or
recent alumni of the University of Amsterdam (mean age = 28.81; sd = 11.35). All
were raised monolingual, and reported having no reading, hearing, or other language
disorders. Participants were paid a small fee (5 euros) for their participation.
3.4.2 Results
3.4.2.1 Modeling
The modeling for Experiment 2 was similar to Experiment 1. Discarding of incorrect
responses to primes and targets led to an exclusion of 99 out of 1600 critical items.
Minimal a-priori data trimming (Baayen and Milin 2010) led to a further exclusion
of 28 data points for targets with outlier RTs (<100ms and >2000ms), as well as all
targets for which the prime had an outlier RT. The RT data were log-transformed,
and further outlier removal was done for 10 individual subjects and 1 item for which
Shapiro-Wilk’s tests for normality showed non-Normal distributions (leading to the
further removal of 19 data points). In total, a-priori data trimming led to an exclusion
47 observations, or 3.13% of the data after exclusion of inaccurate responses. The
effects on log-transformed RT are analyzed with linear mixed-effects models (Bates
et al. 2015b). Random effect optimization (Bates et al. 2015a) indicated that the
participant-related and target-related variance component for the MS condition sig-
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nificantly improved model fit, while the other factors for condition did not. This
resulted in a random effects structure with by-subject and by-target slopes for the
MS condition, as well as random intercepts for subjects, primes, and targets.
The following main effects are included in the model: PrimeCondition (MS, M,
Ph, C), Distance (0-lag, 5-lag), and their interaction, PrimePrefix (whether the
prime includes a separable or inseparable prefix), Trial, ISI, TargetFrequency,
PrimeFrequency, TargetNeighborhoodDensity (PTAN), and TargetDu-
ration. PrimeCondition is treatment coded with the Control condition as the
reference level, Distance is treatment coded with 0-lag as the reference level,
and PrimePrefix is sum-coded. Trial, ISI, TargetFrequency, PrimeFre-
quency, TargetNeighborhoodDensity, and TargetDuration are z-scored.
As for Experiment 1, model criticism was performed on the full model to identify
overly influential outliers (Baayen and Milin 2010), which resulted in the exclusion of
29 observations, after which the model was refitted.
3.4.2.2 Results
Table 3.6 provides an overview of the raw RTs and error rates for all four conditions
at a 0-lag and at a 5-lag distance. Figure 5.3 and Figure 3.5 give the mean response
times (log ms) in all four conditions at both lags.
At 0-lag, the analysis of the log-transformed RT data revealed a significant priming
effect for the MS condition (β = -0.06, p < 0.001) and for the M condition (β = -0.06,
p < 0.001), compared to the Control condition. No significant difference was found
between the Semantic condition and the Control condition (β = -0.01, p = 0.365). In
addition, and as expected for a lexical decision task, the model revealed a significant
effect of Trial (β = -0.02, p = 0.002), showing that participants responded faster
as the experiment progressed, and of TargetDuration (β = 0.06, p < 0.001),
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Table 3.6: Mean response times (RTs) to the targets (in ms), priming effects (in ms),
and error rates (number of incorrect responses to targets and primes) in Experiment 2, per
condition and per lag (0 and 5). RTs are measured from the onset of the sound file. Priming
effect is the RT for the baseline Control condition minus the RT for the MS/M/S condition.
Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
Condition Lag RT target Priming effect Inacc. responses
MS 0 913.53 (168.62) 54.10*** 4
M 0 906.47 (159.25) 61.16*** 4
S 0 950.63 (161.49) 17.00 14
Control 0 967.63 (160.74) — 12
MS 5 981.48 (180.11) -14.35 15
M 5 965.69 (165.18) 1.45 13
S 5 977.55 (163.50) -10.41 20
Control 5 967.13 (168.39) — 17
indicating that longer targets were recognized slower since RT was calculated from
the start of the sound file. In contrast to the results of Experiment 1, PrimePrefix
did not show a significant effect (p = 0.842). Model summaries are provided in
Appendix A.
Further planned pairwise comparisons of PrimeCondition at a 0-lag were ob-
tained by setting the reference level to MS using the same model, while keeping the
reference level for Distance set to 0-lag. This allowed us to see if there is an addi-
tional effect of morphology on top of semantics (MS-S), and if there is an additional
effect of semantic transparency (MS-M), at a 0-lag. The model showed that, at a
0-lag, there was no significant difference between MS and M (p = 0.708), while there
was a significant difference between MS and S (β = 0.04, p = 0.002).
With respect to the different lags used, the two-way interaction between Prime-
Condition and Distance in the first model indicates that the priming effect (com-
paring the critical condition to C) for MS at a 0-lag is significantly larger compared
to the priming effect for MS at a 5-lag distance (β = 0.06, p < 0.001), and the same







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.3: Violin plots of the log-transformed response times in Experiment 2 for the
Control (C) condition, the Morphologically and Semantically related (MS), Morphologically
related (M), and Semantically related (S) conditions, over a distance of zero intervening
items (left), and five intervening items (right) between prime and target. Black horizontal
bars represent means; the dotted line represents the mean in the Control conditions.
0.002), while no difference was found for S (p = 0.156). The interaction in the second
model furthermore indicates that the decay for MS between the 0-lag and 5-lag does
not significantly differ from the decay for the M condition (p = 0.597).
Finally, to take a further look at the effects at a 5-lag, we fit a model with the
same model structure, in which we set the reference level of Distance to 5-lag and
the reference level of PrimeCondition to the C condition. This reveals that none of
the effects for PrimeCondition were significant at a 5-lag distance (MS: p = 0.612;
M: p = 0.575; S: p = 0.274).
3.4.3 Discussion of the results
The goal of our second experiment was to further investigate to what extent semantic
relatedness plays a role in the processing of morphologically complex words. At a
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Immediate 5 Interveners


















Figure 3.4: Priming effects (in ms) in Experiment 2 in the different conditions and at the

































Figure 3.5: Log response times in Experiment 2 for Morphologically and Semantically
related (MS), only Morphologically related (M), Semantically related (S), and Control (C)
conditions, at the two lags used between prime and target.
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0-lag, the results replicate the results in Experiment 1, in that the primes in both
the semantically transparent MS condition (aanbieden ‘offer’) and the semantically
opaque M condition (verbieden ‘forbid’) significantly facilitate recognition of their
stem (bieden ‘offer’), with no difference between the amount of facilitation in both
conditions. In contrast to morphological priming, purely semantically related prime-
target pairs (verlenen ‘give, grant’→ bieden ‘offer’) did not show a significant priming
effect at a 0-lag. The comparison between the MS and S conditions shows that the
morphological effect that we see in the MS condition is larger than we would expect
from mere semantic overlap. This allows us to make a stronger inference regarding
the M condition as well, as the absence of semantic effects shows that the priming in
the M condition is not due to an attempt of our participants to give a semantically
transparent parse to the complex verbs in this condition.
While we expected to find a gradual drop-off in the priming effects, instead, none
of the effects reach significance at a 5-lag. It is likely that the lag we used (5 in-
tervening items between prime and target) was too large to see a gradual drop-off.
This is surprising considering earlier results with long-distance priming in the audi-
tory domain by Marslen-Wilson and Tyler (1998) (12 intervening items), Kouider and
Dupoux (2009) (18 to 144 intervening items), and Wilder et al. (2019) (0, 1, and 5
intervening items). However, these studies used shorter (often mono-syllabic) words,
whereas our words were two or three syllables in length, and were therefore longer.
We suspect that using a lag of one or two intervening items might have shown the
drop-off in the facilitation effects, while at a 5-lag all effects have already disappeared.
Moreover, it is surprising that we did not find significant semantic effects at a
0-lag. The rationale of including prime-target pairs that are presented at a 5-lag, was
that we expected to see semantic effects at a 0-lag. However, Smolka et al. (2014)
report a similar finding for verb-verb pairs. In their Experiment 1 (purely visual) and
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Experiment 2 (cross-modal), the S condition also did not show significant facilitation
(and similar findings are reported in Smolka et al. 2009). In their Experiment 3
(purely visual), Smolka et al. (2014) added semantically related noun pairs (such as
Biene ‘bee’ → Honig ‘honey’ and Onkel ‘uncle’ → Tante ‘aunt’), in addition to the
semantically related verbs that were used in the previous experiments. Interestingly,
now the semantically related verbs (as well as the nouns) showed significant facilita-
tion, which was equally strong as the morphologically related (MS and M) conditions.
The authors argue that the top-down procedure participants used to complete the
task is, in fact, sensitive to detecting semantic influences, and that the semantically
related verbs can be primed under conditions that promote semantic priming across
mixed word classes. Moreover, while behavioral data are inconsistent when it comes
to verb-verb associative priming, electrophysiological data indicate strong semantic
priming effects in terms of N400 modulations (Smolka et al. 2013; 2015). It is impor-
tant to note that the lack of semantic facilitation stresses the effect of morphological
relatedness even more: the lack of semantic facilitation in the S condition clearly
demonstrates that the strong morphological facilitation effects in the MS condition
were not due to meaning overlap between prime and target.
Finally, when we compare the magnitude of priming effects in the MS and M
conditions between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 at immediate distance, we see
numerically slightly larger effects in Experiment 1 (Experiment 1: 88.48 and 78.38 ms,
Experiment 2: 54.10 and 61.16 ms). The most likely explanation for this difference is




The experiments presented in this chapter examined the processing of morphologi-
cally complex verbs in Dutch. They address the specific question of what effects the
semantic opacity of a prefixed verb has on its relation to its stem. The results of the
two experiments show equal and robust priming in the semantically transparent MS
and the semantically opaque M conditions (at a 0-lag), while no significant priming
effects were found for only phonologically related items (Experiment 1) or only seman-
tically related items (Experiment 2). The results for the Semantic and Phonological
conditions indicate that the effects in the MS and M conditions cannot be attributed
to mere semantic or phonological overlap. The main finding of this chapter, therefore,
is that semantically opaque prefixed words in Dutch produce morphological priming
effects. These findings have important implications for models of the mental lexicon,
as will be discussed below.
The results in this chapter are in line with the findings for German by Smolka
et al. (2009; 2014; 2015; 2019). They also extend the finding of morphological pro-
cessing independent of semantic transparency reported in De Grauwe et al. (2019).
Importantly, in comparison to De Grauwe et al. (2019), the present experiments em-
ploy a more powerful within-items rather than between-items design, and, crucially,
our experiments include phonological and semantic controls that allowed us to rule
out the possibility that facilitation was the result of form and/or meaning overlap.
Having established that opaque prefixed verbs are truly related to their embed-
ded stem, we examine the further issue of the activation of meaning representations
for the embedded morpheme in Chapter 6. This relates to the contrasts in seman-
tic/associative priming between Dutch opaque and transparent words that have been
reported in Zwitserlood et al. (2005) and De Grauwe et al. (2019).
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3.5.1 Modality
The experiments in this chapter were conducted in the intra-modal auditory modal-
ity. Our results, therefore, show that morphological effects for truly morphologically
derived words are not restricted to the visual recognition of target words, but extend
to auditory target recognition as well. This rules out the possibility that effects of
morphological relatedness are due to properties of the orthographic system (cf. Rastle
et al. 2004; Rastle and Davis 2008). In addition, and as argued in Chapter 2, there
appear to be differences in morphological priming effects between visual and auditory
presentation (Wilder et al. 2019). The consistency between earlier visual and cross-
modal decomposition effects in German and the current intra-modal auditory effects
in Dutch is, therefore, of interest in its own right.
3.5.2 Cross-linguistic differences
As described in Section 3.2, different results have been obtained for overt priming
studies with semantically opaque words in different languages. For English (Rastle
et al. 2000; Marslen-Wilson et al. 1994) and French (Longtin et al. 2003), priming
has been obtained for semantically transparent MS pairs, but not for semantically
opaque M pairs. This suggests that for these languages, morphological processing
of complex words only occurs when the relationship between the full form and its
constituent morphemes is semantically transparent. In contrast, for Arabic (Boudelaa
and Marslen-Wilson 2004; 2005; 2015), Hebrew (Feldman and Bentin 1994; Frost et al.
2000; 1997), and German (Smolka et al. 2009; 2014), priming studies show significant
and equally robust facilitation in MS as well as M conditions. The present study adds
Dutch to the second list.
It has been argued that these different results should be ascribed to the saliency of
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the morphological structure of the underlying lexical representations in a particular
language (Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson 2005), or that the morphological productiv-
ity exhibited by a language overall and complex word formation process in particular
may create language wide processing effects, such that all these complex forms will
be processed morphologically, irrespective of semantic transparency (Smolka et al.
2014; 2019). It could be that in a language like English, the majority of the surface
forms are monomorphemic words that have no internal morphological structure and
whose representation and processing is based on the properties of stored semantic and
phonological whole units (Frost et al. 2000). This is in contrast to a language like
Hebrew, for which morphological combination is an obligatory component of almost
every surface word.
However, while the explanations above can all plausibly play a role in complex
word recognition, some additional factors must be considered in assessing the apparent
cross-linguistic differences. In particular, in order to properly evaluate the reasons for
this apparent cross-linguistic difference, we need to take a closer look at the actual
stimuli used, and specifically the stimuli that make up the semantically opaque, or
M, conditions in the languages argued to show facilitation for transparent but not
opaque primes, such as English and French.
For English, matters of morphological relatedness may be obscured by complexi-
ties of the language that are the result of its history. Specifically, a large part of the
vocabulary of English is borrowed from different Latinate languages. The Latinate
part of English contains many words that look like they might be morphologically
related (and which are often related etymologically), and many of the commonly used
words in English priming studies are from the Latinate part (e.g., successor, casualty,
designate; used in Marslen-Wilson et al. 1994; Rastle et al. 2000; Feldman et al. 2004).
However, the synchronic status of many of these words in the minds of speakers is
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unclear. It is plausible that the Latinate part of the vocabulary is represented and
accessed in a way that is qualitatively distinct from the Germanic vocabulary. For
instance, studies of the development of knowledge of English derivational morphology
show that much of it is acquired quite late, continuing to improve throughout ado-
lescence and into adulthood, and that mastery of derivational morphology involves a
longer, more open ended course compared to inflectional morphology (Anglin 1993;
Derwing and Baker 1986; Duncan et al. 2009; Mahony et al. 2000; Singson et al. 2000,
i.a.). It is, hence, possible that some of the words classified as opaque in previous
studies on English are actually better considered as pseudo-derived.2
For French, it is not clear that the stimuli have been classified in ways that cor-
rectly reflect the pseudo-derived versus opaque distinction. The Longtin et al. (2003,
Experiment 2) study, for example, includes ‘opaquely affixed’ (rater ‘to miss’ → rat
‘rat’) and ‘pseudo-affixed’ forms (traiter ‘to treat’ → trait ‘feature’), but uses these
terms in a different way than we do. For Longtin et al., the distinction is meant
to reflect the idea that ‘pseudo-affixed’ forms are connected neither semantically nor
etymologically, while ‘opaquely affixed’ forms share an etymological connection, but
are no longer related semantically. However, there is no reason to believe that this
distinction is real for speakers of French, as it is unlikely that the etymological status
of the ‘opaque’ words has psychological relevance and is part of what is represented in
an individual’s mental lexicon. Since there is no evidence for synchronic morphologi-
cal relatedness between primes and targets in either of these conditions, it seems likely
that both types of words are pseudo-derived. The absence of cross-modal priming in
the opaque condition is, therefore, unsurprising.
2Alternatively, it is possible that, in the case of successful-successor, native speakers of English
actually have two different roots: √success1 relating to succession or sequence in time or occurrence,
and √success2 relating to fortune and the achievement of something attempted. In that case, we
merely expect to find phonological/orthographic effects, but we would not predict √success2 to
morphologically facilitate the recognition of a word involving √success1 as in successful-successor.
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3.5.3 Implications for models of the mental lexicon
Note that, for the purpose of this chapter, what is most relevant in the discussion of
implications for models of the mental lexicon is not their stance on whether a word is
decomposed into constituent morphemes or not; rather, it is the question of whether
regular and irregular formations are morphologically related to their stems in the same
way. Questions about decomposition and relatedness are often closely connected, but
they can be disentangled from each other. With respect to the materials used in
this chapter, it could be asked both (i) whether e.g., verbieden ‘forbid’ is decomposed
into a prefix ver- and a part bieden, and (ii) whether bieden in verbieden is the same
morpheme that occurs as free-standing bieden. With respect to (i), there are clear
reasons to think that at least half of our prefixed verbs must be represented as separate
pieces since separable prefixes, like aan in aanbreken ‘open, begin; lit. to-break’, may
be separated from the verb stem by, in principle, any number of clauses due to the
‘verb second’ effect in Dutch main clauses. For instance, the separable prefix in the
verb op-staan ‘get up’ in Zij staan morgen wat vroeger op (‘They get up somewhat
earlier tomorrow’) appears sentence finally and is separated from the finite verb (cf.
Den Besten 1983; Schreuder 1990). About half of our stimuli occur with separable
prefixes, such that the question of decomposing a word into a stem and an affix is
not a central concern: they can be separated syntactically, and are clearly two pieces.
Instead, we focus on the question of morphological relatedness.
The results in this chapter are incompatible with theories that make semantic
overlap a precondition of morphological relatedness, such as supralexical models (Gi-
A similar kind of reasoning applies to compete-competence: there may be two roots for compete, one
meaning “to enter into or be put in rivalry with” and one meaning “to be suitable, applicable, or
competent”, with the first root probably being most dominant. However, the word competence is
related to the second root, and what we might actually observe is competition between the most
dominant root for the target compete and the prime competence.
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raudo and Grainger 2003; 2001; Voga and Giraudo 2009; Diependaele et al. 2005),
dual-route models (e.g., Frauenfelder and Schreuder 1992; Baayen et al. 1997), and
parallel-distributed connectionist models (PDP: Gonnerman et al. 2007; Plaut and
Gonnerman 2000; Raveh 2002; Seidenberg and Gonnerman 2000). For discussion of
these theories of morphological processing, see Section 2.1.3 in Chapter 2.
Instead, the results in this chapter favor theories that assume that semantic over-
lap is not required for relatedness. One type of model of the mental lexicon that offers
a straightforward explanation for our findings is centered on morphological decompo-
sition, and the idea that complex words are represented such that there is represen-
tation and processing of morphology that is independent of semantics and phonology
(Fruchter and Marantz 2015; Smolka et al. 2014; 2019; Stockall and Marantz 2006;
Taft and Forster 1975; Taft 1979; 2004, i.a.). The most familiar versions of such mod-
els, often termed Full-Decomposition, adopt the further assumption that morphemes
are discrete objects in memory. Full-Decomposition models predict relatedness effects
between aanbieden ‘offer’ / verbieden ‘forbid’ and bieden ‘offer’ because these complex
words are decomposed so that they contain bieden. In other words, bieden (or perhaps
bied if we abstract away from the infinitival morpheme) has a single representation
in memory that is activated regardless of whether the word form it appears in has
a transparent or opaque meaning. Morphological priming in a Full-Decomposition
model is, therefore, priming via reactivation (Stockall and Marantz 2006). The prime
verbieden activates the morpheme bieden, which remains active and is therefore above
its resting level of activation when the target bieden is encountered. Since both prime
and target contain the same morpheme, regardless of semantic transparency, recog-
nition is predicted to be facilitated. The key notion for Full-Decomposition models is
the independence of morphological representation from the semantics and phonology
of a particular word in which a morpheme might appear.
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Other than Full Decomposition approaches, approaches employing different types
of discriminative learning also appear to predict relatedness effects independent of
semantic overlap (Baayen et al. 2011; 2019; Milin et al. 2017, see Section 2.1.3.2.2 in
Chapter 2). For a review of how such models relate to the results in this chapter, see
the discussion in Creemers et al. (2020).
3.6 Conclusions
This chapter examined the question of morphological relatedness using Dutch prefixed
verbs that can be semantically transparent or semantically opaque in relation to their
stem. The results show robust facilitation with both transparent (e.g., aanbieden
‘offer’, with the stem bieden, also ‘offer’) and opaque (verbieden ‘forbid’) primes.
Phonological (Experiment 1) and semantic (Experiment 2) controls rule out the pos-
sibility that these other types of relatedness are responsible for the observed priming
effects. These findings suggest that morphological processing is independent of se-
mantic and phonological relatedness. Accordingly, the results are incompatible with
theories that make semantic overlap a necessary condition for relatedness, and favor
theories in which words may be related in ways that do not require shared meaning.
Dutch prefixed verbs form the focus of Chapter 6 as well, which uses associa-
tive priming as opposed to morphological priming to examine the activation of the
conceptual representation of embedded morphemes. The next chapter examines the
processing of English pseudo-derived forms.
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4Chapter 4The processing of Englishpseudo-derived words
This chapter presents joint work with Nattanun Chanchaochai. A short
version of this chapter has appeared as Ava Creemers, Nattanun Chan-
chaochai, and David Embick (2019). “Auditory priming of pseudo-derived
words”. In: Proceedings ExLing 2019: 10th International Conference of
Experimental Linguistics, pp. 65-68, ed. by A. Botinis.
4.1 Introduction
While Chapter 3 focused on words that are morphologically related, the focus of this
chapter is on stimuli pairs that are only pseudo-related in terms of their morphological
structure. Examples are corner and corn, or pigment and pig. As discussed in Chapter
2, these pseudo-suffixed forms occur with an existing suffix and a possible stem.
Therefore, pseudo-derived words have the appearance of morphological complexity,
but are not etymologically or semantically related to their embedded ‘stem’.
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Pseudo-derived words have been the center of much debate. Words of this kind
have, for instance, been used to argue for orthography-driven decomposition of words
into stems and affixes (Beyersmann et al. 2016; Diependaele et al. 2009; 2005; Longtin
et al. 2003; Marslen-Wilson et al. 2008; McCormick et al. 2008; Rastle et al. 2000;
Rastle and Davis 2003; Rastle et al. 2004, i.a.). Pseudo-derived words also tend to be
the focus of both form-then-meaning (Longtin et al. 2003; Beyersmann et al. 2016)
and form-and-meaning (Feldman et al. 2009; 2015; Milin et al. 2017) approaches.
However, all of these previous studies have examined pseudo-derived forms in the
visual modality. Instead, this chapter tests the processing of these words in the
auditory modality to examine whether priming effects for pseudo-derived words are
driven purely by orthography, or whether these effects can be obtained in the auditory
modality as well.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 provides an overview of the
relevant background, discussing previous studies in both masked and overt (visual)
priming paradigms. Section 4.3 presents the results of a time-course study that manip-
ulates the ISI between prime and targets. Section 4.4 presents a second experiment,
that uses a lag that consists of an intervening item. Finally, Section 4.5 provides a
discussion of the results, and Section 4.6 concludes.
4.2 Background
A main source of data related to pseudo-derived words comes from the results of
forward masked priming studies, in which primes are only very briefly presented with
a stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of less than 60 ms (Forster et al. 2003). Pseudo-
derived words like corner and pigment are typically compared to (i) word pairs that
are morphologically and semantically related, such as teacher–teach and treatment–
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treat, which consist of a stem (teach, treat) and suffix (-er, -ment); and (ii) word
pairs that are only related in form, but not in morphology, such as cornea and corn,
in which, crucially, ea does not constitute an existing affix in English.
This section discusses previous results. Broadly speaking, the results fall in two
categories. First, those that find priming effects for pseudo-related (pseudo-M) words
that are equal to morphologically related (MS) words, but greater than form-related
words (Section 4.2.1). And second, those that that find effects for morphologically
related (MS) words that are significantly greater than the effects for pseudo-related
words (Section 4.2.2). Section 4.2.3 introduces the present study.
4.2.1 Pseudo-M = MS
The dominant generalization that emerges from the results of masked priming experi-
ments is that in pre-lexical visual processing, not only morphologically complex words
like teacher are decomposed into teach and -er, but also pseudo-derived words such
as corner. Longtin et al. (2003) for French, for instance, report significant priming in
the semantically transparent condition (gaufrette ‘wafer’→ GAUFRE ‘waffle’), in the
semantically opaque condition1 (fauvette ‘warbler’ → FAUVE ‘wildcat’), and in the
pseudo-derived condition (baguette ‘little stick’ → BAGUE ‘ring’). In contrast, no
priming was found in the orthographic condition (abricot ‘apricot’→ ABRI ‘shelter’).
Similarly, for English, primes that stand in a semantically transparent morphological
relationship with the target (English: cleaner→ CLEAN ) and pseudo-derived primes
(English: corner→ CORN ) have been argued to show significant priming effects, but
not prime-target pairs that are purely orthographically related (brothel → BROTH,
in which -el is not an existing suffix in the language) (Beyersmann et al. 2016; Feld-
1For a further discussion of the conditions in Longtin et al. (2003), and especially their ‘seman-
tically opaque’ condition, see Chapter 3.
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man et al. 2004; Marslen-Wilson et al. 2008; McCormick et al. 2008; Rastle et al.
2000; Rastle and Davis 2003; Rastle et al. 2004; Zweig and Pylkkänen 2009). Similar
results are obtained in Dutch masked priming studies (Diependaele et al. 2005; 2009).
The finding of a null effect when comparing pseudo-derived and true derived forms
has been interpreted as support for an account of morphological processing according
to which the morpho-orthographic units of a complex word are analyzed in early
visual word recognition before semantic information plays a role (Meunier and Longtin
2007; Rastle et al. 2000; Rastle and Davis 2008; Taft and Forster 1975; Taft 2004).
This morpho-orthographic decomposition stage (Rastle et al. 2000; Rastle and Davis
2008) is semantically blind and operates on the basis of orthography and not on true
morphological structure: according to such an approach, decomposition is performed
whenever the visual system simultaneously detects a possible affix and stem (Longtin
et al. 2003; Zweig and Pylkkänen 2009). These accounts are referred to as form-then-
meaning accounts. It follows from such an account that pseudo-derived words, with
apparent morphological structure (e.g., corner), undergo the same decomposition as
true morphologically complex words like teacher. Results from studies that combine
event-related brain potentials (ERP) with primed or unprimed lexical decision tasks
have been argued to provide additional support for form-then-meaning accounts of
morphological processing (e.g., Lavric et al. 2007; 2012; Morris et al. 2007), as well
as MEG studies (e.g., Solomyak and Marantz 2010). These studies show that neural
activity at first is only sensitive to visual features of the prime and the target, while
semantic relatedness of the prime and target affects later neural activity.
4.2.2 Pseudo-M < MS
A line of research which uses different experimental designs and statistical analy-
ses has challenged the form-then-meaning accounts (Andrews and Lo 2013; Feldman
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et al. 2009; 2015; Marelli and Luzzatti 2012; Marelli et al. 2013; Milin et al. 2017;
Schmidtke et al. 2017; Whiting et al. 2017). For instance, while individual studies
show statistically non-significant differences in the magnitude of facilitation for trans-
parent and opaque/pseudo-derived pairs, a meta-analysis showed that across stud-
ies, facilitation is significantly greater after transparent than after opaque/pseudo-
derived2 primes (Feldman et al. 2009). This was also found in a masked priming
experiment that matched affixes across semantically transparent and opaque/pseudo-
derived prime–target pairs in the same paper.
In a similar vein, Feldman et al. (2015) demonstrate that meaning influences even
the very early stages of recognition in a clever design that uses the same targets
with semantically transparent (sneaky → SNEAK ) and ‘semantically dissimilar’ (i.e.,
opaque/pseudo-derived) items (sneaker → SNEAK ). The masked priming results
show significantly faster response times after semantically transparent than after se-
mantically dissimilar pairs. Moreover, the semantically dissimilar pairs differed only
marginally from unrelated pairs. In addition, Milin et al. (2017) report that pseudo-
affixed primes (limber → LIMB) do not differ from pairs that show form-overlap only
(limbo → LIMB) in two masked priming experiments that kept the targets constant.
In a similar vein, Andrews and Lo (2013) found significantly larger priming effects
for semantically transparent (dreamer→ DREAM ) pairs compared to pseudo-related
pairs (flicker → FLICK ), while the priming effects for the pseudo-related pairs did
not differ from form-related pairs (pulpit → PULP).3
These results have led to the proposal of form-and-meaning accounts, which posit
2The ‘semantically opaque’ condition in Feldman et al. (2009) includes both semantically opaque
primes, which were related etymologically to the target (e.g., dentist → DENT ), and truly pseudo-
morphemic primes (e.g., cower → COW ).
3Interestingly, ANOVA analyses of the average mean RT data yielded ambiguous outcomes, in
which the pseudo-derived pairs did not differ significantly from the effects for either transparently
related or form-related pairs. However, clear outcomes did emerge from Linear Mixed Effects (LME)
models which controlled for a wide range of sources of variability between items and participant.
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that recognition of complex word forms involves the simultaneous access of mor-
phological and semantic information. According to these accounts, semantic effects
emerge early in the time-course of word recognition, and their effects precede or
emerge simultaneously with morphological effects. The results of recent eye-tracking
studies paired with lexical decision have been argued to provide additional support
for a form-and-meaning account (Marelli et al. 2013; Schmidtke et al. 2017).
4.2.3 The present study
The discrepancy in the results obtained from masked priming experiments illustrates
the need to look for other sources of evidence (cf. Amenta et al. 2015). This chapter
presents the results from two primed lexical decision experiments in which both primes
and targets are presented auditorily. However, rather than directly investigating the
predictions of form-then-meaning and form-and-meaning accounts, we aim to address
some more basic questions that have gone mostly unanswered but are crucial for
theories of morphological processing and of auditory word recognition. First, we ask
about the distinction between orthographic and phonological effects (§4.2.3.1), and
second, about the distinction between form-based and morphological effects (§4.2.3.2).
4.2.3.1 Orthography vs. Phonology
Visually presented stimuli form the main source of data related to pseudo-derived
words. Crucially, the visual modality allows primes to be presented only very briefly
in a masked priming paradigm, with a SOA shorter than 60 ms (Forster et al. 2003).
However, there are important reasons to study the auditory processing of pseudo-
derived words. Most importantly, because it is often argued that decomposition
These results illustrate that, even with a between-items design, the type of statistical method used
may influence the results, as LME models can control for more variability in the data than traditional
ANOVAs.
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effects for pseudo-derived words are based on the analysis of orthography (Rastle
and Davis 2008, i.a.). Yet, without a systematic investigation of these effects in
the auditory modality, it is unclear whether decomposition effects for pseudo-derived
items are indeed an artifact of orthographic representations, or whether they extend
to the auditory modality.
Moreover, the incremental nature of auditory input (see Chapter 2) has impor-
tant consequences for the processing of specifically suffixed words. In visual processing
(i.e., reading), the parts that make up a multi-morphemic word are presented simul-
taneously, and eye-tracking studies show that many complex words are read with
one fixation only (Bertram 2011). In contrast, in auditory processing, the acoustic
signal unfolds incrementally over time, and the pieces of a multi-morphemic word
arrive at the listener’s ear at different, specifiable times (Wurm 2000). For suffixed
words in particular, this means that the listener does not have access to the stem
and suffix simultaneously. The incremental nature of auditory input also has impor-
tant consequences for lexical access. Competition models of lexical access, such as
the Cohort model (Marslen-Wilson 1984), assume that the unfolding phonological in-
put progressively narrows down the set of possible candidates (i.e., the cohort), until
a Uniqueness Point is reached when morphologically unrelated competitors are no
longer compatible with the acoustic input (see also Balling and Baayen 2008; 2012).
We discuss the consequences of our results on competition models of lexical access in
Section 4.5.
4.2.3.2 Form vs. Morphology
A second distinction we focus on is that between effects driven by form overlap and
effects driven by morphological overlap. Masked-priming effects for pseudo-derived
words are often taken as evidence for morphological decomposition (e.g., Rastle and
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Davis 2008; Zweig and Pylkkänen 2009). However, it is unclear if priming effects for
pseudo-derived words like corner are really morphological in nature. While words like
corner consist of an existing stem (corn) and a string of letters or sounds that resemble
an existing affix (-er), these words are not assumed to form a derivative of corn in any
theory of morphology (other examples include early-earl, number-numb, discern-disc,
and organic-organ). Instead, morphological theories typically assume that corner is
a mono-morphemic word, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. However, morpho-orthographic
accounts treat words like corner as comparable to words like teacher, even though
there is no morpheme corn internal to corner (cf. Feldman et al. 2015). Due to
the lack of morphological relatedness, inferences about morphological decomposition
based on pseudo-derived stimuli are only indirectly about morphological structure; the
rationale being that if words like corner show decomposition effects, then the (visual)
system must automatically perform decomposition whenever it detects a possible affix
(-er) and stem (corn).
n
corner n





(b) Internal structure for teacher
Figure 4.1: Likely representation of the internal structure of corner and teacher.
In this light, it is important to note that English pseudo-derived words are often
referred to as or conflated with ‘opaque words’. This is misleading, since the same
term is typically used to refer to words that are truly morphologically related but
semantically non-transparent. Morphologically-related-but-opaque stimuli have been
used in studies in Arabic (Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson 2004; 2005; 2015), Hebrew
(Feldman and Bentin 1994; Frost et al. 1997), Maltese (Ussishkin et al. 2015), German
(Smolka et al. 2009; 2014; 2019), and Dutch (Creemers et al. 2020; De Grauwe et al.
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2019; Zwitserlood et al. 2005), as discussed in Chapter 3. For English, it is harder
to distinguish between morphologically related but opaque words (e.g., department;
Marslen-Wilson et al. 1994) and pseudo-derived words which are typically taken to
lack an etymological relationship to their embedded ‘stem’. This has lead to studies
using a mix of pseudo-derived and opaque words in English (e.g., Feldman et al. 2009;
Gonnerman et al. 2007), with heterogeneous sets of stimuli as a result (see also Baayen
et al. 2011). For instance, the ‘semantically opaque’ condition in Feldman et al.
(2009) includes both semantically opaque primes, which were related etymologically
to the target (e.g., dentist→ DENT ), and pseudo-derived pairs with no morphological
relation (e.g., cower→ COW ). Moreover, the same stimuli have been referred to with
either term. For instance, Rastle et al. (2004) investigate ‘pseudo-derived’ words, but
the stimuli in this study overlap considerably with those in Rastle et al. (2000), who
investigate ‘morphologically related words’.
Recently, psycholinguists have been more careful to distinguish between pseudo-
derived and derived but opaque words. The lack of morphological relatedness in
words like corner is, for instance, made explicit by Feldman et al. (2015), who refrain
from using the term ‘opaque’ to refer to pseudo-derived words for this reason (see also
Schmidtke et al. 2017). Feldman et al. are also careful to refer to -er as a potential
suffix because it “can be an affix (e.g., farmer) but is not in the context of corner”
(Feldman et al. 2015, p. 3; footnote 2). However, this recent awareness raises the
question what is the nature of the effects found for pseudo-derived words: are these
morphological in nature, despite the lack of internal morphological structure, or are
they only form-related?
To investigate the two issues identified above, we present two overt primed lexical
decision experiments with auditorily presented primes and targets. Experiment 1
(Section 4.3) focuses on the question whether priming effects with pseudo-derived
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words can be obtained in the auditory modality as well. Experiment 2 (Section
4.4) investigates the nature of these priming effects by including an intervening item
between primes and targets. The rationale for this is further discussed in Section 4.4.
4.3 Experiment 1
Experiment 1 is designed to investigate whether pseudo-derived words like corner
prime their embedded ‘stem’ (corn) in the auditory modality. If so, it is unlikely that
previous masked priming results are merely an artifact of orthographic representa-
tions. Moreover, in order to investigate the time-course of processing, we manipulate
the Inter-Stimulus Interval (ISI), defined as the time between the offset of the prime
and the onset of the target. By varying the ISI, we aim to tap into the time course
of different processing components (i.e., the activation of semantic, phonological, and
morphological information). The different ISIs used (200-400ms; 600-800ms; and
1000-12000ms) influence the time that the listener has to process the prime before
the presentation of the target. It is important to note that, unlike visually presented
stimuli, the incremental unfolding of auditory stimuli makes that the prime’s suffix
arrives at the listeners’ ear relatively late. Therefore, with a short ISI, there is little
time between the presentation of the prime suffix and the target, whereas there is
more time with a longer ISI.
4.3.1 Methods
4.3.1.1 Materials
Stimuli are prime–target pairs that are morphologically and semantically related
(MS: creamy → cream, treatment → treat), only pseudo-related (pseudo-M: belly →
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bell, pigment-pig), phonologically related but morphologically undecomposable (Ph:
dogma → dog, pillow → pill), and semantically related (S: garbage → trash, painting
→ art). We included 20 prime-target pairs per condition, so that every subject saw
80 critical prime-target pairs of which half were unrelated. Sample critical items are
given in Table 4.1; a full stimuli list can be found in Appendix B.
Table 4.1: Conditions and sample critical items.
Related prime Unrelated prime Target
MS treatment basement treat
pseudo-M pigment augment pig
Ph cashew mildew cash
S painting timing art
The pseudo-M primes occur with a suffix that exists in English and is therefore
potentially recognizable, while the Ph pairs do not terminate in a potential affix of
English. Pseudo-M prime-targets were selected such that the complex word and the
stem do not share any meaning. In addition, based on Baayen et al. (2011), we
exclude those pseudo-M pairs that share some remote or archaic meaning, such as
butcher → butch and archer → arch (see also Beyersmann et al. 2016). We also
made sure that none of the stems in the pseudo-M condition with the suffix -er were
verbs, so that no additional transparent meaning of “someone who does something”
can be formed. The MS primes were selected such that the meaning of the prime
could always be derived from the meaning of its stem. This was evidenced by high
pairwise estimates of semantic similarity between primes and targets, based on latent
semantic analysis (LSA; Laham 1998, see Table 4.2).4 The S prime-target pairs were
also selected based on their high pairwise LSA measures with their targets. A one-
way ANOVA was performed on the LSA scores between primes and targets in the
4LSA measures represent the degree of association and semantic similarity between the meanings
of words based on patterns of co-occurrence in similar contexts.
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different conditions, which showed a significant difference (F(7,152) = 56.79, p <
0.001). Post-hoc testing with Tukey’s test shows that the related primes in the MS
condition differ significantly from those in the M (p < 0.001), and Ph (p < 0.001)
conditions, but not from the S condition (p = 0.826). The related primes in the M
and Ph conditions also did not differ (p = 0.623).
The conditions were further controlled with different suffixes appearing equally
often in the pseudo-M and MS conditions (following Feldman et al. 2009). In addition,
due to the auditory presentation of stimuli, the targets are phonological sub-strings
of their prime, which means that we excluded pairs like legion → leg in which there
is a vowel and consonant difference between prime and target. We also kept the
orthography between primes and targets as similar as possible, excluding extremely
dissimilar pairs like aisle → eye, but including pairs like coral → core.
All targets are high-frequent monosyllabic simplex words (see Table 4.2). Fre-
quency measures are extracted from SUBTLEX-US5 (Lg10CD; Brysbaert and New
2009), and the target frequency across conditions did not significantly differ (F(3,76)
= 1.356, p = 0.263). Targets and primes were verbs, nouns, or adjectives; preposi-
tions, auxiliary verbs, and other (highly frequent) function words are excluded.
The primes are disyllabic words with main stress on the first syllable. For each
related prime, a morphologically, semantically, and phonologically unrelated prime
was selected, which was pair-wise matched with its related prime in word type (N,
V, Adj) and frequency, as illustrated in Table 4.2. The unrelated primes, like the
related primes, are disyllabic words with stress on the first syllable. The suffixes in
the unrelated primes match with those of the corresponding related primes as much
as possible. The unrelated primes in the Ph and pseudo-M conditions are mono-
morphemic or pseudo-derived, in that they do not form morphological derivations of
5The SUBTLEX-US (Brysbaert and New 2009) corpus is based on subtitles from films and
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their stem. The unrelated primes have minimal phonological overlap and no semantic
relatedness (i.e., low LSA scores; see Table 4.2) with the targets.
Table 4.2: Stimuli characteristics of related (Rel.) and unrelated (Unrel.) primes and
targets in the different conditions.
Mean frequency Mean LSA to target
Rel. Prime Unrel. Prime Target Rel. Prime Unrel. Prime
MS 2.29 2.29 3.08 0.53 0.06
pseudo-M 2.80 2.32 2.80 0.12 0.07
Ph 2.00 1.97 3.12 0.05 0.05
S 2.83 2.77 3.03 0.47 0.07
In addition to the critical stimuli (of which each participant saw 160 in total), a
set of 100 unrelated filler words were included to reduce the prime-target relatedness
proportion. Of these filler words, half were monosylabic and half were disyllabic. We
also included 260 non-words, of which 130 were monosyllabic and 130 were disyllabic.
Of the disyllabic words, 90 were generated by a script that calculates the frequency of
onsets, vowels, and codas based on the CMU pronunciation dictionary (Weide 1998)
and SUBTLEX-US (Brysbaert and New 2009). The script then randomly generates
non-words so that more frequent onsets, vowels, and codas are more frequently se-
lected. An example of such a non-word is /gO-wIh/. Moreover, 20 of the disyllabic
non-words occurred with a real suffix but a nonce stem (e.g., /m2/-ness), and 20 with
a real stem but a nonce suffix (e.g., snake-/D2/). These stimuli ensure that subjects
could not determine the lexicality of the words and non-words based only on the first
syllable.
4.3.1.2 Apparatus
The stimuli were recorded by an adult male speaker of American English in a sound
attenuated booth, using a high-quality microphone. Soundfiles were segmented using
television programs and contains 51 million word tokens coming from 8,388 different subtitle files.
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Praat (Boersma and Weenink 2015) and normalized to 70 dB SPL. The task was
implemented in PsychoPy2 (Peirce 2007). Stimuli were presented auditorily to the
participants through Sennheiser HD 280 PRO headphones and response times were
recorded using a button box.
4.3.1.3 Procedure
We used an auditory primed continuous lexical decision task. ISI used was manipu-
lated as a between-subject factor, with a random ISI of 200-400 ms in the short-isi
version, of 600-800 ms in the medium-isi version, and of 1000-1200 ms in the long-
isi version. Each subject was placed in one of the ISI versions. Stimuli presentation
was randomized throughout the experiment for each participant. As every target was
paired with two primes (related/unrelated), we created two lists. Each subject was
allocated to one of the two lists, so that they saw each target only once.
Participants were instructed that they would hear existing and non-existing En-
glish words, and that they had to make a lexical decision to each word as fast and as ac-
curately as possible. They were tested individually in a quiet room. The Experiment
lasted 21.42 minutes on average, but differed depending on the ISI used (short-isi:
17.32 minutes; medium-isi: 21.12 minutes; long-isi: 25.93 minutes). Participants
could take self-administered breaks during the experiment: for the short-isi and
medium-isi versions, participants could take two breaks, while participants could
take three breaks during the long-isi version.
4.3.1.4 Participants
The experiment was run on a total of 122 participants (average age: 19.55; 79 female),
who were undergraduate students at the University of Pennsylvania, and received
Word frequency estimates based on a corpus of words from film and television subtitles have been
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course credit as compensation for participation. Participants reported to be native
speakers of English. A total of 41 participants were administered the short-isi
version, 41 the medium-isi version, and 40 the long-isi version.
4.3.2 Results
4.3.2.1 Analysis
The data were analyzed as follows. Responses were coded for response type
(word/non-word) and RT (measured in ms from the onset of the sound file). Dif-
ferences in duration of the sound files are included as a predictor in the model. One
subject in the medium-isi group was excluded from further analysis because of overall
low accuracy (69%). Incorrect responses to primes and targets were discarded, which
resulted in a total exclusion of 856 observations (or 8.84%).
All pairs for which either the target or prime had an extreme RT (<250ms and
>3500ms) were excluded, which resulted in the exclusion of 78 observations. The RT
data were log-transformed with a natural logarithm. Following minimal trimming pro-
cedures recommended by Baayen and Milin (2010), we removed outliers for individual
subjects for which Shapiro-Wilk tests for normality showed non-normal distributions,
which resulted in the exclusion of 131 observations. In addition, we removed outliers
for individual targets per ISI-version which showed non-normal distributions. This
resulted in the removal of 182 observations (short-isi: 49; medium-isi: 49, long-
isi: 84). In total, a-priori data-trimming led to the removal of 4.43% of the data (182
out of 8824 observations).
We analyzed effects on log-transformed RT with linear mixed-effects models, using
the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015b, version 1.1-21) in the R environment (R Core
shown to be the best available predictor of lexical decision times (New et al. 2007).
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Team 2016, version 3.6.0). Fixed effects were target type (MS, pseudo-M, Ph, S)
and prime type (related, unrelated), and their interactions. Further fixed effects
were isi (measured from the end of the sound file or participant response, whichever
was later), trial number, target frequency and prime frequency, target
duration, and log prime rt. target type and prime type are treatment coded,
with the reference level set to the different conditions of target type and to unre-
lated for prime type. trial number, target frequency, prime frequency,
isi, target duration, and log prime rt are z-scored. Random intercepts for
subject and target were included as well. Model criticism was performed to iden-
tify overly influential outliers (Baayen and Milin 2010). The model was refitted after
excluding data points with absolute standardized residuals exceeding 2.5 standard
deviations, which removed 213 datapoints (2.53%).
In addition, to investigate priming effects for the specific ISI-versions, the data
were subsetted into the different ISI-versions (short-isi, medium-isi, long-isi).
The same model as described above was fitted on each of the subset datasets. Each
model was refitted after model criticism, which removed 70 datapoints (2.45%) for
the short-isi version, 65 datapoints (2.36%) for the medium-isi version, and 74
datapoints (2.62%) for the long-isi version.
P-values are determined using the package lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al. 2016, ver-
sion 3.0-1). Significant p-values are reported at p < 0.05.
4.3.2.2 Results
The results are shown in Figure 4.2, and Table 4.3 presents the priming effects in
milliseconds per condition and ISI-version. Priming effects per ISI-version are given
in Figure 4.3.
The first model, which collapses the different ISI-versions, indicates a significant
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Table 4.3: Mean Reaction Times (in ms) in Experiment 1, for the different conditions and
ISI-versions.
short-isi (200-400ms) medium-isi (600-800ms) long-isi (1000-1200ms)
Related Unrelated Priming Related Unrelated Priming Related Unrelated Priming
MS 1166.75 1290.85 124.09 1182.89 1310.10 127.21 1214.99 1319.72 104.72
Pseudo-M 1235.95 1291.50 55.55 1244.04 1328.78 84.74 1293.45 1336.04 42.59
Ph 1252.46 1306.15 53.69 1260.12 1333.86 73.74 1284.97 1357.72 72.75
S 1241.07 1292.33 51.26 1261.51 1321.16 59.65 1278.02 1343.39 65.37
priming effect (related vs. unrelated prime type) in the MS condition (β = -0.092,
p < 0.001). The model also shows significant priming effects in the pseudo-M (β
= -0.050, p < 0.001), Ph (β = -0.050, p < 0.001), and S (β = -0.046, p < 0.001)
conditions. The effect for MS, however, is significantly greater compared to the effects
in the other conditions (pseudo-M: β = 0.042, p < 0.001; Ph: β = 0.043, p < 0.001;
S: β = 0.047, p < 0.001). The priming effects in the pseudo-M and Ph conditions
are not significantly different (p = 0.956). In addition, and as expected for a lexical
decision task, the model revealed a significant effect of trial number (β = -0.010,
p < 0.001), isi (β = 0.011, p < 0.001), target duration (β = 0.033, p < 0.001),
and of log prime rt (β = 0.027, p < 0.001). No significant effects were found for
prime frequency (p = 0.105) and target frequency (p = 0.050).
Looking at the different ISI-versions (see Figure 4.3), the models again indicate
significant priming effects for each condition at every ISI (for short-isi, MS: β =
-0.096, p < 0.001; pseudo-M: β = -0.046, p < 0.001; Ph: β = -0.041, p < 0.001; S: β =
-0.042, p < 0.001, for medium-isi, MS: β = -0.096, p < 0.001; pseudo-M: β = -0.069, p
< 0.001; Ph: β = -0.050, p < 0.001; S: β = -0.047, p < 0.001, and for long-isi, MS: β
= -0.083, p < 0.001; pseudo-M: β = -0.034, p < 0.001; Ph: β = -0.056, p < 0.001; S: β
= -0.053, p < 0.001). The models also indicate significantly greater effects, regardless
of ISI-version, in the MS condition compared to the pseudo-M (short-isi: β = 0.050,


























Figure 4.2: Violin plots of the log-transformed response times in Experiment 1 for the
MS, Pseudo-M, Ph, and S targets preceded by a related or unrelated prime, collapsing the
different ISIs used. Black horizontal bars represent means; the dotted line represents the
mean in the unrelated conditions.
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Figure 4.3: Priming effects (in ms) in Experiment 1, for the different ISI-versions used:
short-isi (200-400ms), Medium ISI (600-800ms), and Long ISI (1000-1200). Priming effects
reflect the difference in RT to the target when it is preceded by a related versus an unrelated
prime. Error bars represent ± 1 standard error of the sampling distribution of differences.
Ph (short-isi: β = 0.055, p < 0.001; medium-isi: β = 0.047, p < 0.001; and long-
isi: β = 0.026, p = 0.010), and S (short-isi: β = 0.055, p < 0.001; medium-isi: β
= 0.049, p < 0.001; and long-isi: β = 0.030, p = 0.003) conditions. However, when
comparing the priming effects between the pseudo-M and Ph conditions, we find no
difference in effects at a short-isi (p = 0.617) and medium-isi (p = 0.059), while
the model does indicate a difference between pseudo-M and Ph at a long-ISI (β =
-0.023, p = 0.028). Note that the direction of these effects is in opposite direction: we
find numerically bigger effects in pseudo-M compared to Ph with short and medium-
isi (though not significant), but a bigger effect for Ph compared to pseudo-M at a
long-isi.
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4.3.3 Discussion of the results
The results of our first experiment show significant and robust priming effects over-
all, as well as at each ISI-version, for all conditions (MS, pseudo-M, Ph, and S). The
priming effect in the pseudo-related condition suggests that pseudo-derived words
like corner can prime their embedded ‘stem’ corn in the auditory modality as well.
However, we find greater priming effects in the semantically transparent and morpho-
logically related condition (MS; e.g., teacher → teach) compared to pseudo-M overall,
as well as at each ISI-version. Moreover, no significant difference in the priming ef-
fects between the pseudo-M and the phonological condition is found overall, as well
as at the short-isi and medium-isi versions. In contrast, a significant difference
between the pseudo-M and Ph conditions was found at the long-isi version, with
more facilitation in the Ph condition.
These results do not replicate the results in the visual masked priming literature
that show a null effect when comparing pseudo-derived and true derived (MS) forms
(e.g., Beyersmann et al. 2016; Longtin et al. 2003; Rastle et al. 2004). In our results,
the magnitude of the priming effect in the MS condition is more than twice as large
than the pseudo-M effect in the short-isi and long-isi versions. Instead, the results
in the auditory modality suggest that the morphological priming effect obtained in
the MS condition is different in nature from the effect obtained in the pseudo-related
condition. This is in line with more recent results in the visual modality (Feldman
et al. 2009; 2015; Andrews and Lo 2013).
Our results show a null effect when comparing the pseudo-related and phonologi-
cally related conditions at the overall ISI, as well as the short-isi and medium-isi.
This result is similar to recent results by Milin et al. (2017) who report that pseudo-
derived pairs do not differ from form-overlap only pairs. Andrews and Lo (2013)
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report similar results. This suggests that the effect in the pseudo-derived condition
is not morphological in nature, but purely form driven. However, the significant dif-
ference between the pseudo-M and Ph conditions at a long-isi suggests that there
may, in fact, be a difference in what is driving the effects in the two conditions.
Therefore, in Experiment 2, we aim to further investigate whether the effect for
pseudo-M in Experiment 1 is phonological or morphological in nature. We do so by
including an intervening item between primes and targets and thereby prolonging
the time between prime and target beyond the time interval in the long-isi version
in Experiment 1. It could be that the bigger effect in MS, compared to pseudo-M,
is caused by semantic overlap between primes and targets, and that the effect in
pseudo-M is, in part, morphological in nature.
4.4 Experiment 2
In this experiment, we include an intervening item between primes and targets, as it
has been shown that morphological effects can be distinguished from form effects when
unrelated words are intervening between prime and target.6 In the visual modality,
for instance, Feldman (2000) found that at long lags (average of 10 intervening items),
orthographic facilitation (vowel→ vow) was severely attenuated, while morphological
facilitation (vowed→ vow) was still significant. In the auditory modality, Kouider and
Dupoux (2009) report facilitation for morphological priming (cousine ‘female cousin’
→ cousin ‘male cousin’) at all lags (18-144 intervening items) in French, but no
facilitation for phonological (devise ‘devise’ → devis ‘quotation’) priming. Recently,
Wilder et al. (2019) found comparable results in the auditory modality at much
6Morphological effects have also been argued to differ from semantic effects with priming-over-
distance, see e.g., Bentin and Feldman (1990) and Marslen-Wilson and Tyler (1998), as well as some
of the studies discussed in relation to the phonological effects in this section (see also Experiment 2
in Chapter 3).
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shorter lags of 0, 1, and 5 intervening items. The authors compared morphological
priming (frog→ frogs) and phonological priming (gray→ grape), and found significant
morphological effects at all distances, while phonological effects for gray → grape were
significantly different from the baseline condition only at immediate distance. These
results suggest that, in the auditory modality, a lag of one intervening item may be
sufficient to distinguish morphological effects from phonological effects.
Therefore, in Experiment 2, we use a lag of one intervening item to investigate
the nature of the priming effects in the pseudo-M condition in more detail. A further
reason for this shorter lag is that the priming effects for pseudo-M in the long-
isi version in our Experiment 1 already suggest a decrease in facilitation, compared
to shorter ISIs. In addition, the results in Experiment 2 in Chapter 3, in which
three-syllable primes and two-syllable targets were used, did not show any significant
priming effects with 5 intervening items. The present study, unlike many of the
experiments discussed above, uses disyllabic primes. This increases the duration
between the onset of the prime and the onset of the target compared to monosyllabic
primes; making the lag by default larger than it would be with monosyllabic stimuli.
In Experiment 2, if pseudo-M patterns with MS (but unlike Ph) with an inter-
vener between primes and targets, this suggests that the effect is due to subjects
decomposing the pseudo-derived words into a stem and an affix. However, if pseudo-
M patterns with the Ph condition (unlike MS), i.e., if both show severely attenuated
effects with an intervener, this suggests that the facilitation found for pseudo-M is
merely phonological in nature.
4.4.1 Methods
The methods for Experiment 2 are virtually identical to the methods of Experiment
1, using the same set of stimuli (see Table 4.1). In this experiment, however, half of
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the stimuli were presented at immediate distance (similar to Experiment 1) while
the other half was presented with one intervener (always a non-word) occurring
between primes and targets. As a result, stimuli were rotated over four lists according
to a Latin Square design. The task had a random ISI of 600-800ms, which corresponds
to the ‘medium ISI’ in Experiment 2. The experiment took 22.07 minutes on average.
4.4.1.1 Participants
The experiment was run on a total of 80 participants (average age: 19.53; 56 female),
who were undergraduate students at the University of Pennsylvania, and received




The RT data were analyzed in the same way as for Experiment 1. Incorrect responses
to primes and targets were excluded (562 observations out of 6400, or 8.78%). All
targets with outlier RTs (<250ms and >3500ms) were excluded, which resulted in
the exclusion of 45 observations. Data were log-transformed, and further by-subject
and by-item RT trimming led to the removal of an additional 178 observations. In
total, a-priori data trimming led to the removal of 223 or 3.82% of the observations.
We analyzed log-transformed RT with linear mixed-effects models. Fixed effects
were target type (MS, pseudo-M, Ph, S), prime type (related, unrelated), and
distance (immediate distance / one intervener), as well as their three-way in-
teractions, trial number, target frequency, prime frequency, isi, target
duration, and log prime rt. Random intercepts for subject and target were
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included. target type, prime type, and distance are treatment coded, with the
reference level set to the different conditions for multiple comparisons for target
type, to unrelated for prime type, and to immediate distance for distance.
trial number, target frequency, prime frequency, isi, target duration,
and log prime rt are are z-scored. The model was refitted after model criticism,
which removed an additional 135 observations (2.39%).
4.4.2.2 Results
The results are shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. Table 4.4 gives RTs and priming
effects.
Table 4.4: Mean Reaction Times (in ms) in Experiment 2, for the different conditions and
distances.
Immediate distance One intervener
Related Unrelated Priming Related Unrelated Priming
MS 1203.00 1339.79 136.79 1284.37 1325.99 41.62
pseudo-M 1270.80 1340.65 69.85 1332.63 1339.05 6.42
Ph 1281.03 1324.02 42.99 1326.89 1344.71 17.82
S 1262.69 1313.52 50.83 1303.93 1320.59 16.67
The results at an immediate distance replicate the results for Experiment 1, with
significant priming effects (related vs. unrelated prime) in all conditions (MS: β =
-0.102, p < 0.001; pseudo-M: β = -0.056, p < 0.001; Ph: β = -0.029, p < 0.001; S: β
= -0.041, p < 0.001). The model again indicates that at an immediate distance, MS
is significantly greater compared to the priming effect in the pseudo-M (β = 0.047, p
< 0.001) condition. In a similar vein, the effect in MS is significantly different from
the effect in Ph (β = 0.073, p < 0.001) and S (β = 0.0618, p < 0.001). However,
different from the results for the short-isi and medium-isi versions in Experiment
1, the difference between pseudo-M and Ph is also significant (β = 0.027, p = 0.006),
with a greater priming effect in the pseudo-M condition.
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Figure 4.4: Violin plots of the log-transformed response times in Experiment 2 for the MS,
Pseudo-M, Ph, and S targets preceded by a related or unrelated prime, for prime-target
pairs presented at immediate distance or with one intervening item. Black horizontal bars
represent means; the dotted line represents the mean in the unrelated conditions.
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Figure 4.5: Priming effects (in ms) in Experiment 2, for the different distances used:
immediate distance (no intervening items) and one intervener. Priming effects reflect the
difference in RT to the target when it is preceded by a related versus an unrelated prime.
Error bars represent ± 1 standard error of the sampling distribution of differences.
The results with one intervener show a significant priming effect only in the
MS condition (β = -0.024, p < 0.001), but not in the pseudo-M (p = 0.312), Ph (p =
0.051), and S (p = 0.110) conditions. No significant difference is found between the
effects of pseudo-M and MS (p = 0.078), and between pseudo-M and Ph (p = 0.517).
When comparing the results at immediate distance and one intervener, the
model indicates that there is a significant difference in the priming effects between
the two distances for the MS (β = 0.078, p < 0.001), pseudo-M (β = 0.048, p < 0.001),
and S (β = 0.030, p = 0.002) conditions, but not in the Ph (p = 0.116) condition.
Moreover, the model revealed a significant effect of trial number (β = -0.007,
p < 0.001), target duration (β = 0.034, p < 0.001), and of log prime rt (β
= 0.017, p < 0.001). No significant effects were found for isi (p = 0.676), prime
frequency (p = 0.500), and target frequency (p = 0.010).
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4.4.2.2.1 Between-item variation Finally, although we used strict exclusion
criteria for the selection of our stimuli, it is likely that the stimuli used still form a
heterogeneous set. In order to examine variability introduced by specific items used,
Figure 4.6 plots RTs to individual targets preceded by a related or unrelated prime.
This plot shows especially much variation in the Ph condition. Targets that show
inhibitory effects predominately surface in the Ph condition: cashew → cash, wallet
→ wall, and yellow → yell. We also find a large inhibitory effect for seldom → sell
in the Pseudo-M condition. The greatest facilitatory effects are found in the MS
condition, in pairs like dosage → dose, lover → love, herbal → herb, and spinal →
spine. However, large facilitatory effects are found for certain items in the Pseudo-M



























































































Figure 4.6: Scatterplot of the RTs to targets preceded by a related or unrelated prime in
Experiment 2, for the targets presented at an immediate distance. Points above the diagonal
line (x=y) indicate facilitation, while points below the diagonal line indicate inhibition.
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4.4.3 Discussion of the results
The results of our second experiment show, at an immediate distance, significant and
robust priming effects in all conditions (MS, pseudo-M, Ph, and S). As in Experiment
1, we find a greater priming effect in MS compared to the other conditions. This
contrasts starkly with the results in the visual masked priming literature that show a
null effect when comparing pseudo-derived and true derived (MS) forms (e.g., Rastle
et al. 2004; Longtin et al. 2003; Beyersmann et al. 2016). Moreover, Experiment
2 shows a significant difference between pseudo-M and Ph, while in in Experiment
1, a significant difference between these conditions was only found at a long-isi,
and not at the short-isi or medium-isi versions. Crucially, at the long-isi version
in Experiment 1, we found a significantly smaller effect for pseudo-M compared to
Ph, while in Experiment 2 at immediate distance, we found a significantly greater
effect for pseudo-M compared to Ph. Recall further that the immediate distance
in Experiment 2 used an ISI of 600-800 ms, which is similar to the ISI in the medium-
isi condition in Experiment 1. It is likely that the large between-item variation, in
particular in the Ph condition, is responsible for the inconsistent results with respect
to the difference between the priming effects in the Ph and pseudo-M conditions.
We included an intervening item between primes and targets to distinguish be-
tween morphological and phonological effects, as morphological effects have been
shown to last longer than phonological effects. With one intervener, the results
in Experiment 2 show a significant priming effect only for the MS condition, and no
significant effects are found for the pseudo-M, Ph, or S conditions. We hypothesized
that if the effect in pseudo-M is due to a morphological decomposition mechanism,
pseudo-M would pattern with MS, and unlike Ph. However, this is not what we find.
Instead, with one intervener, pseudo-M patterns with the Ph condition and un-
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like the MS condition, which suggests that the facilitation found for pseudo-M is not
morphological in nature. Moreover, if the effect were morphological in nature, and
not form-driven, we expect facilitation to still be significant with one intervener (e.g.,
Feldman 2000; Kouider and Dupoux 2009; Wilder et al. 2019).
Finally, no differences are found between pseudo-M and MS, or between pseudo-M
and Ph with one intervener. It is likely that the lack of significant differences is
due to the small magnitude of effects. Similarly, we find significant differences for the
MS, pseudo-M, S conditions between the two distances, but not for the Ph condition.
The lack of a difference for Ph between the two distances is likely caused by the small
priming effect at immediate distance.
4.5 General discussion
The experiments presented in this chapter investigate the processing of pseudo-
suffixed words in English in the auditory modality. We reported the results of two
primed lexical decision experiments in which both primes and targets are presented
auditorily. Specifically, we explored the distinction between orthographic and phono-
logical effects, and the distinction between form-based and morphological effects. This
will be discussed in more detail below.
4.5.1 Orthography vs. Phonology
One of the aims of the experiments in this chapter was to provide a systematic
investigation of effects with pseudo-derived words in the auditory modality, in order
to examine whether decomposition effects for pseudo-derived items in visual masked
priming tasks are merely an artifact of orthographic representations, or whether they
extend to the auditory modality. In both experiments, we found robust priming
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effects in our pseudo-derived condition in the auditory modality, although this effect
was not significant when an intervening item occurred between prime and target.
These results show that priming effects for pseudo-related words are not restricted
to the visual modality, but can be obtained in the auditory modality as well. This
means that these effects are not only driven by orthography, but may be driven by
relatedness in phonology as well.
4.5.1.1 Phonological effects
While different results exist regarding the results for pseudo-derived words (e.g., cor-
ner → CORN ), almost all visual masked priming studies agree that target recognition
is not facilitated by the prior presentation by a non-suffixed, orthographically related
prime (e.g., cashew → CASH ) (Longtin et al. 2003; Rastle et al. 2004; Beyersmann
et al. 2016, i.a.). An exception is Milin et al. (2017), who observe a weak priming
effect for targets with substantial string overlap with their primes, irrespective of
whether the non-overlapping part is a suffix (corner → CORN ) or not (cornea →
CORN ). In light of these earlier visual results, it is surprising that we find robust
and significant priming effects in our phonological (Ph) condition.
It could be that the change in modality or the fact that our primes were not
masked resulted in significant form priming. However, the latter explanation would
be surprising, as masked priming is known to, in general, result in significant form-
priming effects (Forster et al. 2003). A different explanation has to do with the
specific make-up of the primes in our phonological condition. In particular, all of our
Ph primes were disyllabic and phonologically contained the monosyllabic target (e.g.,
boycott → boy; napkin → nap; carpet → car ; turnip → turn), while this is not the
case for the orthographic condition in visual masked priming studies. For instance,
Beyersmann et al. (2016), who do not find significant orthographic facilitation, include
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pairs in which the prime is monosyllabic (e.g., fleece→ FLEE ; starve→ STAR; freeze
→ FREE ; tease → TEA; tooth → TOO; skirt → SKI ). Most of the non-suffixed
primes used in Milin et al. (2017), who do find orthographic priming, are disyllabic,
although there are some exceptions.
Whether primes are disyllabic or monosyllabic seems like a plausible explanation
for the differences between our results and earlier results, but further research that
specifically manipulates the amount of syllables in the primes is called for.7 It is
important to note, however, that a form condition in which primes are disyllabic, as
in our study, is much more similar to the pseudo-derived condition and thus allows for
a more direct comparison between the two conditions than the use of mono-syllabic
primes. In Beyersmann et al. (2016), for instance, all pseudo-derived primes are
disyllabic (e.g., shower → SHOW ; mission → MISS ; flower → FLOW ; siren →
SIR), and therefore differ in important ways from the orthographically related form
controls.
4.5.1.2 Implications for theories of spoken-word recognition
The results in our phonological condition and the issue of syllabification are relevant
to theories of spoken-word recognition more generally as well. In current research
into spoken-word recognition, there is consensus that lexical access involves parallel
activation of multiple word candidates consistent with the incoming speech signal
(Cutler 2012; Marslen-Wilson and Welsh 1978; Marslen-Wilson et al. 1996; McClel-
7Petrosino and Sprouse (2019) investigate the question of whether syllabification can explain
the differences in results for syllabic primes, in which the prime contains the target plus a syllabic,
non-suffixal ending (e.g., banjo → BAN ) and non-syllabic primes, in which the prime contains the
target plus a non-syllabic, non-suffixal ending (e.g., starch → STAR). Their preliminary auditory
masked priming results show significant priming effects in the syllabic, but not in the non-syllabic
condition. However, the only other significant effect was found for the identity condition (cow →
COW ), and, surprisingly, no priming effects were found in the transparent (boneless → BONE) and
pseudo-derived (belly → BELL) conditions. Moreover, their results suggest that syllabification may
not influence masked priming in the visual modality.
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land and Elman 1986; Norris 1994; Norris and McQueen 2008; Zwitserlood 1989).
This concurrently activated set of candidate words are referred to as the cohort, and
members of a cohort are inhibited once inconsistent phonological information arrives
(see Chapter 2). In the Cohort Model (Marslen-Wilson and Welsh 1978; Marslen-
Wilson and Tyler 1980; Marslen-Wilson 1984), a cohort is defined as the set of lexical
candidates that begin with the same segment. The cohort is gradually reduced by
the incoming speech signal, and the segment at which the word’s cohort is reduced
to a single member is called the Uniqueness Point (UP).
In the original definition of the Uniqueness Point, words with suffixes and com-
pounds are excluded from consideration. This means that the word-initial cohort
for kind includes kin and kite, but not kindness, kindly, or kindhearted (Balling and
Baayen 2012; 2008). This explains general finding that morphologically related words
do not compete with each other (Wilder et al. 2019); i.e., cat is not inhibited after
cats, play is not inhibited after played, and kind is not inhibited after kindness. How-
ever, this exception does not hold for words that only overlap phonologically, and not
morphologically, such as the stimuli in our Ph condition. The Cohort Model predicts
that the cohort of dogma contains dog, and that dog is inhibited once the listener
hears the /m/ in dogma.
Evidence compatible with the Cohort Model is presented by Wilder et al. (2019),
who investigate phonological effects for gray → grape (‘superstring’ targets) and grape
→ gray (‘substring’ targets). Their results indicate that this directionality matters.
For superstring targets (gray → grape), the results show a phonological priming effect
that is significantly different from the baseline condition at immediate distance, while
no such effect is found for the substring targets (grape → gray). This directional
asymmetry in phonological priming effects is consistent with predictions following
the Cohort Model: in processing gray, grape is a member of the activated cohort. In
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contrast, in processing grape, gray has been inhibited when the final segment /p/ is
processed, as /p/ is inconsistent with gray (Wilder et al. 2019).
In this light, it is surprising that our results (using a similar paradigm as Wilder
et al. 2019) show significant facilitation in the phonological condition. Using termi-
nology from Wilder et al. (2019), our phonological condition consists of ‘substring’
targets. These targets are predicted to be inhibited after presentation of the ‘super-
string’ prime. In contrast, we find significant phonological priming effects for dogma
→ dog at immediate distance. This suggests that cohort competitors (e.g., dog) are
still active after the UP: dogma does not immediately inhibit the activation of dog.
An important difference between the stimuli used in Wilder et al. (2019) and the
stimuli in our Ph condition is, again, that Wilder et al. (2019) use monosyllabic primes
(grape), while we use disyllabic primes (dogma) that contain the target in the first,
stressed, syllable. It is likely that this explains the asymmetry between our results and
the results in Wilder et al. (2019), perhaps along the line of the Metrical Segmentation
Strategy proposed by Cutler and Norris (1988), in which strong syllables play a
special role for lexical access. The activation of initial embedded words while hearing
the carrier word is also expected under TRACE (McClelland and Elman 1986) and
Shortlist (Norris 1994; Norris and McQueen 2008) models of spoken word recognition.
4.5.2 Form vs. Morphology
The results in this chapter clearly show that the effect in the morphologically related
(MS) condition is significantly greater than the effect in the pseudo-M condition.
These results contrast with the majority of results in the visual masked priming
literature that show a null effect when comparing pseudo-derived and true derived
(MS) forms (e.g., Beyersmann et al. 2016; Longtin et al. 2003; Rastle et al. 2004).
This may be interpreted as a difference between the visual and auditory modality.
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However, more recent results in the visual modality also showed a significantly greater
effect in the MS condition compared to the pseudo-derived condition (Andrews and
Lo 2013; Feldman et al. 2009; 2015), which suggests that the results in this chapter
may not be specific to the auditory modality.
The much greater priming effects in the MS condition compared to the pseudo-
M condition suggest that the effect for pseudo-related words is not morphological
in nature. However, an alternative interpretation is that the larger effect in the MS
condition is driven by meaning relatedness between primes and targets. In particular,
the pseudo-M and MS conditions do not merely differ in terms of their morphological
structure, but also in terms of their semantic relatedness: while teacher and teach are
semantically related, corner and corn are not. If the difference between the priming
effects in the pseudo-M and MS conditions are due to the difference in semantic relat-
edness, the effect in the pseudo-M condition could still be driven by the appearance
of morphological relatedness.
For this reason, it is important to compare the effects in the pseudo-M condition
to the effects in the phonological condition as well. The primes in the Ph condition,
crucially, do not terminate in an existing affix in English. Differences between the
pseudo-M and Ph conditions would suggest that the effect in the pseudo-M condition
is driven by the fact that the primes end in a string of phonemes that resemble an
existing affix in the language. However, the results in this chapter are inconclusive
in this respect. No significant difference between the pseudo-M and Ph conditions
was found with a short-isi and medium-isi in Experiment 1. This result is in line
with recent results by Milin et al. (2017) and Andrews and Lo (2013), who report
that priming effects for pseudo-derived pairs do not differ from effects for pairs that
overlap only in form. Moreover, the results with an intervening item in Experiment
2 suggest that the phonological and pseudo-M conditions pattern together, to the
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exclusion of the MS condition.
However, a significantly smaller effect for pseudo-M was found at a long-isi in
Experiment 1, and, interestingly, a significantly larger effect was found at the imme-
diate distance in Experiment 2. As suggested in Section 4.4.3, it is likely that the
large between-item variation, in particular in the Phonological condition, is respon-
sible for the inconsistent results with respect to the difference between the priming
effects in the two conditions. Future work could address this discrepancy in results
by manipulating the specific phonological items included, focusing on, for instance,
the amount of phonological overlap in relation to the full form, and the frequency of
the embedded form relative to the full form.
4.6 Conclusions
The results in this chapter show that priming effects with pseudo-derived words can
be obtained in the auditory modality as well. However, we find a much greater
effect for word pairs that are truly morphologically related (e.g., teacher → teach),
compared to pairs that are only pseudo-related (e.g., corner → corn). The chapter
further points out that disentangling morphologically driven from form-driven effects
is complicated. The inconsistent results with respect to the difference between the
phonological and pseudo-derived conditions illustrates this.
However, it is crucial to stress the importance of distinguishing between pseudo-
derived words and derived but semantically opaque words. Studies that have used the
latter, such as the experiments reported in Chapter 3, have typically found similar
priming effects in semantically transparent and semantically opaque conditions (e.g.,
Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson 2004; 2005; 2015; De Grauwe et al. 2019; Frost et al.
1997; Feldman and Bentin 1994; Smolka et al. 2009; 2014; 2019; Ussishkin et al. 2015).
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The results in this chapter show a large difference between the pseudo-M and MS
conditions, with significantly larger facilitation for the MS condition. This suggests
that the difference between MS and pseudo-M in our study is not just due to the
lack of semantic transparency in pseudo-M. Rather, it is plausible that this difference
reflects the fact that pseudo-M stimuli lack a morphological relation to their ‘stem’, as
discussed in Section 4.2.3.2. This suggests that a careful distinction between ‘pseudo-
derived’ (no morphological relation) and ‘derived but opaque’ (morphological relation)
words is essential to understanding which words might or might not be related in the
mental lexicon.
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5Chapter 5The processing of Englishcompound words
5.1 Introduction
While previous chapters were concerned with affixation (prefixation in Chapter 3 and
suffixation in Chapter 4), this chapter is concerned with compounding. Compounding
is a word formation process that involves the combination of at least two open-class
morphemes (i.e., content words) to form morphologically complex words (e.g., tea
can combine with cup to form teacup). This chapter focuses in particular on two-part
compounds, which are composed of two morphemes. The two parts of a compound
as are referred to as ‘constituent morphemes’ or ‘constituents’, and a distinction is
typically made between modifier and head constituents. In general, the meaning of a
compound is determined by the meaning of its head, which also defines the syntactic
category of the compound. The modifier limits the meaning of the head, i.e., a teacup
is a particular kind of cup, which is generally used for drinking tea. In English, the
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head is typically the second constituent of the compound, while the first constituent
forms the modifier.1
Like affixed words, compound words may be semantically transparent or seman-
tically opaque. In opaque compounds, the meaning of at least one constituent mor-
pheme is not consistent with the meaning of the whole word. For instance, payroll
and lawsuit are partially opaque, as there is no transparent meaning contribution of
the head constituents roll or suit in these compounds. It is also possible that only
the head constituent is transparently related to the full compound, while the modifier
constituent is not. This is the case in elderberry and strawberry, in which there is
no meaning of the modifier constituents elder or straw. These examples illustrate
that opacity in compounds is defined slightly different from opacity in derived words
(Marslen-Wilson et al. 1994; Rastle et al. 2004; Smolka et al. 2014), as compounds
with a transparent head are still considered partially opaque. In a similar vein, both
constituents may be opaque in meaning, as in humbug and stalemate, but this type
of compound will not be included in this chapter for reasons discussed below.
Finally, when the meaning of the entire compound can be derived from the combi-
nation of the meaning of its constituents, the compound is semantically transparent.
Note, however, that even the meaning of transparent compounds often cannot be un-
ambiguously predicted from the meanings of the modifier and head constituents. For
example, a butterfly net and a tennis net are both types of nets, but the modifier’s
relation to the head differs: a butterfly net is used to collect butterflies, a tennis net
is used to play tennis (cf. Spalding and Gagné 2014). Moreover, a butterfly net can
be used to collect insects more generally, not just butterflies. This illustrates that
transparency is a somewhat relative concept in compounds.
The different compounds that are taken into account in this chapter are illustrated
1Exceptions are formed by dvandva compounds, in which the constituents have a coordinate
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in Table 5.1. I refer to semantically transparent compounds as TT compounds, and
to partially opaque compounds as OT (opaque modifier; transparent head) and TO
(transparent modifier; opaque head). Importantly, the fact that many compounds
do not show a compositional meaning relation between their constituents and their
whole form makes that compounds form an additional testing ground to investigate
to what extent semantic transparency affects morphological processing.2
Table 5.1: Overview of the three types of compounds examined in this chapter.
OT compounds TO compounds TT compounds
e.g., crowbar, dashboard e.g., lawsuit, seahorse e.g., mousetrap, teacup
Finally, because compounds consist of (at least) two free morphemes that can be
both transparent or opaque, they allow for a more detailed investigation of the posi-
tional effects of semantic transparency on the processing of morphologically complex
words. Unlike affixed words, compounds allow for the study of constituency effects in
both positions of a two-part compound, testing whether constituent priming effects
hold across positions or whether they are position-bound to a certain extent.
In this chapter, I report the results of a series of priming experiments with English
compound words. The design of the experiments improves on previous studies in some
crucial ways. First, the experiments systematically manipulate the type of compound
used (OT, TO, TT), instead of combining OT and TO compounds as one ‘opaque’
condition. This allows us to examine whether partially opaque compounds (OT/TO)
are processed differently from transparent compounds (TT), and whether OT (trans-
parent head) and TO (opaque head) compounds are processed differently. We further
test both the priming of the modifier constituent and of the head constituent, and use
relationship, as in secretary-treasurer and bittersweet.
2In addition, compounds allow us to see whether morphological decomposition relies on the iden-
tification and stripping of a closed-class element (i.e., an affix), or whether decomposition happens
for any potential morpheme (cf. Fiorentino and Fund-Reznicek 2009; Libben et al. 2003).
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compounds both as primes and as targets. In contrast to previous compound studies
in English, we use a within-target design whenever possible. Finally, the priming
experiments are run in the auditory modality.
This chapter is structured as follows. First, Section 5.2 presents an overview of
the relevant background on compound processing, and shows that previous results
are mixed. Then, Section 5.3 presents Experiment 1, which investigates the effects
of compound presentation on modifier and head recognition. Section 5.4 presents the
results of Experiment 2, which investigates modifier and head effects in more detail
by implementing a within-target comparison for modifier versus head effects on the
recognition of the same target. Section 5.5 and 5.6 examine the effects of first versus
second constituents in semantically transparent compounds (Experiment 3 and 4),
and Section 5.7 does so in opaque compounds (Experiment 5). Section 5.8 provides
a discussion of the results, and Section 5.9 concludes.
5.2 Background
Although Full-Listing models, which posit that all compounds are accessed through
a whole-word representation in the mental lexicon, have been proposed (e.g., But-
terworth 1983; Schreuder and Baayen 1997), experimental studies suggest at least
some activation of constituent morphemes in the processing of compounds (Libben
2014). There is no consensus, however, on the extent to which semantic transparency
modulates access to constituents in compound processing. Studies differ regarding
the effects that are obtained for semantically opaque compounds, and whether con-
stituents in an opaque compound show the same pattern of activation as the con-
stituents of a semantically transparent compound. In a similar vein, it is unclear to
what extent the first and second constituents in a compound are processed differently,
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and whether one of them has a special processing status. Both aspects are discussed
in detail below. Section 5.2.2 discusses previous research on the effects of seman-
tic transparency on the processing of compound words, and Section 5.2.3 discusses
previous research on the effects of first versus second constituents. Before doing so,
Section 5.2.1 discusses some important distinctions between studies that investigate
compound processing. Finally, Section 5.2.4 discusses the importance of running ex-
periments in the auditory modality to investigate compound processing, and Section
5.2.5 introduces the experiments in this chapter.
5.2.1 Important differences across experimental designs
Before discussing models and previous experimental results, it is important to note
that there are major differences across study designs. A first difference is the experi-
mental paradigm used, which differs between masked (visual) priming, overt visual or
cross-modal repetition or constituent priming, and overt visual associative priming.
Masked priming studies have been argued to tap into an early morphological parsing
process in visual word recognition, independent of formal and semantic overlap effects
(e.g., Rastle and Davis 2003). Constituent priming studies investigate priming effects
introduced by the repetition of a compound constituent, and the rationale behind
associative priming is that if a compound constituent is activated and accessed in
the recognition process, a semantically related prime for that constituent should, in
principle, facilitate its access and hence result in faster recognition of the compound.
A second difference involves the ‘priming direction’. While the majority of masked
morphological decomposition studies examine priming by affixed words (i.e., morpho-
logically complex primes; simplex targets), compound processing studies vary in their
use of morphologically complex primes or targets. Three different priming directions
are used: (i) the prime and target are both compounds and therefore both morpho-
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logically complex; (ii) the prime is a compound constituent (simplex) and the target
is a compound (complex); and (iii) the prime is a compound (complex) and the tar-
get is a constituent compound (simplex). Myers et al. (2004) refer to these directions
as MM-MM, M-MM, and MM-M, respectively. While, typically, no motivation is
given for the order in which compounds and compound constituents are presented,it
is likely that this could affect the results. While a full-decomposition model predicts
equal activation of morphemes in both M and MM primes, it is possible that a ‘cost’
for the recombination stage occurs in MM forms (cf. Wilder et al. 2019). Moreover,
and in particular for the auditory modality, the order of compound and constituent
(MM-M or M-MM) determines whether the repeated constituents occur with an in-
tervening constituent (i.e., the constituent that is not repeated). For instance, with
a complex prime and modifier target, as in teacup → tea, the head constituent (i.e.,
cup) intervenes between the repeated constituent. This is not the case with a com-
plex target and modifier prime: tea → teacup. The reverse holds when examining
head constituents: the target occurs immediately after its occurrence in the prime in
teacup → cup, but not in cup → teacup.
Finally, studies differ in whether ‘opacity’ is taken to be a property of the full
compound or a property of its constituents. Some combine all relatively semantically
opaque compounds into a single category (using a binary classification of transpar-
ent/opaque), hence not controlling for the difference between OT, TO, and OO com-
pounds, while others distinguish between opacity of the head and modifier within a
compound (yielding four categories). It is important to consider the transparency of
individual morphemes, as this allows for an examination of whether effects of trans-
parency differ depending on the locus of the opaque constituent (cf. Libben et al.
2003) in OT and TO compounds.
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5.2.2 Semantic transparency
Even when keeping the differences discussed above in mind, the results of studies
investigating the effects of semantic transparency on compound processing are in-
consistent. An influential account on compound processing is offered by Dual-Route
models, which propose that only semantically transparent compounds undergo mor-
phological decomposition, while semantically opaque compounds are represented as
whole forms. An example is one of the earliest investigations into the processing
of compounds, by Sandra (1990), who uses primes that were semantic associates
of the second constituent (the head) of the compound. The results show semantic
priming effects for Dutch fully transparent compounds (brood ‘bread’ → hoeveboter
‘farm butter’), but not for partially opaque compounds (rente ‘interest’ → zandbank
‘sand-bank’). Similar results are obtained in a cross-modal constituent priming exper-
iment in English by Zhou and Marslen-Wilson (2000). The results show that visually
presented transparent compound words (e.g., bathroom) were primed by the prior au-
ditory presentation of both first (bath) and second (room) compound constituents and
vice versa, but no such effects were observed for opaque compounds (e.g., black/mail
↔ blackmail). In a similar vein, it was found that the first (modifier) constituents of
auditorily presented compounds primed visually presented targets only when the sec-
ond (head) constituent was transparent, but not when it was opaque, in a cross-modal
associative priming study in German (Isel et al. 2003).
Others have argued that all compounds are immediately decomposed into their
constituent morphemes, followed by a look-up of the meaning of these constituents,
which are then combined again into the compound (e.g., Fiorentino and Poeppel
2007). Under this approach, semantically opaque words are expected to undergo
morphological decomposition to roughly the same extent as semantically transpar-
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ent compounds. Evidence in favor of this is provided in Shoolman and Andrews
(2003), who report significant priming effects regardless of semantic transparency in
a masked priming paradigm. Compounds that were transparent (e.g., bookshop) or
partially opaque (e.g., jaywalk) could both be primed by their constituents (e.g., book,
shop, jay, walk). Fiorentino and Fund-Reznicek (2009), building on Shoolman and
Andrews (2003), also provide evidence for morphological segmentation during early
visual word recognition of compounds that happens irrespective of semantic trans-
parency. Different from Shoolman and Andrews (2003), they present the compound
as a masked prime and its constituent as a target. While significant priming effects
were found for transparent (flagpole → FLAG; classroom → ROOM ) and opaque
(hallmark → HALL; honeymoon → MOON ) compounds, no significant effects of
purely orthographic overlap or semantic transparency were observed.
Effects for semantically opaque compounds have also been shown in overt prim-
ing studies. Zwitserlood (1994, Experiment 1), for instance, finds significant priming
effects regardless of semantic transparency. Primes were visually presented Dutch
compounds that were either fully transparent or partially opaque, and which signif-
icantly facilitated recognition of their first or last constituent (T: kerkorgel ‘church
organ’ → orgel ‘organ’/ kerk ‘church’; O: drankorgel ‘lit. liquor-organ; meaning
drunkard’ → orgel ‘organ’/drank ‘liquor’). No facilitation was obtained from mere
orthographic overlap (e.g., kerstfeest ‘Christmas feast’ → kers ‘cherry’). Similarly,
Libben et al. (2003, Experiment 2), in an overt visual priming study, report priming
for both transparent (carwash) and opaque (OT: strawberry; TO: jailbird; OO: hog-
wash) compound targets by their first and second constituents in English. Smolka
and Libben (2016) also show priming effects regardless of meaning relatedness to the
whole-word compound in a series of experiments on German compounds, testing both
modifier transparency (T: Hund ‘dog’ → Hundeauge ‘dog’s eye’; O: Huhn → ‘hen’
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Hühnerauge ‘lit. hen’s eye; corn/clavus’) and head transparency (T: Esel ‘donkey’
→ Lastesel ‘pack donkey’; O: Esel ‘donkey’ → Drahtesel ‘lit. wire donkey; bicycle’)
while keeping the head constant.
In line with these results, Libben (2006) (following Libben and de Almeida 2002
and Libben et al. 2004), argues that semantic opacity does not diminish constituent
activation at all. Libben posits that all possible morphological representations are
activated, regardless of semantic transparency. However, with opaque compounds,
this may create a mismatch of activation whereby the semantic representations acti-
vated by the semantically unrelated morpheme are not overlapping with the semantic
representations activated by the compound. This is also suggested in Frisson et al.
(2008), who note that opaque compounds might be more difficult to process than fully
transparent ones, since the compound meaning that results from combining the mean-
ing of the constituents is in conflict with the stored whole-word meaning. According
to Libben, this results in ‘semantic incongruity’ that requires resolution through the
inhibition of inappropriate semantic activation (Libben and de Almeida 2002; Libben
et al. 2004).3 Such inhibition would explain why some priming studies appear to show
no priming effects for semantically opaque compounds. In a similar vein, Gagné and
Spalding (2014) argue that meaning composition plays a role in reported differences
between the processing of opaque and transparent compounds (see also Ji et al. 2011).
Finally, some associative priming studies that distinguish between the different
types of opacity have found differences between partially opaque (OT/TO) and fully
opaque compounds. Zwitserlood (1994, Experiment 2) finds priming effects for par-
tially opaque compounds, but not for fully opaque ones. The results show that trans-
parent compounds in Dutch (kerkorgel ‘church organ’ → priester ‘priest’ / muziek
‘music’) and partially opaque compounds (drankorgel ‘lit. liquor-organ; meaning
3Note further that semantically opaque compounds, unlike many opaque derived words, are
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drunkard’ → bier ‘beer’ / muziek ‘music’) produce semantic priming of both of their
constituents, while no semantic facilitation is found for the first or second component
in fully opaque compounds (klokhuis ‘lit. clock house; core of an apple’ → tijd ‘time’
/ tuin ‘garden’).4 Interestingly, El-Bialy et al. (2013) find priming effects for fully
opaque English compounds, but not for partially opaque ones. The results show no
associative priming for the first constituent in OT (eyetooth → ear) and TO com-
pounds (catnip → dog), while priming effects are found in TT (eyesight → ear) and
OO compounds (catwalk → dog).
While the overview above focused on primed lexical decision experiments, there
exists a large body of literature that investigates decomposition in compounds (and
the effects of semantic transparency) using different paradigms. For instance, us-
ing readers’ eye fixation patterns, Pollatsek and Hyönä (2005) show constituency
effects in eye fixations regardless of semantic transparency in a study of Finnish com-
pounds (for eye-tracking studies see also Andrews et al. 2004; Bertram and Hyönä
2003; Frisson et al. 2008; Juhasz 2007; Schmidtke et al. 2017; Marelli and Luzzatti
2012). Moreover, Fiorentino and Poeppel (2007) investigate the decomposition of
compounds using visual lexical decision with simultaneous magnetoencephalography
(MEG), comparing response times and brain responses to compounds (e.g., teacup)
ambiguous between their intended opaque parse, and a possible but not intended transparent parse
(i.e., one might attempt to parse a strawberry as a berry made out of straw, or a jailbird as a bird
that lives in jail).
4In Sandra (1990), no distinction is made between fully opaque and partially opaque. Also, he
only investigated the constituent that was semantically unrelated to the compound. Moreover, while
Zwitserlood (1994) used a SOA of 300 ms, Sandra (1990) used a “response-to-stimulus” interval
(SRI), which Zwitserlood calculates to have been near to 1 second—three times as long as used in
her study. In addition, lexical decisions were made to both primes and targets in Sandra’s study,
while Zwitserlood used a paired lexical decision task. Zwitserlood argues that the different findings
are due to the longer interval used: it might be that certain priming effects do not survive longer
delays between primes and targets, as we know that semantic priming is a process of activation
and decay. See Zwitserlood (1994, p.363) for a more elaborate discussion of the methodological
differences between Sandra (1990) and Zwitserlood (1994). For a discussion of methodological issues
in Zwitserlood (1994), see De Grauwe et al. (2019) who point out an imbalance in the design in terms
of number of items: while each participant saw 4 OO compounds, they saw 11 TT compounds.
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and long monomorphemic words (e.g., station). The authors argue that their results
support an account of lexical processing which includes early decomposition of mor-
phologically complex words into constituents.5 Other paradigms include the analysis
of typing latencies during the written production of compounds (Gagné and Spalding
2014), and unprimed lexical decision (Marelli and Luzzatti 2012).
5.2.3 First versus second constituents
In English two-part compounds, the second constituent is the head of the compound,
specifying the grammatical category of the whole compound, while the first con-
stituent modifies the head, i.e., limits its meaning. In addition to the effects of
semantic transparency, priming studies have also pointed to a possible difference in
processing of first and second constituents, or of heads and modifiers. In an early lex-
ical decision study by Taft and Forster (1976), it was argued that compound words
are accessed via their first syllable, and that, therefore, the first constituent in a
compound word enjoys a special status. The authors find that compound non-words
whose first constituent is a word (e.g., dustworth, footmilge) take longer to classify
as non-words than compound non-words whose first constituent is not a word (e.g.,
trowbreak, mowdflisk).
Later constituent priming studies, however, revealed an important role of the
second constituent in addition to the first constituent. In the masked priming studies
mentioned above, equal effects were found for first and second constituent primes
(Shoolman and Andrews 2003; Fiorentino and Fund-Reznicek 2009). Fiorentino and
Fund-Reznicek (2009), for instance, found significant priming effects for both modifier
constituents (T: flagpole → FLAG, O: hallmark → HALL) and head constituents (T:
classroom→ ROOM, O: honeymoon →MOON ). Similarly, the results from a masked
5For an overview of neuro-imaging studies on compound processing, see Fiorentino et al. (2014).
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priming study on Basque compound words suggest that constituent activation is
position-independent (Duñabeitia et al. 2009). In their first experiment, primes were
compounds that shared either the first (e.g., milkshake) or the second (e.g., postman)
constituent with the target that was also a compound (e.g., milkman). Results showed
a significant priming effect for words that shared a constituent, independent of its
position. In a second experiment, it was shown that when the shared constituent
occurred in a different position (e.g., housewife → boathouse), constituent priming
effects were still obtained.
However, yet other studies have found a dominant role of the second constituent.
Juhasz et al. (2003), for instance, found facilitatory effects of the frequency of the sec-
ond constituent in English compounds in several experimental paradigms, but not of
the first constituent. In a similar vein, Isel et al. (2003) suggest that head constituents
play a central role in the auditory processing and semantic integration of compound
constituents, with the head serving as ‘an access code to the lexical entries of com-
pounds’. The authors propose a model of compound processing in which the semantic
access of non-head constituents is thought to follow the access of head constituents
(cf. the delayed account of constituent integration). The finding of dominant second-
constituent effects raises the issue whether this is an effect of headedness (modifier vs.
head) or of position (first-constituent vs. second-constituent). Romance languages
seem to be a test case to tease apart headedness effects from positional effects, since
compounds can be either head-initial or head-final in certain Romance languages,
while compounds in Germanic languages such as English, German, and Dutch tend
to be right-headed. However, results for these languages are inconclusive as well.6
A further question is how the effects of first versus second constituents relate to
6See Duñabeitia et al. (2007) for a comparison of Basque and Spanish compounds, Jarema et al.
(1999) for French, El Yagoubi et al. (2008) and Marelli et al. (2009) for Italian, and Koester et al.
(2009) for a study on German three-part compounds, addressing the same issue.
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effects of semantic transparency. In the study by Libben et al. (2003), as mentioned
above, all four possible categories of semantic transparency were included, with the
compound as the target. While the results show that all compound types can be fa-
cilitated by prior presentation of their constituents, the results also indicate that the
compounds with opaque heads (OO and TO) resulted in greater RTs than the com-
pounds with transparent heads (OT and TT). The RTs to OT and TT compounds
were non-distinct from each other. The authors suggest that these results show that
compounds with an opaque head are processed differently from compounds with a
transparent head, although no within-target comparison between the different con-
ditions was made. Moreover, each compound was seen twice by a participant, once
preceded by the unrelated prime, and once either preceded by an initial constituent
prime, or a final constituent prime. This might have introduced a confound, as it
is likely that the second presentation of the compound will be primed by the first
presentation. The present study aims to further investigate this by implementing a
within-target design that directly compares OT and TO compounds to transparent
compounds (Experiment 5).
Finally, frequency may also play a role in the difference between modifier and
head priming. Smolka and Libben (2016), for instance, report that both modifiers
and heads facilitate compound recognition in an overt visual priming experiment, but
the effects differ when taking into account the frequency of the constituents. Although
lexical decision responses to compound words are generally faster when the compound
is primed by one of its constituent morphemes, priming effects decrease in cases in
which the constituent head prime is a high-frequency word. Smolka and Libben (2016)
argue that this shows that the activation of the lexical item that corresponds to the
head competes with the processing of the whole compound. Similarly, for modifier
frequency, it is found that low frequency modifier primes facilitated the recognition
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of the corresponding compounds, whereas modifier primes to high frequency words
showed no significant priming. This is argued to result from competition between the
string as an independent word and as a compound constituent (this occurs together
with an advantage for a high-frequent initial constituent, which is then canceled out
by the inhibitory competition effect).7
To summarise, the picture that emerges from the research findings on compound
word processing is incomplete and not always consistent. There is evidence that com-
pounds are morphologically decomposed (Fiorentino and Poeppel 2007; Libben et al.
2003; Zwitserlood 1994; Smolka and Libben 2016), and that semantically transparent
constituents are semantically accessed (Sandra 1990; Zwitserlood et al. 2005), but it is
unclear what exactly the effects of semantic opacity and position are on the processing
of compounds. Moreover, most studies present compounds visually, and the results
may therefore not necessarily extend to the auditory modality. The experiments in
this chapter aim to clarify these issues by examining the processing of spoken com-
pounds, while distinguishing the opacity of heads and modifiers within compounds.
The importance of the auditory modality is discussed in the next section.
5.2.4 The auditory modality
The vast majority of studies on compound recognition are done in the visual modality.
Exceptions are studies that employ a cross-modal paradigm, in which the prime (but
not the target) is presented auditorily (e.g., Isel et al. 2003; Zhou and Marslen-Wilson
2000), and neurophysiological (ERP) studies (Koester et al. 2004; 2009; 2007; Mac-
Gregor and Shtyrov 2013; Pratarelli 1995, e.g.,). As discussed in Chapter 2, there are
7For frequency effects of the first and second constituent in a compound, see also Andrews
et al. (2004), who, in an eye-tracking paradigm, manipulate the frequency of the first and second
morpheme in compound words of low whole word frequency. The results show significant effects of
the frequency of both morphemes on gaze duration.
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several reasons for conducting word processing studies in the auditory as opposed to
visual modality. The auditory modality is the most natural modality of language, and
auditory word recognition differs from visual word recognition in that the acoustic
signal unfolds over time, with the first constituent arriving before the following ones.
This may have important consequences for the way in which lexical information is
accessed.
For compounds in particular, the constituents making up a compound are per-
ceived serially in the auditory modality due to the incremental nature of spoken word
processing (Koester et al. 2007). In contrast, both compound constituents appear si-
multaneously in visually presented words. This difference suggests that one may know
sooner that the first constituent is part of a compound in a visually presented com-
pound, than in auditorily presented compounds. Exactly when it becomes apparent
to a listener that a first constituent is part of a compound may be language-specific.
It is conceivable that features specific to certain languages play a particular role here,
such as linking elements in Germanic languages such as German, Danish, Dutch,
Afrikaans, Swedish, and Norwegian, as well as features like umlaut in German.
For German, it has been argued that the acoustic parameters of the left con-
stituent already signal whether this morpheme is part of a compound in auditory
processing, and is not a single noun. Isel et al. (2003) argue that the duration of the
first constituent is a crucial prosodic cue for determining whether the first constituent
is the onset of a compound word or whether it represents a separate monomorphemic
word. The prosodic structure is also argued to be a determining factor for activat-
ing the decompositional as opposed to a full-word retrieval route. Moreover, it has
been proposed that prosody may signal the constituent’s head or non-head status in
German (Koester et al. 2009).
Finally, the incremental nature of the auditory speech signal gives listeners time
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to build expectations about the upcoming constituent. Listeners may generate strong
expectations about the upcoming constituent especially for low-frequency first con-
stituents in high-frequency compounds. This relates to the discussion of first ver-
sus second constituent effects, as it seems that auditorily presented first and second
constituents may differ from each other in ways that are less salient in the visual
modality. In a similar line, the difference in stress between modifiers and heads in
compounds in English (typically, the modifier is stressed but exceptions exist, see e.g.,
Giegerich 2009) could be another contributor to asymmetries between modifier and
head positions in the auditory modality. This asymmetry is not present in compounds
presented orthographically.
5.2.5 The present study
This chapter presents five priming experiments in the auditory modality. All experi-
ments presented in this chapter use an overt auditory constituent priming paradigm,
paired with continuous lexical decision. The experiments address the following re-
search questions, which overlap strongly with the three questions that Smolka and
Libben (2016, p.4-5) identify as being central in the psycholinguistic literature on
morphological and compound processing:
1. Does the prior activation of a morphological constituent in a compound affect
the processing of that constituent in the auditory modality? For this question,
we further examine the effects of constituent and compound frequency.
2. Is constituent priming affected by the semantic transparency of a compound?
Are partially opaque compounds (OT, TO) processed differently from transpar-
ent (TT) ones, and do OT compounds differ from TO compounds?
3. Do priming effects differ depending on whether the head or the modifier of the
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compound is primed (i.e., does the head enjoy a special processing status in
compounds)?
The next sections present five experiments. Experiment 1 (Section 5.3) examines
transparent (TT) and partially opaque (OT/TO) compound priming effects on the
recognition of modifier and head constituents. Experiment 2 (Section 5.4) reverses the
order of primes and targets, to examine the effects of head versus modifier priming in
a within-target design. This experiment also investigates the effects of modifier and
head frequency on compound recognition. Experiment 3 (Section 5.5) and Experiment
4 (Section 5.6) are designed to examine the effects of first versus second constituents,
zooming in on semantically transparent compounds. Finally, Experiment 5 (Section
5.7) investigates how the effects of first versus second constituents interact with the
semantic transparency or opacity of that constituent. Section 5.8 provides a discussion
of the results and Section 5.9 concludes.
5.3 Experiment 1
Experiment 1 tests whether the presentation of a compound facilitates recognition of
its constituent morphemes with transparent (TT) compounds and in partially opaque
compounds (OT/TO). Experiment 1 tests priming effects for both modifier and head
constituents. This is treated as a between-subject factor, such that each subject
sees either modifiers or heads as the target, but not both. Experiment 1a tests the
priming of modifier constituents, using the compound as the prime and the modifier
constituent as its target (e.g., bedroom → bed). Experiment 1b tests the priming of




The primes in this experiment are formed by English noun compounds that are par-
tially opaque (TO or OT) or fully transparent (TT), as illustrated in Table 5.2. We
include 12 prime-target pairs per condition, with the modifier (Experiment 1a) or head
(Experiment 1b) constituent serving as the target. The majority of the compounds
consist of two mono-syllabic constituents, but in some cases a disyllabic constituent
is included. Each compound prime was matched to an unrelated control compound,
on the basis of frequency and number of syllables, such that, for instance, crowbar
(frequency: 1.76) was matched to lifeguard (1.75), and butterfly (2.27; disyllabic mod-
ifier constituent) to database (2.36). A full stimulus list can be found in Appendix
C. Frequencies (Lg10CD) were extracted from the SubtLex-US database (Brysbaert
et al. 2012). The frequencies in the different conditions are summarized in Table 5.3.
Table 5.2: Conditions and sample critical items in Experiment 1a, in which the target is
formed by the modifier constituent, and Experiment 1b, in which the target is formed by
the head constituent.
Condition Prime type Target
Related Unrelated Modifier Head
OT pothole swordplay pot hole
TO airline earthquake air line
TT farmyard smokescreen farm yard
To establish the semantic relatedness between primes and targets, a pre-test was
conducted with candidate prime-target pairs that differed in semantic relatedness
from fully opaque to fully transparent. Semantic relatedness scores were obtained for
both modifier and head constituents of the compounds. Native speakers of English (n
= 40, based on Sprouse and Almeida 2011) were asked to rate the semantic relatedness
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Table 5.3: Mean frequencies (Lg10CD, extracted from the SubtLex-US database; Brys-
baert et al. 2012) per condition and per prime and target type in Experiment 1. Standard
deviations are given between parentheses.
Condition Prime type Target
Related Unrelated Modifier Head
OT 1.67 (0.48) 1.64 (0.48) 2.91 (0.53) 3.34 (0.35)
TO 1.74 (0.52) 1.56 (0.70) 3.10 (0.57) 3.10 (0.48)
TT 1.63 (0.50) 1.62 (0.44) 3.19 (0.48) 2.89 (0.61)
of word pairs on a seven-point rating scale, with 1 being ‘completely unrelated in
meaning’ and 7 being ‘highly related in meaning’. Participants were undergraduates
at the University of Pennsylvania, and were compensated for their time with course
credit. The pretest was conducted through Qualtrics in the spring of 2019.
Participants were given the option to leave the rating scale empty in case they
were not familiar with a word in the word pair. This information was later used
to exclude certain pairs from the critical items (e.g., cardshark, turncoat, fleabag;
see also Footnote 8). The mean scores for the modifier and head constituent in each
compound were used as criteria for including items as critical items in the experiments,
and for grouping them into the relevant conditions (OT, TO, TT8). Constituents were
categorized as ‘opaque’ (O) when they had a mean semantic score that was lower than
3, and as ‘transparent’ (T) when they had mean semantic score that was higher than
4. This means that, for instance, a compound for which the modifier constituent had
a mean score of 2 and the head constituent had a main score of 5 would be categorized
as OT, while a compound for which the modifier constituent had a mean score of 6
8We intended to examine OO compounds in our study as well, and included potential OO com-
pounds in the pre-test. However, we decided against including OO compounds for several reasons.
First, only ten compounds satisfied our inclusion criteria for a classification as OO (i.e., a mean se-
mantic score of lower than 3 for both constituents). Second, for these compounds, many participants
indicated that they were not familiar with the compound or either of its constituents. Examples of
such compounds are humbug, ragtime, and rugrat. And finally, the head constituents for the OO
compounds had a higher mean score (2.34) than the O constituents in the other types of compounds
(OT: 1.85; TO: 1.91; see Table 5.4).
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Table 5.4: Mean semantic relatedness scores per condition, for the modifier and head con-
stituents. Ratings were on a seven point scale on which 1 is completely unrelated in meaning,
and 7 highly related in meaning. Standard deviations are given between parentheses.
Condition Mean semantic score
Modifier Head
OT 1.85 (1.20) 5.27 (1.63)
TO 5.50 (1.62) 1.91 (1.23)
TT 5.84 (1.51) 5.80 (1.29)
and the head constituent had a main score of 1 would be categorized as TO. These
criteria led to the inclusion of 12 items per condition, for which the mean semantic
scores are illustrated in Table 5.4.
One-way ANOVAs were performed on mean semantic relatedness scores for modi-
fier and head constituents. For the semantic relatedness between the compounds and
their modifier constituents, the ANOVA shows highly significant differences between
conditions (F(2,33) = 252.3, p < 0.001). Post-hoc testing with Tukey’s test shows
that the TO and OT (p < 0.001) and the TT and OT (p < 0.001) conditions are
significantly different. No significant difference is found between TT and TO (p =
0.220). For the semantic relatedness between the compounds and their head con-
stituents, the ANOVA again shows highly significant differences between conditions
(F(2,33) = 132.7, p < 0.001). Post-hoc testing with Tukey’s test shows that TO and
OT are significantly different (p < 0.001), as well as TT and TO (p < 0.001). As
expected, no significant difference is found between TT and OT (p = 0.121).
In addition, for the purpose of the lexical decision task, we included a total of
232 filler and pseudoword items. We included 80 filler words, 40 of which were mono-
syllabic and monomorphemic words, 20 were compound words, and 20 words were
derivationally complex words (e.g., brightness). We ensured that none of the fillers
(and the unrelated primes) had constituents that occurred in the critical items. We
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also included 152 pseudowords, of which half were monosyllabic and half were disyl-
labic with stress on the first syllable, to resemble the stress in compound words. Some
of the disyllabic pseudowords had a first syllable that forms an existing word (e.g.,
jeep-RAHST ), to ensure that participants could not make a lexical decision based
merely on the first part of the pseudowords. In total, each subject saw a total of 304
items; critical items (including the unrelated primes) make up 23.78%. All fillers and
pseudowords were randomly combined to create prime-target filler pairs.
5.3.1.2 Apparatus
The stimuli were recorded by an adult male native speaker of American English in a
sound attenuated booth, using a high-quality microphone. Soundfiles were segmented
using Praat (Boersma and Weenink 2015) and normalized to a peak amplitude of 70
dB SPL. The task was implemented in the experimental presentation software Ibex
(Drummond 2013), using the PennController experiment toolkit (Zehr and Schwarz
2018).
5.3.1.3 Procedure
A continuous lexical decision task was used. Both sub-experiments consisted of two
lists, with related and unrelated primes to the same target rotated on different lists.
Participants were randomly assigned to either list. The task had a random inter-
stimulus interval (henceforth ISI) between 800-1000ms. The ISI was measured from
the end of the sound file or participant response, whichever was later. The experi-
ment consisted of four blocks with the possibility for a self-administered break after
each block, and a practice phase of 14 items at the beginning of the experiment.
Throughout the experiment, stimuli presentation was pseudo-randomized such that
the critical prime-target pairs were dispersed evenly among the resulting four blocks,
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and consecutive trials did not involve critical items.
Since the experiment was run online, participants used their own auditory presen-
tation equipment and responded using their keyboard. Participants were instructed
that they would hear existing and non-existing English words, and that they had to
make a lexical decision to each word as fast and accurately as possible. Responses of
‘Word’ and ‘Non-word’ were recorded from keyboard button presses. The experiment
lasted 12.41 minutes on average per participant in Experiment 1a, and 14.63 minutes
on average in Experiment 1b.
5.3.1.4 Participants
Participants were undergraduate students at the University of Pennsylvania, who re-
ported to being native speakers of English. A total of 122 participants took part in
Experiment 1, 62 in Experiment 1a and 60 in Experiment 1b. Participants who took
part in Experiment 1a were excluded from participation in Experiment 1b. Partici-
pants provided informed consent and received course credit as compensation for their
participation. Data collection took place in the fall of 2019.
5.3.2 Results Experiment 1
5.3.2.1 Analysis
The data were analyzed as follows. Responses were coded for response type
(word/non-word) and response time (RT; measured in ms from the onset of the sound
file). Differences in duration of the target sound files were included as a predictor
in the model. A total of 5 participants were removed due to an overall low accu-
racy across all stimuli (<75%) in Experiment 1a, and a total of 2 participants in
Experiment 1b. In Experiment 1a, one further participant was removed for taking
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unreasonably long to finish the experiment. Two further participants were excluded
from Experiment 1b as they reported that they were not native speakers of English.
For both sub-experiments, trials with incorrect responses to primes or targets were
discarded, as well as targets with outlier RTs (<100ms and >2000ms) and targets for
which the prime had an outlier RT. We then combined minimal a-priori data trimming
with post-fitting model criticism (Baayen and Milin 2010). The RT data were log-
transformed, and removal of outliers was done for individual subjects and individual
items for which Shapiro-Wilk’s tests for normality showed non-Normal distributions.
A summary of data point removal per sub-experiment can be found in Table 5.5.





Total observations pre-removal 2016 2016
Incorrect responses primes/targets 204 (10.12%) 250 (12.40%)
Extreme RTs 52 81
Subject-trimming 44 27
Item-trimming 16 16
Total a-priori trimming 112 113
Model criticism 46 (2.71%) 37 (2.25%)
Total remaining observations 1654 1605
We analyzed effects on log-transformed RT (our dependent variable) with linear
mixed-effects models, using the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015b, version 1.1-21)
in the R environment (R Core Team 2016, version 3.6.0). We fit two models, one
for each sub-experiment. In both models, we include random intercepts for sub-
jects, targets and primes. Fixed effects include an interaction between Condition
(OT/TO/TT) and Prime Type (related/unrelated), as well as Group, ISI, Tar-
get Frequency, Prime Frequency, Target Duration, log Prime RT, and
Trial. Condition and Prime Type are treatment coded, with the reference level
set to the different conditions for multiple comparisons for Condition, and to unre-
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lated for Prime Type. ISI, Target Frequency, Prime Frequency, Target
Duration, Trial, and Prime RT are z-scored.
Model criticism was performed on the full models to identify overly influential
outliers (Baayen and Milin 2010). The model was refitted after excluding data points
with absolute standardized residuals exceeding 2.5 standard deviations. The results
of the final models after model criticism are presented below. P-values are determined
using the package lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al. 2016); significant p-values are reported
at p < 0.05.
5.3.2.2 Results
The results are shown in Figure 5.1 and in Table 5.6. The priming effects are shown
in Figure 5.2.
Table 5.6: RTs (in ms) to targets preceded by a related or unrelated prime, and the
resulting priming effects in Experiment 1a (modifier targets) and Experiment 1b (head
targets) in the different conditions (OT, TO, TT). Standard errors of the mean are given
in parentheses; for priming effects, the standard errors of the sampling distribution of
differences are provided.
Modifier targets Head targets
Related Unrelated Priming Related Unrelated Priming
prime prime effect prime prime effect
OT 862.64 (10.60) 1000.97 (13.82) 138.33 (17.42) 795.88 (9.55) 884.50 (10.94) 88.63 (14.52)
TO 812.93 (10.36) 950.37 (14.30) 137.43 (17.66) 808.78 (10.57) 930.76 (11.13) 121.98 (15.35)
TT 827.10 (10.67) 897.46 (10.44) 70.36 (14.93) 774.50 (8.97) 951.66 (11.69) 177.16 (14.74)
The model for the modifier targets (Experiment 1a) indicates significantly faster
RTs to modifier constituents in each of the primed conditions (OT: β = -0.150, p <
0.001; T0: β = -0.166, p < 0.001; TT: β = -0.103, p < 0.001). No significant difference
is found between the priming effects (related versus unrelated prime conditions) in
the TT condition compared to the effects in the OT (p = 0.173) and TO (p = 0.075)
conditions. Similarly, no significant difference is found between the priming effects in
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OT and TO (p = 0.658).
Moreover, the model indicates significant effects for Prime RT (β = 0.053, p <
0.001), Target Frequency (β = -0.022, p = 0.018), and Target Duration (β
= 0.029, p = 0.004). No significant effects were found for ISI (p = 0.216), Trial (β
= -0.017, p = 0.771), and Prime Frequency (p = 0.814).
The model for the head targets (Experiment 1b) also indicates significantly faster
RTs to head constituents in the primed conditions (OT: β = -0.114, p < 0.001; TO: β
= -0.139, p < 0.001; TT: β = -0.203, p < 0.001). In contrast to the modifier targets,
we find a significantly greater priming effect in the TT condition compared to the
priming effect in OT (β = 0.089, p = 0.002), and the priming effect in TO (β = 0.064,
p = 0.025). No difference is found between the priming effects in the OT and TO
conditions (p = 0.370).
In addition, we again find significant effects for Prime RT (β = 0.056, p < 0.001),
and Target Duration (β = 0.053, p < 0.001). Different from the modifier targets,
the effect of Trial (β = -0.027, p < 0.001) and ISI (β = 0.009, p = 0.017) are also
significant. No significant effect is found for Target Frequency of the heads (p =
0.473). Similar to the modifier targets, no significant effects were found for Prime
Frequency (p = 0.082).
5.3.3 Discussion of the results
Experiment 1 was designed to examine the effects of semantic transparency on com-
pound processing. The results show that OT, TO, and TT compounds facilitate
recognition of both their modifier and head constituents, regardless of their semantic
transparency or opacity. Crucially, these results replicate the results from some earlier
priming studies (Fiorentino and Fund-Reznicek 2009; Libben et al. 2003; Shoolman
and Andrews 2003, i.a.), but do so in the auditory as opposed to the visual modality.
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 Related prime     Unrelated prime
Figure 5.1: Violin plots of the log-transformed response times in Experiment 1a (modifier
targets) and Experiment 1b (head targets) in the different conditions (OT, TO, TT). Black
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Figure 5.2: Priming effects (in ms) in Experiment 1a (modifier targets) and Experiment
1b (head targets) in the different conditions (OT, TO, TT). Priming effects reflect the
difference in RT to the target when it is preceded by a related versus an unrelated prime.
Error bars represent ±1 standard error of the sampling distribution of differences.
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Moreover, for modifier targets, we found no difference in priming effects between
OT (pothole → pot) and TO (airline → air). While it seems that, numerically, the
modifier primes in the TT condition lead to smaller priming effects compared to the
OT and TO conditions (see Figure 5.2), this difference also did not reach significance.
It could be that the numerically smaller effect is due to the slightly faster RTs in
the unrelated prime condition for the TT condition, compared to the OT and TO
conditions (see left panel Figure 5.1).
For head targets, we found a significantly greater priming effect in the TT con-
dition (farmyard → yard) compared to the OT (pothole → hole) and TO (airline
→ line) conditions. No difference was found between the OT and TO conditions,
suggesting that the transparency of the head constituent in opaque OT compounds
does not result in faster recognition compared to opaque compounds with an opaque
head but transparent modifier.
Experiment 1 was set up to compare effects for the different types of compounds
(OT, TO, TT), examining the effects of semantic transparency in compounds. The
experiment was not designed to compare effects for modifier constituents versus head
constituents, as Experiment 1 employed a between-target design, with different tar-
gets for the modifier/head manipulation (e.g., farmyard → farm/yard). If we were to
compare effects for modifier versus head constituents in such a design, potential dif-
ferences in RTs between the modifier and head targets could be introduced by specific
target properties. To eliminate this confound, Experiment 2 applies a within-target
manipulation in which the same target is presented in multiple prime contexts, and
hence, RTs to the same target across different prime conditions are compared. As a
result, distributional differences among target words can be better controlled (Milin




Experiment 2 uses the same conditions and stimuli as Experiment 1, but reverses the
order of primes and targets such that the compound forms the target. While, typically,
primed lexical decision paradigms use a shorter target than prime, this design allows
a within target comparison for modifier versus head effects, to investigate to what
extent recognition of a compound is facilitated by the modifier constituent versus by
the head constituent. In addition, we examine modifier frequency, head frequency,
and overall compound frequency effects in the analysis of this experiment.
5.4.1 Methods
5.4.1.1 Materials
The same English noun compounds that are partially opaque (TO or OT) or fully
transparent (TT) that were used in Experiment 1 are included in this experiment (12
pairs per condition). However, different from Experiment 1, compounds form targets,
while primes are formed by either the modifier constituent, the head constituent, or
an unrelated prime. Sample critical items are given in Table 5.7. A full stimulus list
can be found in Appendix C.
Table 5.7: Conditions and sample critical items in Experiment 2.
Condition Prime type Target
Modifier Head Unrelated
OT pot hole roof pothole
TO air line piece airline
TT farm yard prince farmyard
The related primes were matched to unrelated primes on the basis of the average
frequency of the modifier and head constituents. All unrelated primes were unrelated
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in meaning and phonology to the related primes and the compound targets. Different
from Experiment 1, unrelated primes in Experiment 2 are monosyllabic words, in
order for them to be as similar as possible to the related primes. Mean frequencies
in the different conditions are summarized in Table 5.8. The same filler words and
pseudowords as in Experiment 1 are included in Experiment 2.
Table 5.8: Mean frequencies (Lg10CD, extracted from the SubtLex-US database; Brys-
baert et al. 2012) per condition and per prime and target type in Experiment 2. Standard
deviations are given between parentheses.
Condition Prime type Target
Modifier Head Unrelated
OT 2.91 (0.53) 3.34 (0.35) 3.11 (0.44) 1.67 (0.48)
TO 3.10 (0.57) 3.10 (0.48) 3.18 (0.36) 1.74 (0.52)




Similar to Experiment 1, a continuous lexical decision task was used. Experiment 2
consists of three lists, with modifier, head, and unrelated primes to the same target
rotated on different lists. The task had a random ISI between 800-1000ms. As
in Experiment 1, the task consisted of four blocks with the possibility for a self-
administered break after each block, and a practice phase of 14 items at the beginning
of the experiment. The experiment lasted for 11.93 minutes on average. See the
Procedure for Experiment 1 for further details.
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5.4.1.4 Participants
Participants were 97 undergraduate students at the University of Pennsylvania, who
reported to be native speakers of English. Participants who took part in Experiment
1 were excluded from participation. Participants provided informed consent and
received course credit as compensation for their participation. Data collection took
place in the fall of 2019.
5.4.2 Results Experiment 2
5.4.2.1 Analysis
The data were analyzed in a similar way as in Experiment 1. Responses were coded
for response type (word/non-word) and response time (RT; measured in ms from the
onset of the sound file). Differences in duration of the target sound files were included
as a predictor in the model.
Four participants were excluded due to an overall low accuracy across all stimuli
(<75%). Two further participants were excluded because they indicated that they
were not native speakers of English. Trials with incorrect responses to primes or
targets were discarded, which led to an exclusion of 340 data points out of a total of
3276 trials (10.38%). The RT data were log-transformed, and all targets with outlier
RTs (<100ms and >2000ms) were excluded, as well as the targets for which the prime
had an outlier RT. This led to the exclusion of 72 data points. The RT data were
log-transformed, and removal of outliers was done for 21 individual subjects for who
Shapiro-Wilk’s tests for normality showed non-Normal distributions, which led to the
further exclusion of 44 observations. The same was done for 16 individual items,
leading to the exclusion of 29 further observations.
We analyzed effects on log-transformed RT with linear mixed-effects models. Ran-
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dom intercepts for subjects, targets, and primes were included, and fixed effects in-
clude an interaction between Condition (OT/TO/TT) and Prime Type (Modi-
fier/Head/ Unrelated), as well as Group, ISI, Target Frequency, Prime Fre-
quency, Target Duration, log Prime RT, and Trial. In addition to these
fixed effects, which were also included in Experiment 1, the acoustic signal of each
compound was visually and acoustically inspected to determine the onset of the head
constituent (following Koester et al. 2009). This was added as a predictor Onset-
Head in the model.
Condition and Prime Type are treatment coded, with the reference level set
to the different conditions for multiple comparisons for Condition, and to unrelated
for Prime Type. Prime Type is releveled to modifier primes to make an addi-
tional comparision between modifier and head priming. OnsetHead, ISI, Target
Frequency, Prime Frequency, Target Duration, Trial, and Prime RT are
z-scored. Model criticism was performed on the full model to identify overly influential
outliers (Baayen and Milin 2010), which removed 66 observations (or 2.37%).
5.4.2.2 Results
The results are shown in Figure 5.3 and in Table 5.9. Priming effects (in ms) are
illustrated in Figure 5.4.
Table 5.9: Results Experiment 2. RTs in ms to targets, and priming effects in ms. Standard
errors of the mean are given in parentheses; for priming effects, the standard errors of the
sampling distribution of differences are provided.
Modifier prime Head prime Unrelated prime
RT Priming RT Priming RT
OT 940.29 (9.92) 58.13 (14.65) 933.42 (10.09) 65.01 (14.77) 998.42 (10.78)
TO 914.48 (9.17) 98.80 (13.59) 961.40 (10.48) 51.89 (14.51) 1013.29 (10.03)

































Figure 5.3: Violin plots of the log-transformed response times in Experiment 2 to targets
preceded by an unrelated word, the modifier constituent, or the head constituent in Exper-













































Figure 5.4: Priming effects (in ms) for targets preceded by modifier or head constituents in
Experiment 2 in the different conditions (OT, TO, TT). Priming effects reflect the difference
in RT to the target when it is preceded by a related versus an unrelated prime. Error bars
represent ±1 standard error of the sampling distribution of differences.
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The model indicates significantly faster RTs to targets after both modifier and
head constituents in the OT condition (modifier priming: β = -0.071, p < 0.001;
head priming: β = -0.047, p = 0.020), the TO condition (modifier priming: β =
-0.121, p < 0.001; head priming: β = -0.063, p = 0.002), and the TT condition
(modifier priming: β = -0.073, p < 0.001; head priming: β = -0.055, p = 0.007).
In the TT (p = 0.369) and OT (p = 0.227) conditions, the RTs after modifier and
head primes do not significantly differ. In contrast, the RTs after modifier primes do
significantly differ from RTs after head primes in the TO condition (β = 0.058, p =
0.004), with shorter RTs after modifier primes.
In addition, the model indicates significant effects for Prime RT (β = 0.043, p <
0.001), and OnsetHead (β = 0.046, p = 0.001), which constitutes a measure of the
onset of the head constituent. No significant effects were found for ISI (p = 0.182),
Prime Frequency (p = 0.591), Target Frequency (p = 0.144), Trial (p =
0.064), and Target Duration (p = 0.964).
5.4.2.2.1 Frequency effects In addition to the general priming effects, the de-
sign of this experiment also allows us to examine the effects of constituent and com-
pound frequency. The plots in Figure 5.5 illustrate the effects of modifier, head, and
compound frequency on the recognition of compounds with a linear regression.
We focus first on the effect of modifier frequency. In general, when looking at
the unrelated prime condition, we see that, numerically, lower modifier frequency
results in faster RTs compared to higher modifier frequency. However, this effect is
not significant (p = 0.327). We see the opposite effect when the compound is primed
by the modifier; in this case, a low modifier frequency results in significantly slower
recognition of the target compared to high frequency modifiers, which result in a


















































Figure 5.5: Linear regression lines for the effect of constituent and compound frequency
on target recognition. The top panel displays the effect of modifier frequency (Lg10CD,
Brysbaert et al. 2012) on lexical decision latencies to compound targets preceded by an
unrelated, modifier, or head prime. The middle panel displays the effect of head frequency,
and the bottom panel displays the effect of overall compound frequency.
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thus, highly facilitatory when the modifier functions as the prime. We do not observe
a significant effect of modifier frequency on recognition of the target when the target
is preceded by the head constituent (p = 0.777).
Second, for head frequency, the unrelated prime condition suggests an opposite
effect from modifier frequency, i.e., lower head frequency results in numerically longer
RTs compared to higher head frequency, but this effect does not reach significance (p
= 0.777). In addition, we see a similar effect of head frequency with head priming,
as we saw with modifier frequency on modifier priming: a high frequency head prime
facilitates recognition of its target more than a low frequency head prime. The effect
of head frequency with head primes is significant (β = -0.451, p < 0.001). Again,
we do not observe significant effects of head frequency on target recognition after
modifier priming (p = 0.416).
Finally, we examine overall compound frequency. Looking at the unrelated prime
condition, we see longer RTs for low frequency compounds and shorter RTs to high
frequency compounds, showing that participants reacted faster to overall high fre-
quency compounds (β = -0.336; p = 0.003). Compound frequency appears to have
a facilitatory effect on compound recognition also in the primed conditions, although
this effect is significant only with head primes (β = -0.323; p = 0.002), and not with
modifier primes (p = 0.305).
5.4.3 Discussion of the results
Experiment 2 was designed to examine and compare the effects of modifier and head
priming on compound recognition. Using the same compound targets within each
condition (OT, TO, TT), we were able to compare RTs to the same target preceded
by modifier and head primes. Similar to the results for Experiment 1, the results show
priming effects for all compound conditions (OT, TO, and TT). In particular, both
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modifier and head constituents significantly facilitate recognition of the compound in
which they occur, regardless of the semantic transparency of that constituent.
In addition, in the TT and OT conditions, we do not find significant differences
between modifier and head priming, while we do find a significant difference between
modifier and head primes in the TO condition, with faster responses after transparent
modifier primes compared to opaque head primes. A potential cause for this effect
indeed lies in the difference in semantic transparency between the two constituents:
the modifier primes in the TO condition are transparently related to the compound,
while the head primes are not. It is possible that this effect is more striking for
compounds with an opaque head, compared to opaque compounds with a transparent
head but opaque modifier (OT).
Moreover, when comparing the results from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, a
further pattern emerges. Recall that the two experiments reversed the order of primes
and targets, with compounds forming the primes in Experiment 1 and the targets in
Experiment 2. Interestingly, when looking just at the TT compounds in Experiment
1, we find a numerically greater priming effect for head targets (farmyard → yard;
177.16 ms) than for modifier targets (farmyard → farm; 70.36 ms), keeping in
mind that this compares RTs to different targets. In contrast, in the TT condition
in Experiment 2, we find a numerically bigger effect for modifier primes (farm →
farmyard; 71.80 ms) than for head primes (yard → farmyard; 50.97 ms), although
this difference does not reach significance. It appears to be the case that the linear
order in which the constituent and the compound are presented affects its process-
ing: when the repeated constituents are linearly adjacent we find a bigger repetition
priming effect than when they are separated by the non-repeated constituent, which
can be seen as an ‘intervener’ between prime and target (in the sense of e.g., Stanners
et al. 1979; Kouider and Dupoux 2009, and Wilder 2018). This analysis is further
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supported by the fact that the onset of the head constituent was a significant predic-
tor in the model. However, it is important to keep in mind that this complicates the
interpretation of head versus modifier effects, as they are strongly influenced by the
order of presentation of compound and constituent.
In addition, recall that Libben et al. (2003) found significantly longer RTs to com-
pounds with opaque heads (TO and OO) compared to compounds with transparent
heads. Our results replicate these findings in the auditory modality. Looking at the
unrelated prime condition, we see numerically shorter RTs to compounds with trans-
parent heads (OT: 998.42 ms; TT: 994.03 ms) than to compounds with opaque heads
(TO: 1013.29 ms). As suggested by Libben et al. (2003), a potential explanation is
that compounds with opaque heads are more difficult to process than compounds
with transparent heads. We discuss this further in Section 5.8.
We furthermore looked at constituent and compound frequency effects on the
recognition of a primed target or an un-primed target (i.e., a target preceded by an
unrelated prime). First, we found that modifier frequency had a highly facilitatory
effect when the modifier functioned as the prime, and that head frequency had a
facilitatory effect when the head functioned as the prime. Note that the modifier
effect is in contrast to what Smolka and Libben (2016) report, as responses got slower
the higher frequent the modifier when the modifier functioned as the prime. It could
be that the frequency effect on (partial) repetition priming is stronger in auditory
compared to visual priming.
While not significant, the data further suggest that high frequency of modifiers
slows down the recognition of the compound targets in the unrelated prime condition,
a result consistent with the findings in Smolka and Libben (2016). This result is in
line with the idea that competition exists between modifier constituents and their cor-
responding whole words (Libben 2014). Libben (2014) argues that head constituents
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do not show this competition, which is indeed what we found. Our results suggest
that lower head frequency results in longer RTs compared to higher head frequency
in the unrelated condition, the opposite pattern that we saw for modifier frequency,
but again, this effect does not reach significance.
Finally, we find that compound frequency has a facilitatory effect, with faster
responses to higher frequent compounds than to lower frequent ones in the unrelated
prime condition and in the head condition. This effect is consistent with a whole-word
frequency as is a characteristic of response patterns in a lexical decision task (e.g.,
Ford et al. 2003), and similar to what Smolka and Libben (2016) report for German
compound frequency. The lack of a significant effect for modifier primes could be
due to what Smolka and Libben (2016) refer to as a ‘maximum speed effect’: RTs
to targets do not seem to get much faster than around 900 ms. The RTs to modifier
primes were shorter compared to head primes and unrelated primes on average, which
means that the effect is less strong in this condition.
In Experiment 3, we further examine the effects of first (modifier) and second
(head) constituents in transparent compounds, by keeping the word that forms the
head or modifier constituent constant across compounds.
5.5 Experiment 3
Experiment 3 is designed to examine the effects of first versus second constituents.
The primes in this experiment are compounds, as in Experiment 1. All compounds
are relatively semantically transparent, and are designed to investigate to what extent
the same target is facilitated by a compound in which the target occurs as the first




To establish the materials for Experiment 3, all English disyllabic NN compounds
were extracted from the CELEX English Wordforms database (Baayen et al. 1995).
A set of 24 compounds was selected, all of which were relatively semantically transpar-
ent. Each compound was matched to a different disyllabic compound sharing either
the first or second constituent with the first compound, as well as to an unrelated
compound. Compounds were included only if their frequencies could be extracted
from SUBTLEX-US (Brysbaert and New 2009; Brysbaert et al. 2012). Targets (e.g.,
door) are formed by the constituent that is shared by the two compounds, to which we
will refer as Target-First (doormat) and Target-Second (backdoor) primes. All targets
are highly frequent. Target-First and Target-Second primes were matched as much
as possible on frequency, and unrelated primes were matched to the mean frequency
of the other two primes. While some constituents in the primes occurred more than
once (for instance house in boathouse and housefly), it was never the case that the
constituent that occurred more than once also occurred as the target. Sample critical
items and mean frequencies per condition are given in Table 5.10. A full stimulus list
can be found in Appendix C.
Table 5.10: Sample critical items and mean frequencies (Lg10CD, extracted from the
SubtLex-US database; Brysbaert et al. 2012) per condition and per prime type and target
in Experiment 3. Standard deviations are given between parentheses.
Prime condition Target
Target-First Target-Second Unrelated
Example doormat backdoor beehive door
Frequency 1.51 (0.52) 1.52 (0.53) 1.51 (0.32) 3.30 (0.37)
Note: Targets are formed by the shared constituent between Target-
First and Target-Second primes.
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A total of 168 filler items were included for the purpose of the lexical decision
task. Since each subject in this experiment hears slightly fewer critical items than in
Experiment 1 (24 pairs as opposed to 36 pairs), we decreased the amount of fillers. A
total of 60 filler words were included; 30 monosyllabic and monomorphemic words, and
15 compound words and 15 derivationally complex words (e.g., brightness). A total
of 108 pseudowords were included; half were monosyllabic and half were disyllabic
with stress on the first syllable, to resemble the stress in compound words. In total,
Experiment 3 consists of 216 items; critical items (including the unrelated primes)




Similar to Experiment 1 and 2, a continuous lexical decision task was used. Ex-
periment 3 consists of three lists, with Target-First, Target-Second, and unrelated
primes to the same target rotated on different lists. The task had a random ISI
between 800-1000ms. The experiment consisted of three blocks with the possibility
for a self-administered break after each block, and a practice trial of 14 items at the
beginning of the experiment. The experiment lasted for 9.98 minutes on average. See
the Procedure for Experiment 1 for further details.
5.5.1.4 Participants
Participants were 62 undergraduate students at the University of Pennsylvania, who
reported to be native speakers of English. Participants who took part in Experiment
1 and 2 were excluded from participation. Participants provided informed consent
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and received course credit as compensation for their participation. Data collection
took place in the fall of 2019.
5.5.2 Results Experiment 3
5.5.2.1 Analysis
The data were analyzed in a similar way as in Experiment 1 and 2. Three participants
were excluded due to an overall low accuracy across all stimuli (<75%), two of whom
also indicated that they were not native speakers of English. A fourth participant
was also excluded because they indicated they were not a native speaker of English.
Furthermore, one item was removed due to overall low accuracy (packhorse was cate-
gorized as a non-word in 60% of the lexical decisions, so all trials involving the target
pack were excluded from the analysis).
Trials with incorrect responses to primes or targets were discarded, which led to
an exclusion of 143 data points out of a total of 1334 trials (10.72%). All targets
with outlier RTs (<100ms and >2000ms) were excluded, as well as the targets for
which the prime had an outlier RT, removing 51 data points. The RT data were log-
transformed, and removal of outliers was done for individual subjects and individual
items for which Shapiro-Wilk’s tests for normality showed non-Normal distributions,
which led to the further removal of 26 data points. In total, a-priori data trimming
led to the exclusion of 77 observations, or 6.47%.
We analyzed effects on log-transformed RT with linear mixed-effects models. We
included random intercepts for subjects, targets, and primes. Fixed effects include
Prime Type (Target-First, Target-Second, and Unrelated), Group, ISI, Tar-
get Frequency, Prime Frequency, Target Duration, log Prime RT, and
Trial. Condition is treatment coded, with the reference level set to Unrelated for
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Prime Type. We later relevel Prime Type to Target-First, in order to compare
the effects in Target-First and Target-Second. ISI, Target Frequency, Prime
Frequency, Target Duration, Trial, and Prime RT are z-scored.
Model criticism was performed on the full models to identify overly influential
outliers (Baayen and Milin 2010), after which an additional 29 data points were
excluded (2.60%). The model was refitted after excluding data points with absolute
standardized residuals exceeding 2.5 standard deviations. The results of the final
model after model criticism are presented below.
5.5.2.2 Results
The results are shown in Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7, and Table 5.11.
Table 5.11: Results Experiment 3. RTs to targets and priming effects. Standard deviations
are given between parentheses. Standard errors of the mean are given in parentheses; for
priming effects, the standard errors of the sampling distribution of differences are provided.
Target-First Target-Second Unrelated
RT Priming RT Priming RT
804.65 (9.19) 93.63 (14.32) 792.84 (9.44) 105.44 (14.48) 898.28 (10.99)
The model indicates significantly faster responses to targets preceded by Target-
First (β = -0.106, p < 0.001) and Target-Second (β = -0.135, p < 0.001) primes,
compared to the same targets preceded by Unrelated primes. When releveling Prime
Type to the Target-First condition, the model further shows a significant difference
between the RTs to targets preceded by Target-First and by Target-Second primes (β
= -0.029, p = 0.011). In other words, RTs after Target-Second primes are significantly
shorter than RTs after Target-First primes.
Moreover, the model indicates significant effects for Prime RT (β = 0.054, p <




















Figure 5.6: Violin plots of the log-transformed response times in Experiment 3, for targets
(e.g., door) preceded by Target-First (doormat), Target-Second (backdoor), and Unrelated
(beehive) primes. Black horizontal bars represent means; the dotted line represents the



























Figure 5.7: Priming effects (in ms) in Experiment 3, for the Target-First (doormat) and
Target-Second (backdoor) prime conditions. Error bars represent ±1 standard error of the
sampling distribution of differences.
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0.001). No significant effects were found for ISI (p = 0.785), Prime Frequency (p
= 0.746), and Target Frequency (p = 0.554).
5.5.3 Discussion of the results
The results of Experiment 3 show significant priming effects with both Target-First
(doormat → door) and Target-Second (backdoor → door) primes. In addition, the
results indicate significantly shorter RTs after Target-Second primes than after Target-
First primes. In principle, this effect is compatible with an analysis that claims that
heads have a special status in processing. However, recall that in Experiment 1 and
2, we found larger effects when the repeated constituents are linearly adjacent than
when they are separated by the non-repeated constituent. It could, therefore, be
that the effect is simply caused by the fact that the head intervenes between the
repeated constituent in the Target-First primes (doormat → door), but not in the
Target-Second primes (backdoor → door).
In order to further examine this, we reverse the order of primes and targets in
Experiment 4. Instead of Target-First and Target-Second primes, we use Prime-First
(door → doormat) and Prime-Second targets (door → backdoor). If the difference in
RTs between the two conditions in Experiment 3 is due to the fact that heads have a
special status, we predict to find significantly shorter RTs also for the Prime-Second
targets– similar to the finding of shorter RTs after Target-Second primes. However,
if the effect is caused simply by the order in which primes and targets are presented,
we predict to find the opposite effect, i.e., shorter RTs for the Prime-First targets, in
which no constituent intervenes between the repeated constituent.
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5.6 Experiment 4
In order to better understand the results for Experiment 3, we reverse the order of
primes and targets in Experiment 4. Rather than using compounds as primes, here,
the head constituent forms the prime and the compound forms the target.
5.6.1 Methods
5.6.1.1 Materials
The same set of 24 Target-First and 24 Target-Second compounds as used in Experi-
ment 3 was used here as well. However, in Experiment 4, these form the targets and
we refer to them as Prime-First and Prime-Second. The related primes are formed
by the shared constituent between the targets. For each related prime, an unrelated
monosyllabic word was selected that was pairwise matched on frequency (Brysbaert
et al. 2012), as shown in Table 5.12. Filler items were identical to those in Experiment
3. For further details, see the Methods section of Experiment 3. A full stimulus list
can be found in Appendix C.
Table 5.12: Sample critical items and mean frequencies (Lg10CD, extracted from the
SubtLex-US database; Brysbaert et al. 2012) per condition and per prime and target type
in Experiment 4. Standard deviations are given between parentheses.
Prime condition Target
Related Unrelated Prime-First Prime-Second
Example door end doormat backdoor
Frequency 3.30 (0.37) 3.32 (0.41) 1.51 (0.52) 1.52 (0.53)
Note: Targets are formed by compounds; prime conditions are
formed by the constituent shared between the compound targets





Similar to Experiment 3, a continuous lexical decision task was used. Different from
Experiment 3, Experiment 4 consists of four lists, with Prime-First and Prime-Second
targets, as well as related and unrelated primes to the same target rotated over differ-
ent lists. As in Experiment 3, the task had a random ISI between 800-1000ms. The
experiment consisted of three blocks with the possibility for a self-administered break
after each block, and a practice trial of 14 items at the beginning of the experiment.
The experiment lasted for 8.05 minutes on average. See the Procedure for Experiment
1 for further details.
5.6.1.4 Participants
Participants were 79 undergraduate students at the University of Pennsylvania, who
reported to being native speakers of English. Participants who took part in other
experiments in this study were excluded from participation. Participants provided
informed consent and received course credit as compensation for their participation.
Data collection took place in the spring of 2020.
5.6.2 Results Experiment 4
5.6.2.1 Analysis
Five participants were excluded due to an overall low accuracy across all stimuli
(<75%), one of whom also indicated that they were not a native speaker of English.
Three further participants were excluded because they indicated they were not na-
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tive speakers of English. As in Experiment 3, one item (packhorse) had an overall
low accuracy (of 49%), so all trials involving the target packhorse, as well as the
corresponding Prime-Second target, were excluded from further analysis.
Trials with incorrect responses to primes or targets were discarded, which led to
an exclusion of 188 data points out of a total of 1633 trials (11.51%). All targets
with outlier RTs (<100ms and >2000ms) were excluded, as well as the targets for
which the prime had an outlier RT, removing 33 data points. The RT data were log-
transformed, and removal of outliers was done for individual subjects and individual
items for which Shapiro-Wilk’s tests for normality showed non-Normal distributions,
which led to the further removal of 24 data points. In total, a-priori data trimming
led to the exclusion of 57 observations, or 3.9%.
We analyzed effects on log-transformed RT with linear mixed-effects models. We
included random intercepts for subjects, targets, and primes. Fixed effects include an
interaction between Target Type (Prime-First, Prime-Second) and Prime Type
(Related, Unrelated), Group, ISI, Target Frequency, Prime Frequency,
Target Duration, log Prime RT, and Trial. Target Type and Prime
Type are treatment coded, with the reference level set to the different targets for
multiple comparisons. ISI, Target Frequency, Prime Frequency, Target
Duration, Trial, and Prime RT are z-scored.
Model criticism was performed on the full models, after which an additional 34
data points were excluded (2.45%). The model was refitted after excluding data
points with absolute standardized residuals exceeding 2.5 standard deviations. The
results of the final model after model criticism are presented below.
5.6.2.2 Results
The results are shown in Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9, and Table 5.13.
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Table 5.13: Results Experiment 4. RTs in ms to Prime-First and Prime-Second targets,
and priming effects in ms. Standard errors of the mean are given in parentheses; for priming
effects, the standard errors of the sampling distribution of differences are provided.
Prime-First Prime-Second
Related Unrelated Priming Related Unrelated Priming
984.15 (9.97) 1057.04 (10.79) 72.89 (14.69) 1017.72 (10.15) 1079.56 (11.44) 61.83 (15.29)
The model indicates significantly faster responses to Prime-First targets preceded
by a related prime (i.e., the modifier of the target) compared to an unrelated prime (β
= -0.054, p < 0.001). A significant priming effect is also found for the Prime-Second
targets (β = -0.046, p < 0.001). The interaction between the target and prime types
does not reveal a significant difference between the priming effects for Prime-First
and Prime-Second targets (p = 0.528). Similarly, when releveling Prime Type to
the related prime condition, the model reveals no difference between RTs to the two
types of targets (p = 0.107).
Moreover, the model indicates significant effects for Prime RT (β = 0.049, p <
0.001), Target Duration (β = 0.0378, p < 0.001), and Target Frequency (β
= -0.025, p = 0.003). No significant effects were found for ISI (p = 0.110), Prime
Frequency (p = 0.334), and Trial (β = -0.012, p = 0.701).
5.6.3 Discussion of the results
The difference between the facilitation on the recognition of Prime-First (door →
doormat) versus Prime-Second targets (door → backdoor) in Experiment 4 does
not reach significance. Recall that we aimed to test whether the difference between
Target-First primes (doormat→ door) and Target-Second primes (backdoor → door)
in Experiment 3 was due to the order in which primes and targets are presented. The
lack of a significant difference in Experiment 4 makes that we cannot base any firm
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Figure 5.8: Violin plots of the log-transformed response times in Experiment 4, for targets
(e.g., Prime-First: doormat, Prime-Second: backdoor) preceded by a related prime (door)
or by an unrelated prime (end). Black horizontal bars represent means; the dotted line

























Figure 5.9: Priming effects (in ms) in Experiment 4, for the Prime-First (door → doormat)
and Prime-Second (door → backdoor) conditions. Error bars represent ±1 standard error
of the mean for the pairwise differences between related/unrelated conditions.
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conclusions on the results. However, note that the direction in which the numeric
difference goes is as expected if the effect were indeed caused by the order of presen-
tation: i.e., we find shorter RTs for the Prime-First condition (door → doormat), in
which no constituent intervenes, compared to the Prime-Second condition (door →
backdoor), in which there is an intervening constituent between the prime and the
repeated constituent in the target. This strongly suggests that there is an effect of
order, such that larger priming effects are obtained when the repeated constituents
are linearly adjacent than when they are separated by the non-repeated constituent.
Finally, we find smaller overall priming effects in Experiment 4 (72.89 and 61.83
ms) compared to Experiment 3 (93.63 and 105.44 ms). This is likely due to the
priming direction, with compound targets (MM) in Experiment 4 and constituent
targets (M) in Experiment 3. The difference in the magnitude of effects is in line with
the results in Experiment 1 (constituents as targets) and Experiment 2 (compounds
as targets). We discuss this further in Section 5.8.
While Experiment 3 and 4 examined the differences and similarities in pro-
cessing the first and second constituents in compounds in semantically transparent
compounds, Experiment 5 looks at both semantically transparent and semantically
opaque compounds.
5.7 Experiment 5
Experiment 5 examines how the effects of first versus second constituents interact
with the semantic transparency or opacity of that constituent. The partially opaque
(OT/TO) compound primes in this experiment are matched by their head constituent
to fully transparent (TT) compounds, such that, for instance, strawberry (OT) is
matched to blueberry (TT). We measure whether these compounds facilitate recog-
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nition of their head constituent, berry. In the case of strawberry (OT) and blueberry
(TT), both occurrences of berry contribute a semantically transparent meaning to
the compound. We test whether the occurrence of an opaque constituent in OT com-
pounds influences the morphological priming effect when compared to TT compounds
(relative to matched unrelated compounds). Similarly, a TO compound like jailbird
is matched to a TT compound like blackbird. Here, the head bird is transparently
related to the full compound in the TT compound, but not in the TO compound,
while the modifier constituent is related in meaning to both full compounds.
This design is similar to the design used in Smolka and Libben (2016) for German
compounds, in which the target was also kept constant. However, Smolka and Libben
(2016) tested the effects of both modifier (T: Hund ‘dog’ → Hundeauge ‘dog’s eye’;
O: Huhn → ‘hen’ Hühnerauge ‘lit. hen’s eye; corn/clavus’) and head priming (T: Esel
‘donkey’ → Lastesel ‘pack donkey’; O: Esel ‘donkey’ → Drahtesel ‘lit. wire donkey;
bicycle’) to compounds. We reverse the order of primes and targets, and examine
the effects of compound priming on head constituent recognition, but not on modifier
constituent recognition. In addition, we distinguish between opacity in the forms of
OT and TO compounds, while Smolka and Libben (2016) include different types of
opaque stimuli within the “semantically opaque” condition, with the transparency of
the modifier and head constituents added as predictors in the model.
5.7.1 Methods
5.7.1.1 Materials
The design of this experiment is similar to that of Experiment 3, with compounds
as primes and a within-target comparison in each compound condition. Head con-
stituents form the targets. The two partially opaque conditions (OT, TO) that were
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included in Experiment 1 and 2 are included in Experiment 5, and the same 12 critical
items per condition that were used in Experiment 1 and 2 are used here as well. These
items are matched to TT compounds that share the same head constituent. Sample
critical items are given in Table 5.14; a full stimulus list can be found in Appendix
C. I refer to the two conditions, which now consist of both partially opaque and fully
transparent compounds, as XT (OT and TT) and TX (TO and TT).
Table 5.14: Conditions and sample critical items in Experiment 5.
Condition Prime type Target
Opaque Transparent Unrelated
XT strawberry blueberry payday berry
TX jailbird blackbird haircut bird
The transparent compounds were also part of the semantic relatedness pre-test
described in Section 5.3, and had high semantic relatedness scores to both of their
constituents. The semantic relatedness scores of the head constituents in the different
conditions are illustrated in Table 5.15. A one-way ANOVA performed on the mean
semantic relatedness scores for head constituents shows highly significant differences
between conditions (F(3,44) = 89.23, p < 0.001). Post-hoc testing with Tukey’s test
shows that the semantic relatedness scores for the transparent heads in the XT and
OT conditions itself do not significantly differ (p = 0.646), while the relatedness scores
for the heads in the TX and TO conditions do significantly differ (p < 0.001). The
different transparent conditions do not differ from each other (p = 0.997).
The transparent compounds were matched as much as possible on frequency to the
opaque compounds (Table 5.16). The unrelated compound primes that were included
in Experiment 1 and the filler items that were included in Experiment 3 are used in
this experiment. We made sure that none of the filler items overlapped with any of
the constituents and compounds used as critical items.
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Table 5.15: Mean semantic relatedness scores per condition, for the head constituent in
XT (OT/TT) and TX (TO/TT) compounds. Ratings were on a seven point scale on which
1 is completely unrelated in meaning, and 7 highly related in meaning. Standard deviations
are given between parentheses.
Condition Prime type
Opaque Transparent
XT 5.27 (0.85) 5.59 (0.48)
TX 1.91 (0.36) 5.53 (0.70)
Table 5.16: Mean frequencies (Lg10CD, extracted from the SubtLex-US database; Brys-
baert et al. 2012) per condition and per prime and target type in Experiment 5. Standard
deviations are given between parentheses.
Condition Prime type Target
Opaque Transparent Unrelated
XT 1.67 (0.48) 1.56 (0.71) 1.64 (0.48) 3.34 (0.35)




Similar to the previous experiments, a continuous lexical decision task was used.
Like Experiment 3, Experiment 5 consists of three lists, with opaque, transparent,
and unrelated primes to the same target rotated on different lists. The task had a
random ISI between 800-1000ms. The experiment consisted of three blocks with the
possibility for a self-administered break after each block, and a practice trial of 14
items at the beginning of the experiment. The experiment lasted for 7.89 minutes on
average. See the Procedure for Experiment 1 for further details.
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5.7.1.4 Participants
Participants were 93 undergraduate students at the University of Pennsylvania, who
reported to being native speakers of English. Participants who took part in Experi-
ment 1–4 were excluded from participation. Participants provided informed consent
and received course credit as compensation for their participation. Data collection
took place in the fall of 2019.
5.7.2 Results Experiment 5
5.7.2.1 Analysis
The data were analyzed in a similar way as before. Three participants were excluded
due to an overall low accuracy across all stimuli (<75%), and one participant was
excluded because they indicated they were not a native speaker. Trials with incorrect
responses to primes or targets were discarded, which led to an exclusion of 219 data
points out of a total of 2136 trials (10.25%). The RT data were log-transformed,
and all targets with outlier RTs (<100ms and >2000ms) were excluded, as well as the
targets for which the prime had an outlier RT, removing 56 data points. The RT data
were log-transformed, and removal of outliers was done for 13 individual subjects and
5 individual items for which Shapiro-Wilk’s tests for normality showed non-Normal
distributions, which led to the further removal of 37 data points. In total, a-priori
data trimming led to the exclusion of 93 observations, or 4.85%.
We analyzed effects on log-transformed RT with linear mixed-effects models. Ran-
dom intercepts for subjects, targets, and primes were included. Fixed effects include
a two-way interaction between Condition (XT, TX) and Prime Type (opaque,
transparent, and unrelated). Additional predictors are Group, ISI, Target Fre-
quency, Prime Frequency, Target Duration, log Prime RT, and Trial.
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Condition and Prime Type are treatment coded, with the reference level set to un-
related for Prime Type and to the different conditions for multiple comparisons for
Condition. Prime Type is releveled to Opaque to compare RTs in the opaque and
transparent conditions. ISI, Target Frequency, Prime Frequency, Target
Duration, Trial, and Prime RT are z-scored.
Model criticism was performed on the full model, after which an additional 51
data points were excluded (2.86%). The model was refitted after model criticism, the
results of which are presented below.
5.7.2.2 Results
The results are shown in Figure 5.10, Figure 5.11, and Table 5.17.
Table 5.17: Results Experiment 5. RTs to targets and priming effects. Standard deviations
are given between parentheses. Standard errors of the mean are given in parentheses; for
priming effects, the standard errors of the sampling distribution of differences are provided.
Opaque Transparent Unrelated
RT Priming RT Priming RT
XT 752.45 (9.64) 114.88 (14.26) 758.90 (9.46) 108.43 (14.14) 867.33 (10.50)
TX 818.74 (10.19) 61.67 (14.21) 781.61 (10.06) 98.80 (14.12) 880.42 (9.90)
The model reveals significant priming effects in the XT condition for the opaque
(β = -0.161, p < 0.001) and transparent primes (β = -0.153, p < 0.001), compared
RTs to targets preceded by unrelated primes. Similar results are found in the TX
condition, again with significant priming effects after opaque (β = -0.078, p < 0.001)
and transparent primes (β = -0.109, p < 0.001), compared to the unrelated primes.
In addition, for the XT compounds, no significant difference is found between the
opaque and transparent compounds (p = 0.506). In contrast, for the TX compounds,
we do find a significant difference between the opaque and transparent compounds (β
= -0.032, p = 0.008), with significantly faster responses in the transparent condition.
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Figure 5.10: Violin plots of the log-transformed response times in Experiment 5, for the
OT and TO conditions in which targets (e.g., berry, bird) were preceded by partially opaque
(OT: strawberry, TO: jailbird), transparent (OT: blueberry, TO: blackbird), or unrelated
primes. Black horizontal bars represent means; the dotted line represents the mean in the
unrelated prime conditions.
The model further indicates significant effects for Prime RT (β = 0.039, p <
0.001), Trial (β = -0.026, p < 0.001), Target Duration (β = 0.051, p = 0.002),
and Prime Frequency (β = 0.029, p < 0.001). No significant effects were found
for ISI (p = 0.065) and Target Frequency (p = 0.656).
5.7.3 Discussion of the results
Recall that this final experiment was designed to examine whether an opaque con-
stituent in a compound causes lesser facilitation of recognition of the head constituent
in the compound, compared to fully transparent TT compounds, while keeping the
target constant. The results, as before, show significant priming effects regardless of
prime type in both conditions. Moreover, when comparing the effect of transparency
on target recognition in the XT condition, we do not find a significant difference
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Figure 5.11: Priming effects (in ms) in Experiment 5, for the OT and TO conditions in
which targets (e.g., berry, bird) were preceded by partially opaque (OT: strawberry, TO:
jailbird) or transparent (OT: blueberry, TO: blackbird) compounds. Error bars represent
±1 standard error of the sampling distribution of differences.
between OT primes (strawberry → berry) and TT primes (blueberry → berry). Cru-
cially, in this case, both compound primes are related in meaning to the target. The
results suggest that the opacity of the modifier constituent in the prime does not
matter for the magnitude of facilitation of the head constituent on the target.
In contrast, the results for the TX compounds do show a significant difference
between TO (jailbird → bird) and TT (blackbird → bird) compound primes, in which
the head constituent that forms the target is semantically opaque in the TO condition
but not in the TT condition. In particular, we find significantly greater effects when
the head of the compound is semantically transparent (blackbird → bird), compared
to semantically opaque compound heads (jailbird → bird).
Considering the robust priming effects for constituents and compounds through-
out this chapter, it is unlikely that the bird constituent in jailbird is not represented as
a separate constituent. Instead of these effects being driven by representational differ-
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ences between opaque and transparent heads, it seems to be a difference in processing
related to the recombination of the individual constituent meanings. In particular, it
appears that when the head is semantically opaque, a processing cost occurs as the
constructed meaning conflicts with the conventional meaning (see e.g., Ji et al. 2011;
Spalding and Gagné 2014, see also Libben 2006; Frisson et al. 2008). The reduction
in priming effects then occurs because the meaning for the opaque constituent needs
to be suppressed in favor of a stored, conventional meaning. In a similar vein, as
discussed in Section 5.2.2, Libben (2006, p.14) argues that semantic opacity does not
diminish constituent activation, but may lead to ‘semantic incongruity’ that results
in inhibition. Under this approach, activation of jail and bird upon hearing jailbird is
initially full. In a later stage of processing (i.e., the recombination stage, cf. Taft 2004;
Fruchter and Marantz 2015), the fact that the lexical representation activated by bird
is not consistent with the representation activated by jailbird creates a mismatch of
activation. This semantic incongruity requires resolution through the inhibition of
bird. This will be discussed in more detail in the General Discussion.
5.8 General Discussion
This chapter presented a series of five auditory primed lexical decision experiments
on the processing and representation of English compounds. This section discusses
the major takeaways from this chapter, focusing in particular on the three issues
established in Section 5.2.5.
5.8.1 Auditory constituent priming
The first question in Section 5.2.5 asked whether prior activation of a morphological
constituent in a compound word affects the processing of that constituent in the
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auditory modality. The five experiments in this chapter showed robust priming effects
in all conditions, both for constituent targets (Experiments 1, 3, and 5) and for
compound targets (Experiments 2 and 4). This is in line with visual constituent
priming studies on compounds. The results in an overt visual priming study by
Libben et al. (2003), for instance, also show that both initial and final constituents
prime all compound types.
One could wonder whether these effects are purely form-driven. We did not include
a phonological control condition, as this did not appear to be possible in the auditory
modality. In the visual modality, word pairs like plankton → plan and carpet →
pet are included as orthographic controls (see e.g., Fiorentino and Fund-Reznicek
2009), but these words cannot be used as phonological controls. Due to the lack of
a phonological condition in the present study, we cannot fully rule out that effects
are driven by phonological similarity between primes and targets. However, this has
consistently been shown to not be the case in the visual modality (see in particular
Duñabeitia et al. 2009; Fiorentino and Fund-Reznicek 2009), making it unlikely that
this would be the case in the auditory modality.
Two aspects that seem to influence constituent priming in auditory compound
recognition are the priming direction and constituent frequency, as discussed below.
5.8.1.1 Priming direction
Our results further indicate that the ‘priming direction’ (i.e., whether the compound
forms the prime or target) matters in two particular ways, as discussed in Section
5.2.1. First, we consistently find larger priming effects for constituent targets (M)
compared to compound targets (MM). This could be due to the fact that compounds
require a potentially costly recombination stage, unlike single words. However, the
fact that priming effects are calculated as the difference in RTs to the same target
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preceded by a related versus unrelated prime, the recombination effect should be
present in both targets, and hence, should not affect the priming effects. A different
explanation is that shorter words can be facilitated by a related prime to a larger
extent than longer words.
Second, a consequence of the priming direction is whether or not a constituent
intervenes between primes and targets. Our results indicate that this affects the
magnitude of priming effects, resulting, for instance, in a numerically larger effect for
farmyard → yard compared to farmyard → farm (Experiment 1), and a larger
effect for farm → farmyard compared to yard → farmyard (Experiment 2). It
could be that these ‘intervener’ effects are specific to spoken compound processing,
caused by the incremental nature of the auditory modality.9 The fact that intervening
items reduce priming effects is well-established (see e.g., Kouider and Dupoux 2009;
Stanners et al. 1979; Wilder 2018), but this seems to be an important practical issue
to keep in mind for future studies that examine auditory compound processing. In
our case, it is important to keep in mind that this complicates the interpretation of
a direct comparison of head and modifier effects.
5.8.1.2 Frequency effects
For Experiment 2, we further examined the effects of constituent and compound fre-
qency on the recognition of primed and un-primed compounds (i.e., a target preceded
by an unrelated prime). The major findings are as follows. First, both modifier fre-
quency and head frequency had a highly facilitatory effect when these constituents
functioned as the prime. Numerically, the data further suggest that high frequency
of modifiers slows down the recognition of the compound targets in the unrelated
prime condition, a result consistent with the findings in Smolka and Libben (2016),
9I am not aware of any studies in the visual modality that compare these effects.
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although this did not reach significance in our results. In contrast, lower head fre-
quency results in longer RTs compared to higher head frequency in the unrelated
condition, the opposite pattern that we saw for modifier frequency, but again, this
effect does not reach significance. Finally, as expected, compound frequency has a
facilitatory effect, with faster responses to compounds with higher frequency than to
ones with lower frequency.
5.8.2 Semantic transparency effects
The second question in Section 5.2.5 asked whether constituent priming is affected
by the semantic transparency of a compound. The results of Experiment 1, 2, and 5
show significant priming effects, and that these effects are not affected by semantic
transparency. These results show that morphological priming effects are not lim-
ited to those compounds that are semantically transparent, and that the individual
constituents are accessed in opaque compounds as well. This holds for opaque mod-
ifiers in OT compounds and for opaque heads in TO compounds. These findings
are consistent with recent overt priming studies in the visual modality in English (Ji
et al. 2011; Libben et al. 2003), Dutch (Zwitserlood 1994), and German (Smolka and
Libben 2016). This suggests that compounds are processed with reference to their
constituent morphemes, and that this effect cannot be reduced to overlap in meaning
between primes and targets.
The results in our first experiment showed that the presentation of a compound
significantly facilitates recognition of both its modifier and head constituent, regard-
less of semantic transparency (i.e., in OT, TO, and TT compounds). This was repli-
cated in Experiment 2 and 5 as well. The results for Experiment 1 further showed
that the facilitation of modifier constituents did not differ across the conditions, while
the facilitation of head constituents in TT compounds was significantly larger than
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the effects in the OT and TO conditions. Experiment 2 examined this in more detail,
using a within-target comparison with compounds as targets. The results showed
that priming by modifiers and by heads did not differ in the OT and TT conditions,
while a significant difference between modifiers and heads was found in the TO condi-
tion. Finally, Experiment 5 tested how the effects of first versus second constituents
interact with the semantic transparency of that constituent. Matching OT and TO
compounds to TT compounds, the results did not indicate a difference in priming by
OT and TT compounds (with the head as the target), while we did find a significant
difference between TO and TT.
We can draw two main conclusions from these results. First, as addressed above,
compounds are processed with reference to their embedded constituents, regardless
of semantic transparency. Second, while the semantic opacity of the modifier con-
stituent does not seem to ‘hinder’ processing, priming effects for semantically opaque
heads with TO compounds are significantly smaller compared to (i) the priming ef-
fects for the modifier within the same compound (Experiment 2), and (ii) compared
to matched TT compounds with the same head (Experiment 5). In that sense, TT
and OT compounds appear to pattern together, to the exclusion of TO compounds.
A similar pattern was found in Libben et al. (2003), in which compounds with trans-
parent heads (i.e., TT and OT) had shorter response times compared to compounds
with opaque heads (i.e., TO and OO).
These findings are compatible with a Full-Decomposition framework (e.g., Taft
2004; Fruchter and Marantz 2015). In particular, the results support a view of mor-
phological processing in which, in an initial phase, all constituents are activated sep-
arately (i.e., decomposition). This happens regardless of semantic transparency. In
a second stage (i.e., look-up), the lexical entries for the embedded activated con-
stituents are accessed. In a final stage (i.e., recombination), the meanings of the
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constituents are combined to obtain the meaning of the compound. It is in this fi-
nal stage of semantic composition, i.e., the construction of complex meanings from
the semantic/conceptual representations of the individual parts of morphologically
complex words (Fruchter and Marantz 2015; Ji et al. 2011), that effects of semantic
transparency may occur. The results are compatible with the idea put forward in
Spalding and Gagné (2014) (see also Ji et al. 2011), who argue that the process of
meaning composition is attempted for any compound, regardless of semantic trans-
parency. This fits a more general line of research that proposes that the language
system always attempts to compute a meaning based on a word’s constituents (e.g.,
Gagné and Spalding 2004; 2006; 2009). Under this view, a processing cost could occur
when the constructed meaning conflicts with the conventional meaning, as the result-
ing ‘conflict’ needs to be resolved in order for the system to settle on one meaning
(Ji et al. 2011, p.420). Per definition, meaning composition never succeeds in es-
tablishing the intended meaning for opaque compounds. Therefore, the constructed
meaning would need to be suppressed (i.e., inhibited) in favor of the stored, conven-
tional meaning, leading to a reduction in priming effects. It is important to note that
semantic transparency effects, therefore, arise due to differences in processing, rather
than differences in representation (see also El-Bialy et al. 2013; Ji et al. 2011).
Crucially, our results further suggest that such inhibitory effects of semantic opac-
ity during the recombination stage may differ depending on the status of the con-
stituent: we find inhibitory effects only for opaque heads (in TO compounds), but
not for opaque modifiers (in OT compounds). It seems that the head has a special
processing status in the semantic integration of compound constituents during the
recombination stage, though perhaps not in decomposition effects (see Section 5.8.3
below). The results suggest that semantic opacity of the modifier does not hinder
processing in the same way as semantic opacity of the head.
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5.8.3 Head versus modifier effects
The third question in Section 5.2.5 asked whether priming effects differ for the head
(second constituent) versus the modifier (first constituent) of the compound, or, in
other words, whether the head enjoys a special processing status in compounds.10
Experiments 3 and 4 examine this issue in semantically transparent compounds. The
results for Experiment 3 showed a significantly greater effect for backdoor → door
compared to doormat → door, suggesting that heads may enjoy a special processing
status. This is in line with the results in Experiment 5 as well, as these results suggest
that semantic transparency matters more for heads than for modifiers. However,
we ran Experiment 4 to rule out that the intervening item between the repeated
constituent in doormat → door (which does not happen in backdoor → door) caused
this effect. Reversing the order of compounds and constituents, Experiment 4 does
not show a significant difference between door → doormat and door → backdoor.
The null effect in Experiment 4 makes that we cannot base any firm conclusions
on these results, as the results support neither the idea that heads enjoy a special
processing status (in that case, we would have predicted a larger effect for door →
backdoor), nor the idea that the lack of intervener is the reason for larger priming
effects (in that case, we would have predicted a larger effect for door → doormat). It
is possible that both the intervener and the head status influence processing of these
compounds, and that the effects cancel each other out. However, further research is
needed to tease apart these effects.




The results in this chapter provide evidence for the idea that auditory compound
word processing always starts with decomposition of a compound into its constituent
morphemes, regardless of semantic transparency. The results further suggest that
semantically opaque heads may induce a processing cost in a later recombination
stage, which does not occur with semantically opaque modifiers. These effects can be
explained by an approach in which the process of meaning composition is attempted
not only for semantically transparent but also for opaque compounds, as will be
discussed in more detail in Chapters 6 and 7.
The experiments in this chapter further illustrate the importance of distinguishing
between OT and TO compounds, as opposed to including a mixed ‘opaque’ condition.
The present results point out important differences between TO and OT compounds
that would not be expected if semantic transparency were simply a property of a whole
word (cf. Libben et al. 2003). This shows that it is important to consider the opacity
of individual morphemes in a construction, as well as their status (head/modifier)
and position (first/second).
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6Chapter 6The processing of opaque meaningsin Dutch prefixed verbs
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapters were predominantly concerned with the representation and
processing of abstract morphological information. This chapter takes a different di-
rection, and investigates how the human mind uses the conceptual information ex-
pressed by morphemes and by the whole-words in which they are embedded during
spoken word recognition. Recall that the results in Chapter 3 suggest that when
processing a semantically opaque verb like verlopen ‘expire’, a morphological repre-
sentation for lopen ‘walk’ is activated. This priming effect occurred regardless of the
fact that verlopen and lopen are not related semantically, and that the meaning of
verlopen cannot be determined through the meaning of lopen. This chapter asks how
deeply this morphological stem is processed in semantically opaque verbs, i.e., is it
accessed only, or is the embedded morpheme processed at a deeper conceptual level?
As described in detail in Chapter 3, the meaning relatedness between Dutch pre-
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fixed verbs and their stem may differ from fully transparent (e.g., door-lopen ‘walk
along’, with the stem lopen ‘walk’) to fully opaque (e.g., ver-lopen ‘expire’, with the
same stem). Opaque prefixed verbs provide a type of lexical ambiguity in which a
given stem receives a particular semantic interpretation based on the local syntactic
context (i.e., the prefix) in which it occurs. With a opaque form like verlopen ‘expire’,
the prefix ver- triggers an operation that gives the complex verb a meaning that is
disjoint from the meaning of the stem lopen ‘walk’ by itself (cf. Embick 2016).1 This
chapter aims to unravel the mechanism used to access the meanings of such opaque
forms. Crucially, opaque complex forms allow us to tease apart morphological and
semantic representations, as the stems in opaque forms lack a semantic relationship
to the complex form.
6.1.1 Research aims and implications of findings
The research questions in this chapter are as follows. First, we ask whether activa-
tion of a morphological representation automatically implies that the corresponding
conceptual representation of that morpheme is activated. Experiment 1 examines
whether the ‘typical’ meaning associated with the stem gets activated when the stem
is preceded by a prefix in a semantically transparent or semantically opaque prefixed
verb in Dutch. Specifically, this experiment explores whether the typical meaning
of lopen as ‘walk’ is activated when one hears the verb verlopen ‘expire’ in an asso-
ciative priming experiment, asking if a semantic associate like RENNEN 2 ‘run’ can
1This can be viewed as a special case of root allosemy. Root allosemy refers to the phenomenon
by virtue of which a given root receives a particular semantic interpretation depending on the local
syntactic context in which it occurs (Marantz 2013a; Saab 2016). In the case of Dutch prefixed
verbs, allosemy dictates the different meanings of the shared part (i.e., the root) on the basis of the
particular syntactic context (the prefix) in which the root occurs. For an opaque verb like verlopen,
this means that the prefix ver- triggers an operation that points to a meaning space that is disjoint
from the one pointed to by the root loop by itself (cf. Embick 2016).
2Throughout this chapter, semantic associates are presented in capital letters.
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be primed. Second, we examine the time-course of activation of the opaque (i.e.,
full-form related) versus transparent (i.e., stem-related) meanings in prefixed opaque
verbs. In particular, we examine the recognition of opaque prefixed verbs like ver-
lopen ‘expire’ and compare response times after associative primes to the stem (e.g.,
RENNEN ‘run’) and to the full-form (e.g., ONGELDIG ‘invalid’).
The results in this chapter have implications for both the representation of se-
mantically opaque prefixed verbs, and for the processing of such forms. First, any
evidence that the meaning of the stem in words like verlopen ‘expire’ is activated, pro-
vides additional support for the idea that lopen as lopen ‘walk’ and lopen in verlopen
‘expire’ are represented as the same abstract morpheme in memory (see Chapter 3),
and rules out the alternative that these are accidental homophones. If the two forms
of lopen were accidental homophones, and hence involved distinct underlying roots
(e.g., loop1 and loop2), the presentation of one homophone is not predicted to prime
the meaning of the other homophone. Pylkkänen et al. (2006), for instance, show that
when the homophone is disambiguated prior to its presentation (as in savings bank),
the activation of a competing meaning (river bank) is delayed on a subsequent trial. In
contrast, if verlopen and lopen involve the same underlying root, akin to polysemous
words (cf. Beretta et al. 2005), presentation of the root is predicted to activate all
senses. This means that upon hearing verlopen ‘expire’, the root loop is activated,
and all potential meanings associated with this root are activated.
Second, with respect to the processing of morphologically complex words, the
results in this chapter provide insight into whether the language system automatically
and obligatorily accesses the meaning associated with an embedded morphological
stem. While the meaning of embedded morphemes in semantically transparent words
overlap with the meaning of the whole word, opaque words allow us to tease apart
the activation of the meaning of morphemes versus the activation of the meaning of
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the whole form.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 discusses previous research that
examines the conceptual processing of morphemes. Section 6.3 presents Experiment
1, which aims to answer our first research question, i.e., whether activation of a
morpheme automatically implies that the corresponding conceptual representation of
that morpheme is activated. Section 6.4 presents Experiment 2, which examines our
second research question, i.e., the time-course of activation. Section 6.5 provides a
general discussion and Section 6.6 concludes.
6.2 Background
This section discusses previous findings related to the activation of conceptual repre-
sentations for embedded strings in words. We distinguish between findings that con-
cern phonological embeddings (Section 6.2.1) and morphological embeddings (Section
6.2.2). Section 6.2.3 provides a description of the present study.
6.2.1 Phonological embeddings
When studying the mental lexicon, a distinction between representations of form
(phonology, orthography) and representations of meaning (semantics) must be made
(McQueen 2007, p.44-45). Differences in identity (i.e., form-based) priming and asso-
ciative (i.e., meaning-based) priming on the same sets of materials have been used to
support this distinction (Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson 2002; Norris et al. 2006). For
instance, Norris et al. (2006) found that while the phonological form of an embedded
word (e.g., lease in police, or date in sedate) gets briefly activated and then inhibited,
there are no such effects for semantic associates for embedded words (e.g., RENT
given police, or TIME given sedate). This suggests that the temporary activation of
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the phonological representation of lease has no implications for the conceptual rep-
resentation of lease. Similarly, using cross-modal associative priming, Vroomen and
De Gelder (1997) found no priming for embedded words in Dutch, e.g., a prime fram-
boos ‘raspberry’, which has boos ‘angry’ embedded in it, did not significantly prime
recognition of the target KWAAD ‘angry’.
In contrast, others argue that corresponding senses of embedded words are ac-
tivated. Zhang and Samuel (2015), for instance, find that embedded words (e.g.,
ham) are accessed at the semantic level when hearing the carrier word (hamster) in
an auditory associative priming experiment, as ham in the prime hamster facilitates
responses to the target PIG.3 These results suggest that the temporary activation
of the phonological representation of ham in hamster does activate the conceptual
representation of ham. Salverda et al. (2003) further show that when participants
hear the word hamster in an eye-tracking experiment, they look more at a picture of
ham, than at an unrelated picture. In addition, Zwitserlood (1989) shows that the
activation of /kAp/ in Dutch, which forms the beginning of both kapitein ‘captain’
and kapitaal ‘capital, fund’, facilitates the recognition of semantically related words
for both continuations (e.g., MONEY and SHIP).
There is, thus, no consensus on whether the activation of a phonological repre-
sentation in spoken-word recognition automatically implies that the corresponding
conceptual representation(s) are activated (see Cutler 2012, for an overview). This
lack of consensus may, at least in part, be due to the specific stimuli used. For in-
stance, Zhang and Samuel (2015) argue that associative priming effects for embedded
3Zhang and Samuel (2015) further show that the priming effects for embedded words were mod-
ulated by embedded position: embedded words produced priming only when they were at the begin-
ning of the carrier word for the monosyllabic embedded words. When embedded words comprised
a larger proportion of the carrier word (two-syllabic embedded words), final embedding did give a
priming effect. These results suggest that ham is a competitor for hamster, but that bone is not a
(strong) competitor for trombone (with only 1/2 overlap), while rental is a competitor for parental
(with 2/3 overlap).
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words are modulated by embedded position and by the proportion of overlap be-
tween the carrier word and the embedded word. The authors show that embedded
words that were longer and that arrived earlier, got stronger activation. Moreover,
the stimuli used in previous studies also differ in terms of their morphological relat-
edness. While most stimuli are clearly morphologically unrelated, some potentially
are (e.g., forgive-give and prolong-long in Norris et al. 2006, and apartment-apart in
Zhang and Samuel 2015). Moreover, words also differ in whether the non-embedded
part of the carrier word is a possible affix. For instance, while -dal in scandal and
trom- in trombone are not possible affixes, -ize in organize, in- in invent, be- in believe,
and -some in awesome are existing affixes. Crucially, pure form overlap has been ar-
gued to differ from morphological overlap in visual priming experiments (Beyersmann
et al. 2016; Feldman et al. 2004; Marslen-Wilson et al. 2008; McCormick et al. 2008;
Rastle et al. 2000; Rastle and Davis 2003; Rastle et al. 2004, see also Chapter 4).
In this chapter, we focus on a subset of phonologically related words, i.e., only
those words that are also morphologically related. In particular, we examine mor-
phologically complex but semantically opaque words, in which the overall meaning
cannot be compositionally derived from the constituent morphemes.
6.2.2 Morphologically complex forms
Compared to morphological processing, only little research has been done on the con-
ceptual processing of embedded morphemes in affixed words. Semantically opaque
morphologically complex words (M) form an excellent test case to examine whether
semantic information associated with particular morphemes is accessed, as they cir-
cumvent the confound that the meaning of the full form of transparent morphologi-
cally complex (MS) words is, by definition, related to the meaning of the stem. The
associative/semantic processing of specifically semantically opaque morphologically
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complex words is investigated in several studies in German (Smolka 2019; Zwitser-
lood et al. 1996) and Dutch (De Grauwe et al. 2019; Schreuder et al. 2003; Zwitserlood
et al. 1996; 2005), as summarized in Table 6.3.
The majority of these studies suggest a lack of associative priming for the stems
in opaque complex forms. In a visual associative priming study with German and
Dutch prefixed verbs (Zwitserlood et al. 1996, see Table 6.1 for details), for instance,
a significant priming effect for the stem’s meaning in semantically transparent words
was found (mitbringen ‘bring’→ HOLEN ‘get, pick up’), while no effects were found
for the semantically opaque condition (umbringen ‘kill’ → HOLEN ‘get, pick up’).
Similar results were found in a comparable experiment with transparent and opaque
Dutch separable prefixed verbs, which instead used associates as primes and complex
forms as targets (De Grauwe et al. 2019, Experiment 3).4 The results show significant
priming effects only for transparent verbs (PEN ‘pen’ → opschrijven ‘write down’,
with schijven ‘write’), but not for semantically opaque verbs (SMULLEN ‘to feast
on’ → uitvreten ‘to be up to’, with vreten ‘devour’). In a similar vein, the results in
Zwitserlood et al. (2005, Experiment 2) suggest that Dutch truly opaque verbs cannot
be semantically primed through the meaning of a transparent complex counterpart
sharing the same morphological stem, whereas significant facilitation was found for
ambiguous and semantically transparent verb targets. Finally, in Smolka (2019, Ex-
periment 2) neither semantically transparent (anhören ‘listen to’), nor semantically
opaque (aufhören ‘stop’) German verbs facilitated the recognition of a semantic asso-
ciate of the stem (Musik ‘music’). The paradigm used was a semantic stem priming
experiment with a cross-modal design, in which auditorily presented particle verbs
functioned as primes, and semantic associates as visual targets.
4Besides the semantic transparency of the complex forms, the experiment also manipulates the
motor-relatedness (i.e., the degree to which a word refers to a movement performed with specific
muscles) of the simple verb constituent, following a specific line of reasoning from fMRI studies.
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Table 6.1: Conditions, sample critical items, and results (priming effects in ms) in Zwit-
serlood et al. (1996). Experiments 1-4 had an SOA of 300ms, while Experiment 5 included
SOAs of 40ms and 100ms.
Exp 1 Exp 2 Exp 3 Exp 4 Exp 5Condition Prime Target 300ms 40ms 100ms
stem + own association bringen HOLEN -11 -15 -20
MS prefixed verb + own association mitbringen GESCHENK -11 -21 -24 -32
M prefixed verb + own association umbringen MORD -16 -6 -2 -17 +2 -5
MS prefixed verb + stem association mitbringen HOLEN -22
M prefixed verb + stem association umbringen HOLEN +3 -8
MS prefixed verb + M association mitbringen MORD -2
M prefixed verb + M association umbringen GESCHENK -15
While these studies seem to uniformly suggest that the stem in semantically
opaque complex forms cannot be primed by a semantic associate (or vice versa),
some potential confounds should be kept in mind. First, the two relevant conditions
in Zwitserlood et al. (1996) (shaded in gray in Table 6.1) occur in different exper-
iments and with different SOAs (300ms for the transparent pairs, 40ms and 100ms
for the opaque pairs). This makes a direct comparison of the different conditions
complicated, as the lack of semantic priming for the opaque pairs could also be due
to the short SOA. This is indeed what the authors suggest, since the other condi-
tion included in the shorter SOA version (umbringen ‘kill’ → MORD ‘murder’) also
did not lead to significant priming effects, while this condition did show significant
priming in earlier experiments with longer SOAs. Second, the design in De Grauwe
et al. (2019) lacks a within-target comparison. This means that the different priming
patterns could be due to individual differences between the targets in the different
conditions, as will be discussed in more detail below. This holds true also for the de-
sign in Zwitserlood et al. (2005). Finally, the null effect for semantically transparent
verbs in Smolka (2019) is surprising, and begs the question of whether a cross-modal
priming paradigm is capable of detecting associative priming effects at all. The lack
of a stem condition (hören ‘hear’ → Musik ‘music’) makes it impossible to evaluate
this (cf. Smolka 2019, p.314) for the particular results in Smolka (2019).
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In contrast to the results discussed above, Schreuder et al. (2003, Experiment 2)
find priming effects for the meaning of the stems in semantically opaque forms. In
an associative priming paradigm, primes were Dutch low-frequency morphologically
complex and semantically opaque words like branding ‘surf, the rolling and splashing
of the waves’ (7 occurrences per million), which consists of two high-frequency con-
stituents: brand ‘fire, to burn’ (111 occurrences per million), and the nominalizing
suffix -ing (13330 occurrences per million).5 Targets referred either to the meaning
of the stem of the prime, or to the meaning of the full-form, as illustrated in Table
6.2. To investigate in which order the meanings of the constituents and the opaque
meaning of the complex word as a whole become available, two SOAs (150ms and
500ms) were included. The results show significant facilitation for the stem-related
condition (with targets related to the inappropriate ‘transparent’ meaning) at the
SOA of 500ms, but not at the SOA of 150ms. In contrast, a significant effect for
the full-form-related condition (with targets related to the opaque and appropriate
meaning) was found only at the 150ms SOA, but not at the SOA of 500ms. The
authors propose that the first meaning to become available is the ‘opaque’ (and ap-
propriate) full-form reading, and that the ‘transparent’ (i.e., the meaning that is a
possible reading morphologically, but that is not used in Dutch) reading emerges only
later in time.
A second reason to examine the activation of conceptual representations in af-
fixed forms in more detail, is the discrepancy between literature on affixed forms and
compound forms. As discussed in Chapter 5, the literature on compound processing
5These words pose a particularly interesting test case for Dual-Route models that allow complex
words to be recognized by means of both a direct route and a parsing route (e.g., Baayen et al.
1997; Burani and Laudanna 1992; Frauenfelder and Schreuder 1992; Laudanna and Burani 1995;
Schreuder and Baayen 1995). Dual-Route models predict that the semantic opacity of these words
forces them to be accessed in their full-form; however, complex words with low full-form frequency
but high constituent frequencies are, at the same time, the optimal candidates for being effectively
processed on the basis of their constituents.
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Table 6.2: Stimuli in Schreuder et al. (2003, Experiment 2).
Condition Prime Target Result Result
SOA 150ms SOA 500ms
Stem-related (transparent) branding ‘surf’ VUUR ‘fire’ No facilitation Facilitation
Full-form-related (opaque) branding ‘surf’ ZEE ‘sea’ Facilitation No facilitation
Note: Primes are semantically opaque, such that the stem-related meaning refers to the
non-existent transparent meaning, while the full-form-related meaning refers to the opaque
meaning of the complex form.
has considered the activation of the meanings of morphological constituents in more
detail. A dominant view holds that the conceptual representations of a compound’s
constituents are always accessed, and that meaning composition is attempted for any
compound, regardless of semantic transparency (Ji et al. 2011; Spalding and Gagné
2014). If it is indeed the case that the language system always attempts to compute
a meaning based on a word’s internal morphemes (e.g., Gagné and Spalding 2004;
2006; 2009), we predict to find associative priming effects for the meaning of the stem
in prefixed verbs as well.
In sum, previous results with affixed words suggest a lack of associative priming
for the stems in semantically opaque complex forms (Zwitserlood et al. 1996; 2005;
De Grauwe et al. 2019). The results in Schreuder et al. (2003) differ in this respect,
and suggest that the time span between prime and target (measured as the SOA)
may influence the facilitation patterns.
6.2.3 The present study
This chapter present the results of two intra-modal auditory continuous primed lexical
decision experiments that examine the associative priming effects for semantically
opaque prefixed verbs in Dutch. Experiment 1 examines whether activation of a



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































representation of that morpheme is activated. Experiment 2 examines the time-course
of activation of the opaque (i.e., full-form related) vs. transparent (i.e., stem-related)
meanings in prefixed opaque verbs.
The present experiments differ from previous studies in some crucial ways. First,
instead of using a visual or cross-modal (with visual targets) paradigm, an intra-modal
auditory priming paradigm is used in which both primes and targets are presented
auditorily. Second, we use a within-target design as opposed to a between-target
design, as discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.3.1. Finally, we promote conditions
for semantic priming in several ways, as discussed in Section 6.2.3.2.
6.2.3.1 Within-target design
In the majority of experiments discussed above, a between-target design has been
adopted in which target words differ across priming conditions (but see Smolka 2019;
Zwitserlood et al. 1996). For instance, in De Grauwe et al. (2019), each target ap-
pears with one related and one unrelated prime, and different targets appear with
different types of related primes. For example, the target opschrijven ‘write down’
(MS) appeared with the prime pen ‘pen’ and a matched unrelated prime, while the
target uitvreten ‘to be up to’ (M) appeared with smullen ‘to feast on’ as its prime.
To control for variation caused by the different targets in between-target designs,
targets are typically matched on factors as word frequency and number of syllables to
eliminate significant differences between condition means in the different conditions
(Milin et al. 2018). However, this does not completely eliminate differences between
conditions induced by the different targets, and an alternative design therefore applies
a ‘within-target’ manipulation.
In a within-target design, the same target is presented in multiple related prime
contexts, and the target is typically shown to different participants. This design was
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partially implemented in Zwitserlood et al. (1996), in which, for instance, mitbringen
‘bring’ and umbringen ‘kill’ formed primes to the same target holen ‘get, pick up’, and
in Smolka (2019) in which anhören ‘listen to’ and aufhören ‘stop’ formed primes to the
same target Musik ‘music’. The advantage of comparing response times to the same
target across different prime conditions is that individual (distributional) differences
among target words can be better controlled so that potential confounds based on
specific target properties can be avoided (Milin et al. 2018; Feldman 2000). Therefore,
incorporating a within-target design makes it possible to compare magnitudes of
facilitation for the various critical conditions. In addition, a within-target design has
been argued to form a statistically more powerful option than a between-target design
(Milin et al. 2017).
6.2.3.2 Semantic priming effects for verbs
Most semantic priming experiments have involve nouns and to a lesser extent, ad-
jectives (for overviews, see Hutchison 2003; McNamara 2005; Neely 2012). Only few
semantic priming studies have included verbs. Gomes et al. (1997, Experiment 1),
for instance, examined semantic priming effects of visually and auditorily presented
noun-noun (dog→ cat) and noun-verb (dog→ bark) stimulus pairs. The results show
faster RTs to nouns than verbs, and larger priming effects for auditory than for visual
stimuli. In a similar vein, Rösler et al. (2001, Experiment 1) used visually presented
German noun-noun (Zeitschrift ‘newspaper’ → Magazin ‘magazine’) and verb-verb
(kehren ‘sweep’→ fegen ‘dust’) pairs, but showed comparable priming effects for both
word categories, independent from the SOA used (250 and 800 ms).
However, it has been noted that results with (prefixed) verbs are harder to detect,
leading to inconsistent results (for a review of semantic effects with German prefixed
verbs, see Smolka et al. 2014). Zwitserlood et al. (1996, p.227) suggest that the small
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effect sizes for semantic verb priming may be due to a larger number of associations
between verbs with a weaker connection strength than is typically the case with nouns.
They also point to the large heterogeneity of the meaning of the verbs, asking, for
instance, what exactly the meaning of a verb like halten ‘hold’ is.
Using prefixed verbs as primes to verb targets, Smolka et al. (2014) fail to obtain
significant semantic priming effects with German verb-verb pairs (zuschnüren ‘tie’
→ binden ‘bind’) in a purely visual (Experiment 1) and cross-modal (Experiment 2)
experiment (and similar findings are reported in Smolka et al. 2009).6 However, in
their Experiment 3 (purely visual), Smolka et al. (2014) added semantically related
noun pairs such as Biene ‘bee’→ Honig ‘honey’ and Onkel ‘uncle’→ Tante ‘aunt’, in
addition to the semantically related verbs that were used in the previous experiments.
Interestingly, now the semantically related verbs (as well as the nouns) showed sig-
nificant facilitation, which was equally strong as the effects for the morphologically
related (MS and M) conditions. The authors argue that semantically related verbs
can be primed under conditions that promote semantic priming.
Taking into account these considerations, the present study implements the fol-
lowing in order to promote semantic priming. First, we include semantically related
noun-noun pairs, as was shown to have an effect on verb-verb priming in Smolka et al.
(2014). This is in accordance with a large body of literature of semantic/associative
priming that shows that priming effects increase in magnitude as the relatedness
proportion increases (for an overview see Hutchison 2007, and for auditory semantic
priming see White 2018). Second, we include noun primes to verb targets, as was
done in De Grauwe et al. (2019), such that critical items consist not only of verb-verb
pairs but also of verb-noun (Experiment 1) and noun-verb (Experiment 2) pairs. Fi-
6While behavioral data are inconsistent when it comes to verb-verb associative priming, electro-
physiological data indicate strong semantic priming effects in terms of N400 modulations for Ger-
man prefixed verbs (Smolka et al. 2013; 2015).
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nally, we present primes and targets auditorily, which has been shown to results in
larger effect sizes for semantic and associative priming than visually presented stimuli
(Gomes et al. 1997; Hutchison 2003). This will be discussed further in Section 6.5.2.
6.3 Experiment 1
Experiment 1 examines whether the ‘typical’ meaning associated with the stem gets
activated when the stem is preceded by a prefix in a semantically transparent or
semantically opaque complex form. Specifically, the experiment explores whether
the typical meaning of lopen as ‘walk’ is activated when one hears an opaque verb
like verlopen ‘expire’. Targets are formed by semantic associatives of the prefixed
verb primes. If the ‘typical’ meaning associated with the stem gets activated in a
semantically opaque prefixed verb, we expect to find associative priming effects for
opaque primes, compared to the control condition. If, however, the typical meaning
of the stem of opaque prefixed verbs is not activated, we expect no associative priming
effects for opaque primes, or even inhibition.
6.3.1 Methods
6.3.1.1 Materials
The critical stimuli consist of 128 primes to 32 targets. Primes and targets are
presented auditorily and at immediate distance. Prime conditions are formed by
(i) prefixed verbs7 that are morphologically and semantically related (MS; e.g., op-
drinken ‘drink up’); (ii) prefixed verbs that are morphologically related but semanti-
7The prefixed verbs include both prefix (inseparable) and particle (separable) verbs. No difference
in processing between the two types of prefixes is expected, see e.g., Smolka et al. (2019), who show
equally robust morphological processing for inseparable and separable prefixed verbs. For details,
see Chapter 3.
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cally opaque (M; verdrinken ‘drown’); (iii) the stems of the prefixed MS and M verbs,
including the inflectional ending (drinken ‘drink’); and (iv) prefixed verbs that are
unrelated in meaning, morphology, and phonology to the targets and which serve as
the control condition. Table 6.4 presents further examples of the stimuli used. A full
stimulus list can be found in Appendix D.
Table 6.4: Conditions and sample critical items in Experiment 1, for the target (semantic
associate to the stem) and the primes in the Stem prime, Morphologically and Semantically
related (MS), only Morphologically related (M), and Control (C) conditions.
Stem prime MS prime M prime C prime Target
lopen doorlopen verlopen bewaken RENNEN
‘walk’ ‘walk along’ ‘expire’ ‘guard’ ‘run’
wijzen aanwijzen bewijzen beklimmen VINGER
‘point’ ‘point out’ ‘prove’ ‘climb’ ‘finger’
schieten beschieten opschieten opvouwen GEWEER
‘shoot’ ‘fire on/at’ ‘hurry up’ ‘fold up’ ‘gun’
6.3.1.1.1 Prime selection The semantically transparent (MS) and semantically
opaque (M) prefixed verb primes were selected based on the semantic relatedness
scores from the pre-test that was used in Chapter 3, which established the semantic
relatedness between prefixed verbs and their stem. In the pre-test, 12 native speakers
of Dutch were asked to rate the semantic relatedness of word pairs on a seven-point
scale, with 1 being ‘completely unrelated in meaning’ and 7 being ‘highly related in
meaning’. MS verbs needed to have a mean semantic score that was higher than 4,
and M verbs needed to have a mean score lower than 3 in order to be included in the
critical items. For the current experiment, we selected 32 MS and 32 corresponding
M verbs. The selected MS verbs have a mean semantic score of 5.48, while the M
verbs have a mean semantic score of 1.92.
The stem primes consist of the morphological stems of the MS and M primes, and
are highly frequent simplex verbs which occur with the inflectional suffix -en. Mean
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frequencies for primes and targets are given in Table 6.5. The Control primes are
unrelated in meaning, morphology, and phonology to the stem of its corresponding
MS and M primes and to the target. All Control primes are prefixed verbs.
Table 6.5: Mean frequencies for the primes in Experiment 1. Frequencies are extracted
from SUBTLEX-NL (Lg10CD; Keuleers et al. 2010). Standard deviations are given in
parentheses.
MS M Stem Control
Frequency 3.24 (0.53) 2.08 (0.63) 2.27 (0.82) 1.90 (0.60)
6.3.1.1.2 Target selection The targets are semantic associates to the stem
primes. Semantically associated words were selected using the Dutch Association
Lexicon of the Small World of Words (SWOW) project8 (De Deyne et al. 2013),
the largest available network of word associations in Dutch, with over five million
responses. From the primary responses to stems (‘cues’), we choose a highly associ-
ated word for each stem, while avoiding overlap in phonology or morphology (e.g.,
breekbaar ‘lit. break-able; fragile’ is not picked as an associate for breken ‘break’,
even though the words are highly related in meaning). Moreover, we made sure that
the selected targets were unrelated in meaning to the relevant opaque M verbs (e.g.,
even though water ‘water’ is highly related in meaning to drinken ‘drink’, it was not
used as a target since it is also related to verdrinken ‘drown’). We quantified word
association strength as how often a word was offered as the primary response to the
cue word, out of the total of primary responses to that cue word. Each cue had a
total of 100 responses, but we excluded empty responses consisting of ‘x’ which led
to an average of 99.75 responses per cue.
8The Small World of Words project project maps word meaning in various languages. The
methodology used is based on a continued word association task, in which participants see a cue
word and are asked to give three associated responses to this cue word. The data can be viewed and
downloaded from www.smallworldofwords.org/en/project/research.
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Half of the targets (a total of 16) were verbs; the other half were nouns (15) or
adjectives (1), as was determined by the dominant POS variable in SUBTLEX-NL
(Keuleers et al. 2010), which gives the part of speech of the stimulus word with the
highest frequency. The nouns/adjectives and verbs have comparable mean frequencies
and word association strengths, as illustrated in Table 6.6.
Table 6.6: Target characteristics in Experiment 1, for the nominal/adjectival targets,
verbal targets, and the combined set. Mean frequencies are extracted from SUBTLEX-
NL (Lg10CD; Keuleers et al. 2010). Association strengths are calculated based on the
primary responses (to stem primes) in the Dutch Association Lexicon (De Deyne et al.
2013). Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
Noun/Adj Verb Combined
Frequency 2.98 (0.54) 3.34 (0.57) 3.16 (0.57)
Association strength 0.29 (0.16) 0.33 (0.19) 0.31 (0.17)
6.3.1.1.3 Fillers and pseudo-words In addition to the critical stimuli, fillers
and pseudo-words were included. A total of 120 filler words were included. Of these,
60 words formed 30 semantically related noun pairs (e.g., tak ‘branch’→ boom ‘tree’;
omelet ‘omelet’ → ei ‘egg’) to motivate semantic processing, as was shown to be
effective in Smolka et al. (2014). While the majority of these items were nouns, we
also included some adjectives. The noun-noun pairs were selected from De Deyne
and Storms (2008), who collected norms for 1,424 Dutch words in a continuous word
association task from over 10,000 participating individuals. In addition, 40 unre-
lated verbs (both prefixed and simple verbs) and 20 nouns were included. Following
De Grauwe et al. (2019, Experiment 3),9 the proportion of related pairs in the existing
9In De Grauwe et al. (2019, Experiment 3), 88 critical prime-target pairs were included, half
of which were presented with a semantically related prime and half with an unrelated prime. In
addition, 88 filler pairs were included, consisting of simple verbs as targets (their critical targets were
complex). Half of the filler targets (44) were combined with a semantically related filler prime (e.g.,
naderen ‘approach’ with target komen ‘come’), the other half (44) with an unrelated filler prime
(e.g., bakken ‘bake’ with target volgen ‘follow’).
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words in the experiment (both fillers and critical stimuli) is 50%, since half of the
critical items are semantically related in addition to half of the filler items.
Finally, we included 184 pseudo-words. We based these stimuli on Hanique et al.
(2013), who constructed their pseudo-words by exchanging one or two letters in the
stems of real verbs while preserving the phonotactic constraints and morphological
structure of Dutch real verbs. Of the pseudo-words, 44 occurred with an existing
prefix so that participants could not make a lexical decision based just on the first
syllable. In addition, 90 pseudo-words were disyllabic and ended in the inflectional
suffix -en, and an additional 50 pseudo-words did not end in -en. Half of the unrelated
fillers were randomly combined with pseudo-words to form prime-target pairs. In
total, each participant heard 368 stimuli.
6.3.1.2 Apparatus
The stimuli were recorded by an adult female native speaker of Dutch in a sound
attenuated booth, using a high-quality microphone. Soundfiles were segmented using
Praat (Boersma and Weenink 2015) and normalized to a peak amplitude of 70 dB
SPL. The task was implemented in PsychoPy2 (Peirce 2007). Stimuli were presented
auditorily through Sennheiser HD 280 PRO headphones.
6.3.1.3 Procedure
A continuous primed lexical decision task was used, in which participants were asked
to make lexical decisions to all items. The experiment consisted of four lists, with
primes to the same target rotated according to a Latin Square design, such that each
subject saw every target only once. We follow the standard practice in auditory se-
mantic priming (see e.g., Gomes et al. 1997; White 2018) of using a relatively short
inter-stimulus interval (ISI) to minimize strategic effects and tap into automatic se-
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mantic priming, while using a longer inter-trial interval (ITI). The task had a random
ISI between 300-400 ms, and a random ITI between 1100-1200 ms. The ISI and ITI
were measured from the end of the sound file or participant response, whichever was
later. Stimulus presentation was randomized, with a different order for each partici-
pant. The experiment consisted of three blocks with a self-administered break after
each block, and a practice trial of 10 items at the beginning of the experiment. Items
were randomly assigned to the different blocks.
Participants were tested individually in a quiet room. Participants were instructed
that they would hear existing and non-existing Dutch words, and that they had to
make a lexical decision to each word as fast and as accurately as possible. Responses of
‘Word’ and ‘Non-word’ were recorded from keyboard button presses. The experiment
lasted on average for 12.44 minutes per participant.
6.3.1.4 Participants
Participants were 28 adult native speakers of Dutch, most of whom were students
or recent alumni of the University of Amsterdam. Participants reported having no
reading, hearing, or other language disorders. They were paid a small fee (5 euros)
for their participation. Data collection took place in September and October of 2019.
6.3.2 Results Experiment 1
6.3.2.1 Modeling
The data were analyzed as follows. Responses were coded for response type
(word/non-word) and response time (RT; measured in ms from the onset of the sound
file). Differences in duration of the sound files were included as a predictor in the
model. One participant was removed due to an overall low accuracy across all stim-
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uli (68%), after which the lowest overall accuracy was 91%. Trials with incorrect
responses to primes or targets were discarded, which led to an exclusion of 23 data
points out of 864 (32 targets * 27 participants) observations. We follow Baayen and
Milin (2010) and combine minimal a-priori data trimming with post-fitting model
criticism. All targets with outlier RTs (<100ms and >2000ms) were excluded, as well
as the targets for which the prime had an outlier RT. This led to a further exclusion
of 13 data points. The RT data were log-transformed, and removal of outliers was
done for 5 individual subjects and 6 individual items for which Shapiro-Wilk’s tests
for normality showed non-Normal distributions. This led to the further removal of 16
data points. In total, a-priori data trimming led to the exclusion of 29 observations,
or 3.36%.
We analyzed effects on log-transformed RT with linear mixed-effects models, us-
ing the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015b, version 1.1-21) in the R environment (R
Core Team 2016, version 3.6.0). Random intercepts for subjects, primes, and targets
were included. The following main effects were included in the model: Condition
(Stem/MS/M/Control), Target Frequency, Prime Frequency, Target Du-
ration, ISI, Prime RT, Trial, Association strength between targets and
stem primes, and the Part of Speech (POS) of the target. Condition is treatment
coded with the Control condition as the reference level. For further planned compar-
isons with the Stem condition as the baseline, we relevel Condition such that the
Stem condition is the reference level. POS is sum-coded, so that the model simply
tests the difference between the two factor levels (Schad et al. 2020), with verb as
1 and noun/adjective as -1. TargetFrequency, PrimeFrequency, Target-
Duration, Trial, Association strength, ISI and PrimeRT are z-scored, and
PrimeRT is also log-transformed.
Model criticism was performed on the full model to identify overly influential out-
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liers (Baayen and Milin 2010). The model was refitted after excluding data points
with absolute standardized residuals exceeding 2.5 standard deviations, which re-
sulted in the exclusion of 27 observations. The results of the final model after model
criticism are presented here. P-values are determined using the package lmerTest
(Kuznetsova et al. 2016); significant p-values are reported at p < 0.05.
6.3.2.2 Results
An overview of the results is provided in Table 6.7 and in Figure 6.1 and 6.2. Model
summary tables are provided in Appendix D.
Table 6.7: Mean response times to the targets (in ms) and priming effects (in ms) for
each condition in Experiment 1. Priming effects are defined as the RT for the baseline
Control condition minus the RT for the critical condition. Standard deviations are given in
parentheses.
Condition RT target Priming effect
Control 868.92 (167.53) NA
Stem 804.11 (174.62) 64.81***
MS 818.10 (171.95) 50.82**
M 835.02 (148.58) 33.91*
The analysis of the log-transformed RT data reveals a significant associative prim-
ing effect in the Stem condition (β = -0.070, p <.001). The model also indicates sig-
nificant priming in the MS condition (β = -0.051, p = 0.001) and in the M condition
(β = -0.035, p = 0.024), compared to the baseline Control condition. We performed
a further planned comparison by releveling the reference level of Condition to the
Stem condition. The model with the Stem condition as the reference (i.e., baseline)
level indicates that there is no significant difference between the RTs in the Stem
condition and the MS condition (p = 0.302). In contrast, the RTs in the Stem and















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.1: Violin plots of the log-transformed response times in Experiment 1 for the
Control (C) condition, the Stem condition, the Morphologically and Semantically related
condition (MS), and the Morphologically related condition (M). Black horizontal bars rep-





















Figure 6.2: Priming effects (in ms) in Experiment 1 for the Stem condition, the Morpholog-
ically and Semantically related condition (MS), and the Morphologically related condition
(M). Error bars represent ±1 standard error of the sampling distribution of differences.
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In addition, and as expected for a lexical decision task, the model reveals a sig-
nificant effect of Trial Number (β = -0.023, p < 0.001), showing that participants
responded faster as the experiment progressed. The effect of Target Duration
was also significant (β = 0.076, p < 0.001), indicating that longer targets were rec-
ognized slower, as expected since RT was calculated from the start of the sound file.
Similarly, the effect of Prime RT was significant (β = 0.043, p < 0.001), indicating
that participants responded slower to targets after having taken longer to respond to
the prime. A further main effect was found for Prime Frequency (β = 0.016, p =
0.036), which illustrates that participants recognized a target slower after hearing a
higher frequency prime. In contrast, the effects of Target Frequency (p = 0.180)
and ISI (p = 0.503) were not significant. Moreover, the Part of Speech of the
semantic associate that formed the target also turned out to be a significant predictor
(β = -0.060, p = 0.017), with significantly faster responses to verb targets than to
noun/adjective targets (see Figure 6.3). Finally, Association strength was not
significant (p = 0.537).
6.3.3 Discussion of the results
The results show significant priming effects for the semantic associates in all condi-
tions, i.e., for the stem primes (lopen ‘walk’ → RENNEN ‘run’), the semantically
transparent prefixed verb primes (MS: doorlopen ‘walk along’ → RENNEN ‘run’),
as well as for the semantically opaque prefixed verb primes (M: verlopen ‘expire’ →
RENNEN ‘run’). These results show, first, that it is possible to obtain associative
priming effects with verbs. The magnitude of the priming effects obtained is also
fairly large, for instance, 64.81 ms in the Stem condition. A further discussion of the
magnitude of the effects, and a comparison to the magnitude of associative priming















Figure 6.3: Log-transformed response times to verb versus noun/adjective targets. Verti-
cal dotted lines represent means.
Second, the results show a significant effect of the Part of Speech of the target,
with faster responses to verbs than to nouns. While semantic effects for verbs have
been reported to be smaller in effect sizes than semantic effects for nouns (see Section
6.2.3.2), we take this to indicate that associative priming effects tend to be larger
for semantic associates that share their part of speech (i.e., verb-verb), compared to
semantic associates that differ in their part of speech (i.e., verb-noun). It should also
be noted that nominalizations in Dutch may be formed with an -en suffix from verbs,
such that lopen ‘walk’ could, in principle, be interpreted as het lopen ‘the walking’.
Third, and most importantly, the results show that the stem in a prefixed opaque
form is accessed semantically, at least to some extent (with a priming effect of
33.91ms). However, when taking the Stem condition as the baseline, the semanti-
cally opaque (M) prime condition turns out to be significantly different (i.e., slower
RTs compared to the Stem condition), while the semantically transparent (MS) prime
condition did not differ significantly from the Stem condition. This could be caused
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by the fact that the MS condition shares a whole-form meaning as well as a stem
meaning with the target, while the M condition only shares a stem meaning. It could
also be the case that the meaning of the stem gets suppressed after activation, which
would eventually result in inhibition of the meaning of the stem. In that case, the
meaning of the stem was fully activated at some point, but only partially activated
at the point at which participants make a lexical decision to the target.
The next experiment examines the effects of associative priming for the stem in
semantically opaque prefixed verbs in more detail, by including semantic associates
of both the stem and the whole form, and by focusing on the time-course of semantic
activation through an ISI-manipulation.
6.4 Experiment 2
While Experiment 1 sought to answer whether the activation of a morphological rep-
resentation automatically implies that the corresponding conceptual representation of
that morpheme is activated, Experiment 2 focuses on the time-course of activation.
Specifically, we investigate the time-course of activation of the opaque (full-form)
versus transparent (stem-related) meanings in prefixed opaque verbs. Recall that
Schreuder et al. (2003), using suffixed Dutch words that were semantically opaque,
examined the order in which the meanings of the constituents and the opaque mean-
ing of the complex word as a whole become available. The authors argued that the
first meaning to become available is the appropriate opaque full-form reading, and
that the meaning of the stem is activated only later in time.
Experiment 2 follows the rationale in Schreuder et al. (2003), using prefixed verbs
instead of suffixed words. Prefixation, in combination with the auditory presentation
of primes and targets, may differ in its consequences compared to suffixation in terms
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of lexical access, since the presentation of the prefix may lead the listener to anticipate
activation of a stem. Moreover, we use a within-target design in which the prefixed
verb forms the target. Finally, while Schreuder et al. (2003) manipulate the SOA (150
ms and 500 ms) to investigate the time-course of activation in the visual modality,
due to the auditory presentation of stimuli, we include a long and short ISI.
6.4.1 Methods
6.4.1.1 Materials
The critical stimuli consist of 192 primes to 48 targets. Targets are opaque prefixed
verbs (e.g., verdrinken ‘drown’, with the stem drinken ‘drink’), which are unrelated
in meaning to their morphological stems.10 Prime conditions are formed by (i) the
embedded morphological stems of the targets (MorphStem: e.g., drinken ‘drink’);
(ii) words that are semantic associates to the stem of the targets (SemStem: e.g.,
DORST ‘thirst’); (iii) words that are semantic associates to the opaque prefixed
verbs functioning as targets (SemWhole: e.g., ZWEMMEN ‘swim’); and (iv) control
primes that are unrelated in phonology, morphology, and meaning to the target and
stem prime. Table 6.8 presents further examples of the stimuli used. A full stimulus
list can be found in Appendix D.
6.4.1.1.1 Target selection The following criteria were used in selecting the
opaque (M) prefixed verbs that form the targets. First, all targets consist of a prefix or
particle and a stem in the infinitival form that also occurs as an independent verb. Se-
mantic opacity was established through a semantic relatedness pre-test, as described
in more detail below. Second, we follow Zwitserlood et al. (2005), in excluding verbs
10While, typically, the morphologically complex form is used as the prime and the simplex form as
the target, prefixed verbs were used as targets in De Grauwe et al. (2019), who obtained significant
priming in the visual modality.
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Table 6.8: Conditions and sample critical items Experiment 2.
MorphStem SemStem SemWhole Control Target
drinken DORST ZWEMMEN dans verdrinken
‘drink’ ‘thirst’ ‘swim’ ‘dance’ ‘drown’
slaan MEPPEN WERKLOOS blik ontslaan
‘hit’ ‘slap’ ‘jobless’ ‘glance’ ‘fire s/o’
vallen STRUIKELEN GEBOORTE nacht bevallen
‘fall’ ‘stumble’ ‘birth’ ‘night’ ‘give birth’
Note: Targets are semantically opaque (M) prefixed verbs.
that are ambiguous between a transparent and opaque sense.
6.4.1.1.2 Prime selection The MorphStem prime condition consists of the mor-
phological stems of the targets. The SemStem and SemWhole prime conditions are
semantic associates of the stem and target, respectively. Similar to the selection of
associative words in Experiment 1, semantically associated words were selected us-
ing the Dutch Association Lexicon of the Small World of Words (SWOW) project
(De Deyne et al. 2013). For words that could not be found in the Dutch Association
Lexicon (mostly prefixed verbs), we used a Dutch synonym dictionary.
A semantic relatedness pre-test was conducted through Qualtrics to establish the
semantic relatedness of all potential prime-target pairs. We asked 40 native speakers
of Dutch on Prolific to rate the semantic relatedness of word pairs on a seven-point
scale, with 1 being ‘completely unrelated in meaning’ and 7 being ‘highly related in
meaning’. Two participants were excluded from further analysis, as they completed
the survey in an unreasonably fast time span. Prime-target pairs were rotated over
two lists, so that each pair was rated by 20 subjects. Targets for which it turned out
that there was no appropriate prime in one or more of the conditions were excluded.
Criteria for including prime-target pairs in the experiment were as follows. First,
MorphStem primes, which consist of the stem of the target, needed to have a mean
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relatedness score of lower than 3 to its M prefixed verb target. This establishes that
the targets are truly semantically opaque (M). Second, SemStem primes needed to
have a mean relatedness score of higher than 4 to the MorphStem prime, while also
having a mean relatedness score of lower than 3 to the M prefixed verb target. Third,
SemWhole primes have a mean relatedness score of higher than 4 to the M prefixed
verb target, while also having a mean relatedness score to the MorphStem prime of
lower than 3. Finally, Control primes have a mean relatedness score of lower than 3
to the targets to establish that they are unrelated in meaning. All Control primes
were simple nouns, selected from CELEX. Mean relatedness scores for the different
prime conditions are given in Table 6.9.
Table 6.9: Mean relatedness scores for the prime conditions in Experiment 2. Standard
deviations are given in parentheses.
MorphStem SemStem SemWhole Control
To target 1.86 (0.46) 1.88 (0.54) 5.41 (0.80) 1.48 (0.38)
To stem – 5.18 (0.73) 1.77 (0.44) –
Note: Relatedness scores reflect the extent to which the prime is re-
lated in meaning to the prefixed verb target or to the morphological
stem, on a scale of 1–7.
The SemStem and SemWhole conditions involve a mix of nouns, adjectives, and
verbs. The conditions consist of a comparable ratio of verb to other parts of speech,
with 22 verbs in the SemStem prime condition and 23 verbs in the SemWhole con-
dition. The mean frequencies for the prime conditions were matched as much as
possible, but the MorphStem primes have a slightly higher mean frequency by the
virtue of them being high frequency verbs. The mean frequencies for the prime con-
ditions and targets are given in Table 6.10.
6.4.1.1.3 Fillers The included fillers are highly similar to those in Experiment
1. We included 30 semantically NN pairs, with some new pairs as some of the items
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Table 6.10: Mean frequencies for the prime conditions and targets in Experiment 2.
Frequencies are extracted from SUBTLEX-NL (Lg10CD; Keuleers et al. 2010).
MorphStem SemStem SemWhole Control Target
3.16 (0.61) 2.93 (0.67) 2.76 (0.63) 2.89 (0.44) 2.29 (0.72)
from Experiment 1 overlapped with the critical items. We also included 40 unrelated
nouns and verbs. In addition, a total of 196 pseudo-words was included. See the
methods of Experiment 1 for more information on the selection of pseudo-words.
6.4.1.2 Apparatus
As for Experiment 1, stimuli were recorded by an adult female native speaker of
Dutch in a sound attenuated booth, using a high-quality microphone. Soundfiles
were segmented using Praat (Boersma and Weenink 2015) and normalized to a peak
amplitude of 70 dB SPL. The task was implemented in PsychoPy2 (Peirce 2007).
Stimuli were presented auditorily through Sennheiser HD 280 PRO headphones.
6.4.1.3 Procedure
A continuous lexical decision task was used. To examine the time-course of activation,
we manipulate the ISI in the critical items. We include a short ISI of 150 ms and a
long ISI of 900 ms (for comparison, Experiment 1 used a random ISI between 300-400
ms). As a result, the experiment consisted of eight lists. Primes to the same target
as well as the ISI used were rotated according to a Latin Square design. This way,
each subject saw every target only once and all critical primes occurred with both
ISIs with different participants. The filler and non-words had a random ISI between
150-900 ms, and similar to Experiment 1, a random ITI between 1100-1200 ms.
Stimuli presentation was randomized throughout the experiment for each par-
ticipant. The experiment consisted of four blocks with the possibility for a self-
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administered break after each block, and a practice trial of 10 items at the beginning
of the experiment. Participants were tested individually in a quiet room. They were
instructed that they would hear existing and non-existing Dutch verbs, and that they
had to make a lexical decision to each word as fast and as accurately as possible.
Responses of ‘Word’ and ‘Non-word’ were recorded from keyboard button presses.
The experiment lasted for 13.89 minutes on average per participant.
6.4.1.4 Participants
Participants were 32 adult native speakers of Dutch. The majority of the participants
were recruited at the University of Amsterdam, therefore, most of the participants
were students or recent alumni of the University of Amsterdam. We also recruited
participants among the teachers at the ROC of Amsterdam (a vocational education
university). Participants were paid a small fee (5 euros) for their participation. Data
collection took place between October 2019 and January 2020.
6.4.2 Results Experiment 2
6.4.2.1 Modeling
Similar to Experiment 1, responses were coded for response type and RT. The lowest
overall accuracy was 86%. Trials with incorrect responses to primes or targets were
discarded, which led to an exclusion of 71 data points out of 1531 observations. Due
to technical difficulties, one participant did not finish the entire experiment. This is
the reason why we obtained 5 fewer critical observations (48 targets * 32 participants
= 1536). All targets with outlier RTs (<100ms and >2200ms) were excluded, as well
as the targets for which the prime had an outlier RT. This led to the further exclusion
of 18 data points.
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We follow Baayen and Milin (2010) and combine minimal a-priori data trimming
with post-fitting model criticism. The RT data were log-transformed, and removal
of outliers was done for individual subjects and individual items for which Shapiro-
Wilk’s tests for normality showed non-Normal distributions. This was done for the
different ISI types separately, and led to a further exclusion of 22 observations.
As for Experiment 1, we analyzed effects on log-transformed RT with linear mixed-
effects models. Random intercepts for subjects, primes, and targets were included. As
main effects, we included an interaction between Condition (Control, MorphStem,
SemStem, and SemWhole) ISI-type (short/long). In addition, main effects for Tar-
get Frequency, Prime Frequency, Target Duration, Prime RT, Trial,
and the Part of Speech (POS) of the prime were included. Condition is treatment
coded with the Control condition as the reference level. In a first model, ISI-type
is sum-coded, so that the model tests the difference between the two factor levels:
long ISI (1) and short ISI (-1). To examine effects specifically for a long ISI or a
short ISI, we treatment code ISI-type in two further models, with the reference
level set to short ISI and long ISI, respectively. POS is also sum-coded, with two
levels: verb (1) and noun/adjective (-1). TargetFrequency, PrimeFrequency,
TargetDuration, Trial, ISI and PrimeRT are z-scored, and PrimeRT is also
log-transformed.
Model criticism was performed on the full model to identify overly influential out-
liers (Baayen and Milin 2010). The model was refitted after excluding data points
with absolute standardized residuals exceeding 2.5 standard deviations, which re-
sulted in the exclusion of 32 observations. The results of the final model after model
criticism are presented below.
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6.4.2.2 Results
The results are shown in Figures 6.4 through 6.6, and in Table 6.11. Model summary
tables are provided in Appendix D.
Table 6.11: Mean response times to the targets (in ms) and priming effects (in ms) for
each condition in Experiment 2. Priming effects are defined as the RT for the baseline
Control condition minus the RT for the critical condition. Standard deviations are given in
parentheses.
Short ISI Long ISI
RT Priming RT Priming
Control 1055.41 (234.83) 1019.44 (240.58)
MorphStem 904.04 (223.70) 151.38 903.74 (231.52) 115.70
SemStem 985.09 (207.98) 70.32 997.01 (214.22) 22.43
SemWhole 952.35 (225.19) 103.06 956.69 (223.29) 62.74
When looking at the effects for the ISI types combined, as illustrated in Figure 6.4,
the model indicates a significant morphological stem priming effect in the MorphStem
condition (β = -0.136, p <.001). Significant priming effects are also found in the
SemWhole (β = -0.084, p <.001) and SemStem (β = -0.031, p = 0.039) conditions.
The interaction between Condition and ISI-type indicates no significant difference
between the two ISIs used for the priming effect in the MorphStem condition (p =
0.132). In contrast, the model indicates significant differences between priming effects
with the different ISIs in the SemStem condition (β = -0.023, p = 0.038) and the
SemWhole condition (β = -0.029, p = 0.008).
The model further shows a significant main effect of ISI-type (β = 0.021, p =
0.007), which indicates that it is worth looking into the priming effects for the different
ISIs used in more detail. This is shown in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6. When setting
the reference level of ISI-type to the short ISI, the model again indicates significant
priming effects in all conditions. We find a significant difference between the Control












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.4: Violin plots of the log-transformed response times in Experiment 2 for the
Control, MorphStem (drinken ‘drink’→ verdrinken ‘drown’), SemStem (DORST ‘thirst’→
verdrinken ‘drown’), and SemWhole (ZWEMMEN ‘swim’→ verdrinken ‘drown’) conditions,
ISI-types collapsed. Black horizontal bars represent means; the dotted line represents the
mean in the Control condition.
(β = -0.054, p = 0.004), and the SemWhole condition (β = -0.113, p <.001) with
a short ISI. In contrast, with a long ISI, we only find significant priming effects for
the MorphStem condition (β = -0.119, p <.001), and for the SemWhole condition (β
= -0.054, p = 0.004). No significant priming effect at the long ISI is found for the
SemStem condition (p = 0.676).
In addition, similar to Experiment 1, the model indicates significant effects for
TargetDuration (β = 0.053, p <.001), indicating that longer targets were recog-
nized slower, and for PrimeRT (β = 0.054, p <.001), indicating that participants
responded slower to targets after having taken longer to respond to the preceding
item. Trial was also significant (β = -0.011, p = 0.007), indicating faster responses
later in the experiment. No significant effects were found for TargetFrequency (p























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.5: Violin plots of the log-transformed response times in Experiment 2 for the
Control, MorphStem, SemStem, and SemWhole conditions, for each ISI used (short ISI
= 150 ms; long ISI = 900 ms). Black horizontal bars represent means; the dotted line
represents the mean in the Control condition.
POS (p = 0.401).
6.4.3 Discussion of the results
Experiment 2 was designed to examine the effects of associative priming for the stem
in semantically opaque prefixed verbs in more detail. The results with combined ISIs
show significant priming effects in all conditions. First, we find a significant morpho-
logical priming effect (drinken ‘drink’ → verdrinken ‘drown’), as expected based on
the results in Chapter 3. Different from Chapter 3, we used prefixed verbs as tar-
gets instead of primes. The current results show that morphological priming effects
are also obtained with complex targets and simplex primes. Second, we find signif-
icant associative priming effects for the SemWhole condition (ZWEMMEN ‘swim’
→ verdrinken ‘drown’) and the SemStem condition (DORST ‘thirst’ → verdrinken
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Figure 6.6: Priming effects (in ms) in Experiment 2 for MorphStem, SemStem, and
SemWhole conditions, for each ISI used (short ISI = 150 ms; long ISI = 900 ms). Error
bars represent ±1 standard error of the sampling distribution of differences.
1 for the M condition (verlopen ‘expire’→ RENNEN ‘run’), but with the primes and
targets reversed.
In addition, the results indicate that the effect in the SemStem condition is fully
driven by the RTs to targets presented after a short ISI, with a lack of a significant
priming effect with a long ISI. Recall that the results in Schreuder et al. (2003)
suggest that the first meaning to become available is the appropriate opaque full-
form reading (SemWhole, in our terminology), and that the meaning of the stem
(SemStem) is activated only later in time. The current results do not replicate these
findings, and suggest instead that the meaning of the stem is activated early.
Finally, comparing the effects for short and long ISIs, we find a significant dif-
ference for the semantic effects. Both the SemStem and SemWhole priming effects
are significantly smaller with the long ISI, compared to the short ISI. We do not find
this decay for the MorphStem condition. These results are compatible with the idea
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that morphological effect can be distinguished from semantic effects in terms of their
time course. Wilder et al. (2019), for instance, examine priming effects in the audi-
tory modality with 0, 1 and 5 intervening items, and report significant morphological
effects (frog ↔ frogs) at all lags, while significant semantic effects (beach ↔ sand)
were found only at immediate distance. The present results also show that semantic
effects decay quicker over time compared to morphological effects.
6.5 General Discussion
The experiments in this chapter were designed to examine how deeply the morpholog-
ical stem in prefixed verbs (e.g., verlopen ‘expire’) is processed: whether its morpho-
logical representation is merely accessed, or whether that morpheme is processed also
at a deeper semantic level. The results show significant associative priming effects for
semantically transparent and semantically opaque prefixed verbs. In Experiment 1,
the main result was the finding of significant associative priming for the meaning of
the stem in semantically opaque prefixed verbs (e.g. verlopen ‘expire’ → RENNEN
‘run’). This suggests that the meaning of the embedded morpheme is activated, even
if it does not contribute to the overall meaning of the complex form. However, the
associative priming effect with semantically opaque prefixed forms was significantly
smaller than that for semantically transparent prefixed verbs (doorlopen ‘walk along’
→ RENNEN ‘run’) and for stem primes (lopen ‘walk’ → RENNEN ‘run’).
Therefore, Experiment 2 was designed to examine the effects for semantically
opaque forms in more detail, using the opaque prefixed verbs as targets as opposed to
primes. The main result in Experiment 2 is, again, a significant associative priming
effect for the meaning of the embedded stem in opaque prefixed verbs (DORST ‘thirst’
→ verdrinken ‘drown’). However, this effect is significant only at a short ISI, and
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disappears with a long ISI, while the effect for the whole-word meaning was still
significant (ZWEMMEN ‘swim’ → verdrinken ‘drown’).
6.5.1 Implications of the results
Taken together, the results suggest that embedded morphemes are processed at a
deeper semantic level, and that a conceptual representation for the embedded mor-
phemes is activated. As discussed in Section 6.1, the results have implications for
both the representation of semantically opaque prefixed verbs, and for the processing
of such forms. This will be discussed in turn below.
As for the representation of semantically opaque forms, the results strongly sug-
gest that the stem in semantically opaque forms involves the same morpheme as when
this stem occurs as a free-standing verb. The results, therefore, provide further sup-
port for the conclusion in Chapter 3 that lopen in the opaque verb verlopen ‘expire’
involves the same morpheme as free-standing lopen ‘walk’. The results rule out an
alternative analysis in which the two occurrences of lopen are accidental homophones,
with distinct underlying morphemes. Earlier results have shown that the presentation
of one homophone does not prime the meaning of the other homophone (e.g., Pylkkä-
nen et al. 2006), while our results clearly show that the presentation of a meaning
related to lopen facilitates the recognition of verlopen (and vice versa).
Second, the results have important implications for the processing of morpholog-
ically complex words as well. The results suggest that a conceptual representation is
activated for all embedded morphemes. This happens even in semantically opaque
complex forms, in which the meaning of the embedded stem does not contribute
to the overall meaning. Concretely, this means that upon hearing an opaque word
like verlopen ‘expire’, the meaning for lopen ‘walk’ is activated, as evidenced by the
priming effect for semantic associatives to the stem (RENNEN ‘run’).
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An account that is compatible with the lack of associative priming for the stems
in opaque verbs at a longer ISI in Experiment 2 is one that assumes that listeners
automatically and obligatorily attempt to compute a compositional meaning based
on a word’s embedded morphemes, but that the meaning of the stem in opaque forms
is suppressed after initial activation (as has been proposed for compound processing;
e.g., Gagné and Spalding 2004; 2006; 2009; Ji et al. 2011; Spalding and Gagné 2014).
Under this approach, a processing cost occurs when the computed meaning conflicts
with the ‘conventional’ meaning of opaque complex words. The meaning of the stem
must then be suppressed in favor of a stored non-compositional meaning (see Ji et al.
2011). However, more research is needed to directly test this hypothesis.
6.5.2 Magnitude of priming effects
The priming effects found in Experiment 1 are of a fairly large magnitude compared
to priming effects in visual associative priming studies. For instance, Zwitserlood
et al. (1996) find effects of at most 20 ms for visual associative stem priming (bringen
→ HOLEN ), and effects of around 10 to 30 ms for prefixed verbs (see Table 6.1).
De Grauwe et al. (2019) find a semantic priming effect of 35 ms for transparent
motor verbs (PEN ‘pen’ → opschrijven ‘write down’), and Schreuder et al. (2003)
find priming effects of 27 and 26 ms. In contrast, in our Experiment 1, we find an
associative priming effect for stems of 64.81 ms (lopen ‘walk’ → RENNEN ‘run’),
and in Experiment 2, we find an associative priming effect of 103.06 ms for the whole
form meaning of prefixed verbs (ZWEMMEN ‘swim’ → verdrinken ‘drown’).
The difference in magnitude between the two modalities is in line with earlier stud-
ies. In an overview, Hutchison (2003) concludes that semantic/associative priming
experiments in the auditory modality have larger effect sizes than those in the visual
modality. Indeed, previous auditory-auditory semantic priming experiments report
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effect sizes comparable to the effect sizes in our experiments. For instance, Moss et al.
(1995) investigate semantic priming effects with different types of semantic relations
between concrete nouns in an auditory-auditory priming experiment with paired lex-
ical decision. For words that were members of the same category, priming effects of
122 ms (e.g., dog → CAT ) and 95 ms (e.g., dish → PLATE) were obtained, and
for words that share functional properties, priming effects of 111 ms (e.g., theater →
PLAY ) and 105 ms (hammer → NAIL) were found. In an auditory-auditory contin-
uous primed lexical decision paradigm very similar to the one used in our Experiment
1, White (2018) finds priming effects of 64 ms (200 ms ISI) and 52 ms (800 ms ISI).
Gomes et al. (1997) directly compare semantic priming effects in both modalities,
and find larger auditory (107 ms) than visual (19 ms) priming effects.
The comparison of results in the two modalities suggests that semantic effects
may be best studied in the auditory modality, especially when effects are expected to
be small in magnitude, as with verbs. It is important to further note that ISI had an
influence on the semantic effects, with the greatest associative priming effects for the
short ISI (150 ms) in Experiment 2, intermediate effects for the ISI (300-400 ms) in
Experiment 1, and the smallest effects for the long ISI (900 ms) in Experiment 2.
6.5.3 Morphological versus associative priming
A discrepancy between the results from constituent priming and associative stem
priming experiments has been reported. In De Grauwe et al. (2019, Experiment 1
and 2), for instance, two constituent priming experiments, as discussed in Chapter
3, showed significant morphological priming effects for transparent Dutch separable
prefixed verbs (schrijven ‘write’ → opschrijven ‘write down’) and opaque prefixed
verbs (kennen ‘know’ → toekennen ‘award’) in an overt visual repetition priming
paradigm. Using the same targets in an associative priming experiment, however,
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significant priming effects were found only with semantically transparent verbs (PEN
‘pen’→ opschrijven ‘write down’), but not with opaque prefixed verbs (STUDEREN
‘to study’ → toekennen ‘to award’). Similarly, Zwitserlood (1994) (as discussed in
Chapter 5) found significant morphological constituent priming effects in an overt vi-
sual priming experiment with Dutch compounds, regardless of semantic transparency.
In contrast, in an associative priming experiment, no semantic facilitation was found
for the first or second component in opaque compounds (klokhuis ‘core of an apple’
(lit. clock house) → TIJD ‘time’ / TUIN ‘garden’). These results have been argued
to show that the meaning of the stems in semantically opaque complex forms are not
activated, while the morphological representations of the stems are.
The results in this chapter support a different view, in which conceptual represen-
tations of morphemes are activated also in semantically opaque words. However, the
effects for opaque words are significantly smaller compared to transparent words, due
to the process of inhibition of the meaning of the stem. Earlier visual studies may
not have been able to pick up on these associative stem priming effects due to the
fact that the magnitude of semantic priming effects in the visual modality are small.
Our results are in line with a second conclusion that De Grauwe et al. (2019)
draw, namely, that activating a morphological representation may be different from
activating a semantic representation, in that the magnitude of morphological effects
is much larger than that of semantic effects. To illustrate, the results in Experiment
2 show a morphological stem priming effect of 151.38 ms at a short ISI, and an
associative stem priming effect of 70.32 ms. Note further that the difference in priming
effects between a short and long ISI in Experiment 2 was significant for associative
priming (in both the SemStem and SemWhole conditions), but not for morphological
priming. This further suggests that morphological and associative priming probe
distinct, but related, underlying representations.
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6.6 Conclusions
This chapter presented the results of two associative priming experiments that exam-
ined whether conceptual representations are activated for embedded morphemes. The
results support a model of complex word recognition in which the meanings of em-
bedded morphemes are always activated, also in semantically opaque prefixed verbs
like verlopen ‘expire’ with the embedded stem lopen ‘walk’.
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7Chapter 7Conclusions
The experiments in this dissertation examined the theoretical construct of a ‘mor-
pheme’ as a unit that is independent of semantics and phonology. The dissertation fo-
cused on (apparent) multi-morphemic words that are semantically opaque, i.e., words
whose meaning is not derivable from the meaning of the separate morphemes. These
words are crucial to distinguish between different models of lexical access, as they
allow us to test whether morphological processing occurs in the absence of semantic
relatedness. This final chapter provides a summary and discussion of the implications
of the preceding chapters. The chapter is structured as follows. First, Section 7.1
provides a brief summary of the findings in the dissertation. Section 7.2 discusses the
theoretical implications and broader significance of the findings. Finally, Section 7.3
provides potential avenues for further research.
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7.1 Summary of findings
Chapters 3–6 used behavioral data from auditory priming experiments as a window
into the fundamental issue of how morphologically complex words are processed and
represented in the mental lexicon. The findings of each chapter are summarized below.
Chapter 3 examined the morphological processing of semantically opaque pre-
fixed verbs in Dutch. The results of two morphological priming experiments show ro-
bust facilitation on the recognition of targets (e.g., bieden ‘offer’) with both transpar-
ent (e.g., aanbieden ‘offer’) and opaque (e.g., verbieden ‘forbid’) primes. Phonological
and semantic controls show that these effects are distinct from purely phonological or
purely semantic effects. Accordingly, the results provide evidence that morphological
relatedness does not require shared meaning, and that bieden in verbieden involves
the same morpheme that occurs in free-standing bieden.
Chapter 4 examined English suffixed words like treatment and their relation to
pseudo-derived words like pigment and phonological controls like cashew. The re-
sults of two priming experiments show significant priming effects for pseudo-derived
words. This shows that the so-called corner-corn effect can also be found in the
auditory modality. However, effects for derived words were significantly greater com-
pared to pseudo-derived words. While the results were inconsistent with respect to
the difference between pseudo-derived and phonologically related words, the chapter
challenges the idea that effects for pseudo-derived words are morphologically driven.
Chapter 5 examined English compound words, looking at the processing of com-
pounds that were fully transparent (e.g., bedroom) and partially opaque (strawberry
with an opaque modifier, or staircase with an opaque head). The results of five
constituent priming experiments show priming effects for all compounds, regardless
of semantic transparency. This suggests that auditory compound word processing
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always starts with decomposition of a compound into its constituent morphemes, re-
gardless of semantic transparency. In addition, the results suggest that semantically
opaque heads induce a processing cost at a later recombination stage, which does not
occur with semantically opaque modifiers.
Finally, Chapter 6 examined the conceptual processing of semantically opaque
Dutch prefixed verbs. The results of two associative priming experiments show that
the meaning of the embedded stem in a semantically opaque form (e.g., RENNEN
‘run’) can be primed by the complex verb (e.g., verlopen ‘expire’, with lopen ‘walk’),
and vice versa. These results provide evidence that the meanings of embedded mor-
phemes are activated, also in semantically opaque complex forms.
7.2 Implications of the findings
The results in this dissertation have important implications for the way in which
morphologically complex words are processed, and the way in which these words are
represented in the mental lexicon.
First, the results provide evidence that morphological relatedness does not require
shared meaning, in line with a Full-Decomposition view of morphological representa-
tion and processing. The results support a view of the mental lexicon in which the
syntactic organization of morphemes plays a crucial role. Under this approach, the
morpheme is an abstract syntactic unit (cf. Marantz 2013b), and lexical representa-
tions in the mental lexicon are formed on the basis of morphemes rather than whole
words. Therefore, auditory word processing is dependent on morphological structure.
For instance, the semantically opaque form verbieden ‘forbid’ is represented in the
mental lexicon as ver- and bied (and an inflectional ending -en), and the same
abstract morpheme bied is involved in the representation of bieden ‘offer’. Verbieden
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and bieden are, hence, related as they both involve the morpheme bied, despite the
lack of meaning relatedness. Similarly, semantically opaque compound words like pot-
hole and airline are represented in the mental lexicon on the basis of their morphemes
(i.e., pot, hole, air, and line), and are not represented as whole word forms.
In addition to Full-Decomposition approaches, approaches employing different
types of discriminative learning may also predict relatedness effects independent of
semantic overlap (Baayen et al. 2011; 2019; Milin et al. 2017), as modeled with Ger-
man prefixed verbs in Baayen and Smolka (2019) and with English pseudo-derived
words in Baayen et al. (2011). For discussion, see Creemers et al. (2020). In con-
trast, the results are incompatible with psycholinguistic and computational theories
that make semantic relatedness a precondition for morphological relatedness, such
as supralexical models (Diependaele et al. 2005; Giraudo and Grainger 2003; 2001;
Voga and Giraudo 2009), dual-route models (e.g., Baayen et al. 1997; Frauenfelder
and Schreuder 1992), and connectionist models (Gonnerman et al. 2007; Plaut and
Gonnerman 2000; Raveh 2002; Seidenberg and Gonnerman 2000). Similarly, the re-
sults are incompatible with linguistic theories that assume that irregular complex
words, as opposed to regular ones, are memorized in their full form in the mental
lexicon (cf. Aronoff 1976; Bloomfield 1933; Chomsky 1965; Jackendoff 1997).
Second, the results provide evidence that the language system automatically acti-
vates conceptual representations for embedded stems. The associative priming results
in Chapter 6 provide evidence that the meanings of component morphemes are al-
ways activated, regardless of the semantic transparency of the complex word. For
instance, verbieden ‘forbid’ activates the morphemic representation bied (see above),
after which a semantic representation for this morpheme is activated. For that rea-
son, verbieden ‘forbid’ primes a semantic associate to bieden ‘offer’, even though the
meaning of bieden ‘offer’ is not related to the meaning of verbieden ‘forbid’.
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7.2.1 A model of complex word recognition
The results in this dissertation support a Full-Decomposition model of (auditory)
complex word recognition (e.g., Embick 2015; Goodwin Davies and Embick 2020;
Gwilliams and Marantz 2015; Gwilliams 2020; Fruchter and Marantz 2015; Marantz
2013b; Smolka et al. 2014; Stockall and Marantz 2006; Taft and Forster 1975; Taft
1979; 2004). Following a long line of literature (see in particular Fruchter and Marantz
2015; Gwilliams 2020; Taft 2004), I propose that, in language comprehension, complex
word recognition involves the following processing stages:
 Decomposition (or segmentation): A spoken complex word is decomposed
into its component morphemes (affixes and roots).1
 Look-up (i.e., lexical access): The lexical entries for the component morphemes
are accessed, i.e., the abstract form of the morphemes is linked to their semantic
and syntactic features (corresponding to the ‘lemma level’ in e.g., Taft 2004).
 Recombination (or semantic composition): The semantic and syntactic con-
tent of the component morphemes are combined to obtain the meaning of the
complex word.
7.2.1.1 Semantically opaque words
Let us now consider how this model works for morphologically complex words that
are semantically opaque. It is crucial to note that differences between semantically
transparent and opaque words may only arise at the recombination stage. For the
decomposition stage, the experiments in this dissertation (in particular Chapters 3
1It is somewhat of an open question how the auditory system locates these morphemes. It is
likely that both sensory information (e.g., pitch, intensity) and statistical information play a role
(Gwilliams 2020). For the latter, see e.g., Gwilliams and Marantz (2015), who provide evidence for
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and 5) consistently provide evidence that morphologically complex words, regardless
of their semantic transparency, are processed with reference to their stem. This
shows that any morphologically complex word is decomposed into its component
morphemes. Next, the lexical entries for the component morphemes are accessed,
also in opaque forms. The associative priming effects for the meaning of the stem in
semantically opaque forms in Chapter 6 provide evidence for this.
In the recombination stage, the meanings of the individual morphemes are com-
bined to obtain the meaning of the complex form. It is likely that this happens for
semantically opaque forms as well, and that, as discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, the lan-
guage system always attempts to compute a meaning based on a word’s constituents.
This has been argued to be the case for compound words (cf. Gagné and Spalding
2004; 2006; 2009), but this may be able to explain some of the effects obtained with
affixed words as well. Under this view, effects of semantic transparency may occur
only in the final stage of recombination or semantic composition. In particular, as pro-
posed by Ji et al. (2011), a processing cost may occur when the constructed meaning
conflicts with the conventional meaning, as the resulting ‘conflict’ needs to be resolved
in order for the system to settle on one meaning. Therefore, with opaque words, the
constructed meaning would then need to be suppressed in favor of the stored, conven-
tional and idiosyncratic meaning. This idea is worth investigating further, especially
for affixed words as discussed in Chapter 6.
7.2.1.2 Representation versus processing
The results in the dissertation further stress the importance of a distinction between
the processing and representation of morphological structure. ‘Representation’ should
be taken to refer to the discrete mental units that are stored in the mental lexicon,
sensitivity to the transitional probability between spoken morphemes.
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while ‘processing’ refers to the mechanisms associated with accessing those stored
lexical items. The previous section discussed how semantic transparency effects may
arise due to differences in processing (i.e., inhibition of competing senses), rather than
differences in representation (see also El-Bialy et al. 2013; Ji et al. 2011).
However, the distinction between processing and representation is also closely
related to different notions of ‘decomposition’ that are used in the literature (for
further discussion, see Creemers et al. 2020; Embick et al. 2020). On the one hand,
there is the notion of decomposition as the process of identifying a word as related
to another word because of a shared morphological root. In Chapter 3, for instance,
we asked whether bieden in verbieden ‘forbid’ is the same morpheme that occurs as
free-standing bieden ‘offer’. This question is relevant to compounds (Chapter 5) as
well: are opaque constituents such as straw in strawberry represented as the same
morpheme as free-standing straw?
On the other hand, there is the notion of segmenting a word into a stem and
an affix, independent of issues of relatedness. For instance, Chapter 4 asks whether
pseudo-derived forms like corner are decomposed into a suffix -er and a stem corn by
some automatic decomposition process. Crucially, for this notion of decomposition,
the pseudo-complex form corner and the free-standing word corn do not need to
share a morphological root. In fact, there is no reason to think that corner shares
a stem with corn, but corner may still be processed as if it were morphologically
complex in the minds of listeners, with a stem corn1 that is homophonous with the
stem corn2 ‘maize’ that occurs in the free-standing form corn. The results in Chapter
4 are inconclusive in this respect.
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7.2.1.3 The auditory modality
The role of morphology in auditory word recognition has been explored much less
than the role of morphology in visual word recognition (i.e., reading). This disser-
tation adds to a growing line of research that recognizes the importance of studying
morphological processing in the auditory modality (e.g., Bacovcin et al. 2017; Good-
win Davies and Embick 2020; Gwilliams and Marantz 2015; Koester et al. 2004;
Wilder et al. 2019). The incremental nature of spoken word processing makes that
the morphemes that make up a morphologically complex word are perceived serially,
while the component morphemes are presented simultaneously in visual lexical deci-
sion tasks. Moreover, listeners have access to prosodic cues (e.g., Koester et al. 2009),
that readers do not.
Interestingly, the results from auditory experiments in this dissertation are fairly
consistent with earlier results from visual and cross-modal experiments. As argued
in Chapter 3, this consistency is of interest in its own right, as this suggests that
decomposition effects are modality independent. In addition, the auditory modality
has been extra informative regarding several points. First, the results in Chapter
4 show that the equal priming effects between pseudo-derived (corner) and truly
derived (teacher) words that have been shown in masked visual priming are not
replicated in the auditory modality. Second, it is likely that the incremental unfolding
of constituents in compounds in Chapter 5 allowed us to examine the effects of head
versus modifier constituents more thoroughly than earlier visual studies. And finally,
the fact that semantic priming effects are much greater in the auditory compared to
the visual modality made that we could examine the effects of associative priming
with opaque verbs in Chapter 6.
The results in this dissertation suggest that morphology should be incorporated
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in models of spoken word processing, as the internal structure of words matters dur-
ing spoken word recognition. Our results suggest that morphemes are identified as
distinct lexical items during the unfolding of the speech signal. These results are
not compatible with classical models of spoken-word recognition such as the Co-
hort model (Marslen-Wilson and Welsh 1978; Marslen-Wilson and Tyler 1980), the
TRACE model (McClelland and Elman 1986), and Shortlist (Norris 1994; Norris
and McQueen 2008). These models of spoken word recognition have not considered
morphemes as a necessary theoretical construct (Frost et al. 2005), and instead as-
sume that lexical competitors are eliminated phoneme by phoneme regardless of the
internal structure of words (see Gwilliams and Marantz 2015).
7.3 Open questions and topics for further research
The dissertation focused on the processing of derived words and compound words in
two Germanic languages, English and Dutch. In future work, the results in this dis-
sertation should be replicated both with similar stimuli, as well as with different types
of morphologically complex words (e.g., suffixation in Dutch, inflectional morphology,
irregular nominalizations, cf. Lipzig et al. 2020). A larger sample of languages should
also be examined to ensure that the model of word recognition sketched above is
equally applicable across different languages.
7.3.1 Cross-linguistic differences
As discussed in Chapter 3, previous studies on morphological processing have pointed
out cross-linguistic differences between languages like English and French on the one
hand, and Semitic languages, like Arabic and Hebrew, and German and Dutch on the
other. Future research should focus on the reason why these differences have been
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found. Existing proposals can be found along the lines of Smolka et al. (2019), who
argue that the morphological productivity exhibited by a language overall and specific
complex word formation processes may create language-wide processing effects. In a
similar vein, Günther et al. (2019) propose that structural differences between lan-
guages (and hence in speakers’ language experience) drive the behavioural patterns,
with German showing a higher morphological systematicity compared to English.
7.3.2 Pseudo-derived versus derived
The distinction between words that are pseudo-derived and words that are truly de-
rived may also be important in explaining cross-linguistic differences in morphological
priming that have been reported in the literature, as argued in Chapters 3 and 4. Part
of the differences between languages may be due to the way in which ‘opaque’ con-
ditions have been defined across studies, and, secondarily, to particular properties of
the materials that have been used in prior work.
Therefore, the distinction between words that are ‘morphologically related but
semantically opaque’ and words that are only ‘pseudo-related’ is important and care
should be taken to distinguish between these stimuli in future studies of morpholog-
ical processing. While the differences between the phonological and pseudo-derived
conditions in our Chapter 4 were inconsistent, future work on pseudo-derived words
will hopefully be able to tease apart the effects. Distinguishing between derived and
pseudo-derived words will also allow us to examine to what extent mere parsability
into a stem and an affix could result in patterns of morphological facilitation, rather
than an actual shared morphological relation between prime and target.
A further line of inquiry lies in determining which words are decomposed, and
which may be stored as whole forms. In particular, as discussed in Chapter 3, Lati-
nate forms in English (e.g., successor, casualty, designate) may be stored as wholes.
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Studies of the development of knowledge of English derivational morphology show, for
instance, that much of the Latinate forms are acquired quite late, continuing to im-
prove throughout adolescence and into adulthood (e.g., Duncan et al. 2009; Mahony
et al. 2000; Singson et al. 2000). Along these lines, Schreuder et al. (2003) compare
the processing of words from the Romance and Germanic strata of the Dutch lexicon
and conclude that no morphological processing is involved for the Romance words.
A fruitful avenue to further examine this might be to make a connection with the
experimental study of second languages (cf. Clahsen and Neubauer 2010).
7.3.3 Time-course of processing
Several of the experiments in this dissertation aimed to examine the time-course of
different processing components (activating semantic, phonological, and morphologi-
cal information) by varying the ISI (in Chapters 4 and 6) or by including intervening
items between primes and targets (in Chapters 3 and 4). The results illustrate that
the manipulation of the time-course is not trivial in a lexical decision task. Although
we were able to successfully distinguish between morphological and semantic effects in
Experiment 2 in Chapter 6, the manipulation did not allow us to tease apart different
effects in Experiment 2 in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 4.
As discussed in Chapter 2, lexical decision is a measurement at the very end stage
of processing (e.g., Fiorentino 2006). The locus of effects that are detected in a lexical
decision paradigm is, therefore, underspecified and response times may not necessarily
be the most informative about the time course of lexical processing. Neural data, such
as the high temporal resolution provided by magnetoencephalography (MEG), may be
more informative in this respect. Fruchter and Marantz (2015), for instance, use MEG
to provide evidence for the temporally-differentiated stages of a Full-Decomposition
model. Further examples of MEG studies on morphological processing are Fiorentino
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and Poeppel (2007); Fruchter et al. (2013); Fruchter and Marantz (2015); Pylkkänen
et al. (2004) and Zweig and Pylkkänen (2009). However, these are all MEG studies of
visual word recognition, while the time course of morphological processing in auditory
word recognition is understudied.
7.3.4 Morphological structure in production
While this dissertation was concerned with the role of morphological structure in
word recognition (i.e., comprehension), an important question in psycholinguistics is
whether the same principles are at work in comprehension and production. Classic
theories of lexical processing often make no reference to production processes (for an
overview, see Pickering and Garrod 2013). However, some theories of lexical access
in speech production do consider morphological structure. For instance, Levelt et al.
(1999) (see also Levelt 2001) argue that a word’s morphology is always decomposed as
the form level of representation, and that morphological processing does not depend
on semantic transparency. Some experimental results from implicit priming (e.g.,
Meyer 1990; 1991; Roelofs 1996; 1997; 1998; Roelofs and Baayen 2002) and picture-
word interference tasks (e.g., Deutsch and Meir 2011; Dohmes et al. 2004; Zwitserlood
et al. 2000; 2002) provide evidence for morphological effects in word production.
However, the role of morphological structure has been examined to a much greater
extent for comprehension than for production, and more research is needed to examine
to what extent, for instance, the Full-Decomposition model in Section 7.2.1 holds in
language production as well.
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AAppendix AAppendix Chapter 3
Experiment 1
Table A.1: Stimuli in Experiment 1, for the target (i.e., the stem + infinitival morpheme)
and the primes in the Morphologically and Semantically related (MS), purely Morpholog-
ically related (M), Phonological (Ph) related, and Control (C) condition. For Ph prime-
target pairs, the stem of the prime and the target rhyme: they only differ in their onset
consonant or consonant cluster, while sharing the rhyme. In two cases (houden and nemen)
we allowed a minimal difference in the coda as well, since no rhyming alternative could be
found.
Target MS prime M prime Ph prime C prime
bieden aanbieden verbieden bespieden opjagen
‘offer’ ‘offer’ ‘forbid’ ‘spie on’ ‘hurry, rush’
bijten afbijten verbijten verwijten verhuren
‘bite’ ‘bite off’ ‘suppress’ ‘blame’ ‘lease’
blijven verblijven afblijven verdrijven opmeten
‘stay’ ‘stay, reside’ ‘keep off’ ‘expel’ ‘measure’
breken afbreken aanbreken afspreken beklimmen
‘break’ ‘break off’ ‘open, begin’ ‘arrange’ ‘climb’
brengen wegbrengen volbrengen verlengen opdrogen
‘bring’ ‘bring away’ ‘accomplish’ ‘extend’ ‘dry up’
dekken bedekken ontdekken uitlekken uitkiezen
‘cover’ ‘cover’ ‘discover’ ‘leak’ ‘choose, select’
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – Continued from previous page
Target MS prime M prime Ph prime C prime
denken nadenken verdenken inschenken verbranden
‘think’ ‘reflect, think’ ‘suspect’ ‘pour’ ‘burn’
dragen meedragen opdragen aanklagen verbranden
‘carry’ ‘carry with’ ‘commission’ ‘sue’ ‘burn’
drinken opdrinken verdrinken bezinken instoppen
‘drink’ ‘drink up’ ‘drown’ ‘sink’ ‘put in, tuck in’
geven aangeven begeven inleven opblazen
‘give’ ‘hand, pass’ ‘break down’ ‘empathize (with)’ ‘blow’
grijpen vastgrijpen begrijpen uitknijpen uitlachen
‘grab’ ‘grasp, clasp’ ‘understand’ ‘squeeze out’ ‘ridicule’
halen afhalen herhalen afdwalen uitpluizen
‘take, get’ ‘take away’ ‘repeat’ ‘stray off’ ‘unravel’
hangen ophangen afhangen ontvangen verschuilen
‘hang’ ‘hang’ ‘depend on’ ‘receive’ ‘hide’
houden behouden ophouden aanschouwen vermijden
‘hold, keep’ ‘retain’ ‘stop, hold up’ ‘see’ ‘avoid’
kennen herkennen bekennen wegrennen afscheiden
‘know’ ‘recognize’ ‘confess’ ‘run away’ ‘secrete’
kijken bekijken verkijken ontwijken opvragen
‘look/watch’ ‘see’ ‘make a mistake’ ‘avoid’ ‘request’
kopen inkopen bekopen ontknopen opduiken
‘buy’ ‘buy’ ‘pay dearly/suffer’ ‘solve’ ‘bring to surface’
krijgen verkrijgen afkrijgen opstijgen ontvoeren
‘get’ ‘obtain’ ‘complete’ ‘ascend’ ‘kidnap’
lopen doorlopen verlopen omdopen bewaken
‘walk’ ‘walk along’ ‘expire’ ‘rename’ ‘guard’
maken aanmaken uitmaken afkraken aanvoelen
‘make’ ‘prepare’ ‘extinguish/break up’ ‘run down’ ‘feel, sense’
nemen aannemen vernemen verlenen opvouwen
‘take’ ‘take’ ‘find out’ ‘give, grant’ ‘fold up’
rotten verrotten oprotten bespotten aanspannen
‘rot’ ‘decay’ ‘piss off’ ‘ridicule, mock’ ‘rig/yoke’
schieten beschieten opschieten begieten bezoeken
‘shoot’ ‘fire on/at’ ‘hurry up, push on’ ‘pour over’ ‘visit’
schrijven opschrijven toeschrijven inwrijven opeten
‘write’ ‘write up’ ‘attribute’ ‘rub in(to)’ ‘eat’
sluiten afsluiten besluiten uitbuiten verschijnen
‘close’ ‘close’ ‘choose, decide’ ‘exploit’ ‘appear’
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – Continued from previous page
Target MS prime M prime Ph prime C prime
steken neersteken afsteken inweken omfietsen
‘stab, stick’ ‘stick out’ ‘let off’ ‘soak’ ‘cycle round’
tikken aantikken vertikken aandikken vervloeken
‘tap’ ‘tap’ ‘refuse’ ‘embroider’ ‘curse’
trappen vertrappen betrappen aanpappen opwachten
‘kick’ ‘trample’ ‘catch s/o’ ‘chum up (with)’ ‘lie in wait for’
trekken optrekken vertrekken uitstrekken verslapen
‘pull’ ‘pull up’ ‘leave’ ‘stretch (out)’ ‘oversleep’
vallen omvallen bevallen uitstallen bijkomen
‘fall’ ‘topple’ ‘give birth, satisfy’ ‘display’ ‘(re)gain breath’
wegen afwegen bewegen verplegen opbellen
‘weigh’ ‘weigh’ ‘move’ ‘nurse, care for’ ‘call, ring up’
wennen aanwennen verwennen afremmen bezweren
‘get used to’ ‘get used to’ ‘pamper’ ‘slow down/brake’ ‘swear’
werpen afwerpen ontwerpen aanscherpen uitdraaien
‘throw’ ‘throw off’ ‘design’ ‘sharpen’ ‘print out’
wijzen aanwijzen bewijzen vergrijzen uitgraven
‘point’ ‘point out’ ‘prove’ ‘age, get old’ ‘excavate’
wonen bewonen bijwonen bekronen verslijten
‘live’ ‘inhabit’ ‘attend’ ‘award’ ‘wear out’
zetten neerzetten bezetten invetten besproeien
‘put’ ‘put down’ ‘occupy’ ‘grease’ ‘sprinkle’
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Experiment 2
Table A.2: Stimuli in Experiment 2, for the target (i.e., the stem + infinitival morpheme)
and the primes in the Morphologically and Semantically related (MS), purely Morphologi-
cally related (M), Semantically (S) related, and Control (C) condition. Stimuli other than
the S primes which were not included in Experiment 1 are indicated with an asterisk.
Target MS prime M prime S prime C prime
bieden aanbieden verbieden verlenen opjagen
‘offer’ ‘offer’ ‘forbid’ ‘give, grant’ ‘hurry, rush’
bijten afbijten verbijten toehappen verhuren
‘bite’ ‘bite off’ ‘suppress’ ‘snap, bite’ ‘lease’
blijven verblijven afblijven voortduren opmeten
‘stay’ ‘stay, reside’ ‘keep off’ ‘persist’ ‘measure’
breken afbreken aanbreken vernielen beklimmen
‘break’ ‘break off’ ‘open, begin’ ‘wreck, ruin’ ‘climb’
brengen wegbrengen volbrengen bezorgen opdrogen
‘bring’ ‘bring away’ ‘accomplish’ ‘deliver’ ‘dry up’
dekken bedekken ontdekken afschermen uitkiezen
‘cover’ ‘cover’ ‘discover’ ‘shield, cover’ ‘choose, select’
denken nadenken verdenken beraden verscheuren
‘think’ ‘reflect, think’ ‘suspect’ ‘consider’ ‘tear, rip’
dragen meedragen opdragen meetorsen verbranden
‘carry’ ‘carry’ ‘commission’ ‘carry along’ ‘burn’
drinken opdrinken verdrinken opslorpen instoppen
‘drink’ ‘drink up’ ‘drown’ ‘sip, absorb’ ‘put in, tuck in’
geven aangeven begeven verstrekken opblazen
‘give’ ‘hand, pass’ ‘break down’ ‘supply/ with’ ‘blow’
grijpen vastgrijpen begrijpen vastpakken uitlachen
‘grab’ ‘grasp, clasp’ ‘understand’ ‘grab’ ‘ridicule’
halen afhalen herhalen bereiken uitpluizen
‘take, get’ ‘take away’ ‘repeat’ ‘reach’ ‘unravel’
hangen ophangen afhangen vastkleven verschuilen
‘hang’ ‘hang’ ‘depend on’ ‘stick’ ‘hide’
houden behouden ophouden bewaren vermijden
‘hold, keep’ ‘retain’ ‘stop, hold up’ ‘keep’ ‘avoid’
keren* omkeren* uitkeren* omdraaien omlijnen*
‘turn’ ‘turn back’ ‘pay (out)’ ‘turn (round)’ ‘delineate’
kennen herkennen bekennen beheersen afscheiden
Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – Continued from previous page
Target MS prime M prime S prime C prime
‘know’ ‘recognize’ ‘confess’ ‘have command of’ ‘secrete’
kijken bekijken verkijken aanschouwen opvragen
‘look/watch’ ‘see’ ‘make a mistake’ ‘see’ ‘request’
komen* meekomen* omkomen* verschijnen vergissen*
‘come’ ‘come (along)’ ‘die’ ‘appear’ ‘mistake’
kopen inkopen bekopen aanschaffen opduiken
‘buy’ ‘buy’ ‘pay dearly/suffer’ ‘procure, purchase’ ‘pop up’
krijgen verkrijgen afkrijgen ontvangen ontvoeren
‘get’ ‘obtain’ ‘complete’ ‘receive’ ‘kidnap’
lopen doorlopen verlopen bewandelen bewaken
‘walk’ ‘walk along’ ‘expire’ ‘walk (on)’ ‘guard’
maken aanmaken uitmaken verstellen aanvoelen
‘make’ ‘prepare’ ‘extinguish/break up’ ‘repair’ ‘feel, sense’
nemen meenemen* vernemen gebruiken opvouwen
‘take’ ‘take with’ ‘find out’ ’take to use’ ‘fold up’
roeren* omroeren* ontroeren* vermengen aankleden*
‘stir’ ‘stir’ ‘touch, move’ ‘mix’ ‘get dressed’
rotten verrotten oprotten bederven aanspannen
‘rot’ ‘decay’ ‘piss off’ ‘decay, spoil’ ‘rig/yoke’
schieten beschieten opschieten afvuren bezoeken
‘shoot’ ‘fire on/at’ ‘hurry up, push on’ ‘fire’ ‘visit’
schrijven opschrijven toeschrijven berichten opeten
‘write’ ‘write up’ ‘attribute’ ‘send a message’ ‘eat’
sluiten afsluiten besluiten opheffen vermalen*
‘close’ ‘close’ ‘choose, decide’ ‘discontinue’ ‘grind’
spreken* toespreken* afspreken* vertellen aanrijden*
‘speak’ ‘speak to’ ‘agree (on), arrange’ ‘tell’ ‘run down’
steken neersteken afsteken inprikken omfietsen
‘stab, stick’ ‘stick out’ ‘let off’ ‘prick’ ‘cycle round’
tikken aantikken vertikken bekloppen vervloeken
‘tap’ ‘tap’ ‘refuse’ ‘tap’ ‘curse’
trappen vertrappen betrappen wegschoppen opwachten
‘kick’ ‘trample’ ‘catch s/o’ ‘kick away’ ‘lie in wait for’
trekken optrekken vertrekken ophijsen verslapen
‘pull’ ‘pull up’ ‘leave’ ‘raise, pull up’ ‘oversleep’
vallen omvallen bevallen neerstorten uitdagen*
‘fall’ ‘topple’ ‘give birth, satisfy’ ‘crash’ ‘challenge’
wegen afwegen bewegen bepalen opbellen
Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – Continued from previous page
Target MS prime M prime S prime C prime
‘weigh’ ‘weigh’ ‘move’ ‘determine’ ‘call, ring up’
wennen aanwennen verwennen aanpassen bezweren
‘get used to’ ‘get used to’ ‘pamper’ ‘adapt to’ ‘swear’
werpen afwerpen ontwerpen weggooien verbuigen*
‘throw’ ‘throw off’ ‘design’ ‘throw away’ ‘bend’
wijzen aanwijzen bewijzen aanduiden uitgraven
‘point’ ‘point out’ ‘prove’ ‘indicate, point’ ‘excavate’
wonen bewonen bijwonen vertoeven verslijten
‘live’ ‘inhabit’ ‘attend’ ‘stay’ ‘wear out’
zetten neerzetten bezetten verplaatsen besproeien
‘put’ ‘put down’ ‘occupy’ ‘move, relocate’ ‘sprinkle’
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Models Experiment 1
Table A.3: Linear Mixed Effects Model summary for the analysis of RT data in Experiment
1, with the reference level of PrimeCondition set to the Control (C) condition.
Log-transformed RT
Fixed Effects Estimate (β) t-value p-value
(Intercept) 6.81 408.747 <.001
Prime Condition (C)
M -0.10 -8.150 <.001
MS -0.12 -9.537 <.001
Ph -0.02 -1.540 .123
Prime Prefix 0.02 2.634 .008
Trial Number -0.04 -9.543 <.001
ISI 0.00 0.159 .874
Target Frequency -0.02 -2.631 .009
Prime Frequency 0.02 3.515 <.001
Target Neighborhood Density -0.01 -1.272 .203
Target Duration 0.07 9.831 <.001
Prime RT (log) 0.05 11.041 <.001
Random Effects N Variance St. dev
Primes 1431 0.0003 0.018
Targets 36 0.0009 0.030
Subjects 32 0.0057 0.076
Residual 0.0157 0.126
N Datapoints 1055
Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are shown bold faced.
1Due to a coding error, the prime ‘verbranden’ occurred twice in the Control condition, but on
different lists: once as the prime for denken in group 3, and once as the prime for dragen in group
4. This is the reason why the total number of individual primes is 143, rather than 144.
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Table A.4: Linear Mixed Effects Model summary for the analysis of RT data in Experiment
1, with the reference level of PrimeCondition set to the M condition.
Log-transformed RT
Fixed Effects Estimate (β) t-value p-value
(Intercept) 6.71 404.283 <.001
Prime Condition (M)
C 0.10 8.150 <.001
MS -0.02 -1.377 .169
Ph 0.08 6.378 <.001
Prime Prefix 0.02 2.634 .008
Trial Number -0.04 -9.543 <.001
ISI 0.00 0.159 .874
Target Frequency -0.02 -2.631 .009
Prime Frequency 0.02 3.515 <.001
Target Neighborhood Density -0.01 -1.272 .203
Target Duration 0.07 9.831 <.001
Prime RT (log) 0.05 11.041 <.001
Random Effects N Variance St. dev
Primes 143 0.0003 0.018
Targets 36 0.0009 0.030
Subjects 32 0.0057 0.076
Residual 0.0157 0.126
N Datapoints 1055
Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are shown bold faced.
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Model summaries Experiment 2
Table A.5: Linear Mixed Effects Model summary for the analysis of RT data in Experiment
2, with the reference level of PrimeCondition set to the C condition, and the reference
level of Distance set to 0-lag.
Log-transformed RT
Fixed Effects Estimate (β) t-value p-value
(Intercept) 6.86 363.411 <.001
Prime Condition (C)
MS -0.06 -3.848 <.001
M -0.06 -4.981 <.001
S -0.01 -0.906 .365
Distance 5-lag 0.00 0.188 .851
Prime Prefix 0.00 0.199 .842
Trial Number -0.02 -3.165 .002
ISI 0.00 0.560 .576
Target Frequency -0.01 -1.910 .056
Prime Frequency 0.00 1.111 .267
Target Neighborhood Density -0.01 -1.948 .051
Target Duration 0.06 9.016 <.001
Prime Condition MS: Distance 5-lag 0.06 3.627 <.001
Prime Condition M: Distance 5-lag 0.05 3.100 .002
Prime Condition S: Distance 5-lag 0.03 1.419 .156
Random Effects N Variance St. dev
Prime Intercept 160 0.0000 0.000
Targets 40
Intercept 0.0016 0.040
MS slope 0.0021 0.046
Subjects 40
Intercept 0.0095 0.098
MS slope 0.0003 0.016
Residual 0.0137 0.117
N Datapoints 1425
Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are shown bold faced.
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Table A.6: Linear Mixed Effects Model for analysis of Experiment 2, with the reference
level of PrimeCondition set to the MS condition, and the reference level of Distance
set to 0-lag.
Log-transformed RT
Fixed Effects Estimate (β) t-value p-value
(Intercept) 6.80 320.784 <.001
Prime Condition (MS)
C 0.06 3.848 <.001
M -0.01 -0.375 .708
S 0.04 3.065 .002
Distance 5-lag 0.07 5.356 <.001
Prime Prefix 0.00 0.199 .842
Trial Number -0.02 -3.165 .002
ISI 0.00 0.560 .576
Target Frequency -0.01 -1.910 .056
Prime Frequency 0.00 1.111 .267
Target Neighborhood Density -0.01 -1.948 .051
Target Duration 0.06 9.016 <.001
Prime Condition C: Distance 5-lag -0.06 -3.627 <.001
Prime Condition M: Distance 5-lag -0.01 -0.529 .597
Prime Condition S: Distance 5-lag -0.04 -2.194 .028
Random Effects N Variance St. dev
Prime Intercept 160 0.0000 0.000
Targets 40
Intercept 0.0016 0.040
MS slope 0.0021 0.046
Subjects 40
Intercept 0.0095 0.098
MS slope 0.0003 0.016
Residual 0.0137 0.117
N Datapoints 1425
Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are shown bold faced.
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Table A.7: Linear Mixed Effects Model for analysis of Experiment 2, with the reference
level of PrimeCondition set to the C condition, and the reference level of Distance set
to 5-lag.
Log-transformed RT
Fixed Effects Estimate (β) t-value p-value
(Intercept) 6.86 362.828 <.001
Prime Condition (C)
MS 0.01 0.507 .612
M -0.01 -0.561 .575
S 0.01 1.094 .274
Distance 0-lag -0.00 -0.188 .851
Prime Prefix 0.00 0.199 .842
Trial Number -0.02 -3.165 .002
ISI 0.00 0.560 .576
Target Frequency -0.01 -1.910 .056
Prime Frequency 0.00 1.111 .267
Target Neighborhood Density -0.01 -1.948 .051
Target Duration 0.06 9.016 <.001
Prime Condition MS: Distance 0-lag -0.06 -3.627 <.001
Prime Condition M: Distance 0-lag -0.05 -3.100 .002
Prime Condition S: Distance 0-lag -0.03 -1.419 .156
Random Effects N Variance St. dev
Prime Intercept 160 0.0000 0.000
Targets 40
Intercept 0.0016 0.040
MS slope 0.0021 0.046
Subjects 40
Intercept 0.0095 0.098
MS slope 0.0003 0.016
Residual 0.0137 0.117
N Datapoints 1425
Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are shown bold faced.
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BAppendix BAppendix Chapter 4
Experiment 1 and 2
Table B.1: Stimuli used in Experiment 1 and 2, including Pseudo-M (pseudo-derived
primes), MS (morphologically and semantically related prime-target pairs), Ph (phonolog-
ically related), and S (semantically related) pairs. While prime-target pairs in general are
phonologically similar, we did allow flapping in the pair writer → write.
Pseudo-M condition MS condition
Related Prime Unrelated Prime Target Related Prime Unrelated Prime Target
1 ladder burger lad writer dealer write
2 copper diaper cop farmer chopper farm
3 factor pepper fact teacher lawyer teach
4 corner shower corn lover weaver love
5 brandy hobby brand stormy chunky storm
6 monkey glory monk fussy smiley fuss
7 study tidy stud healthy filthy health
8 belly lobby bell creamy foggy cream
9 pigment augment pig treatment basement treat
10 moment comment mow movement payment move
11 coral beetle core herbal frontal herb
12 final simple fine causal nasal cause
13 floral fiscal floor spinal global spine
14 grateful shuffle grate painful useful pain
Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – Continued from previous page
Pseudo-M condition MS condition
15 fitful baffle fit graceful stressful grace
16 witness tennis wit brightness fullness bright
17 seldom random sell freedom kingdom free
18 cottage voyage cot drainage postage drain
19 cabbage salvage cab package marriage pack
20 message image mess dosage mileage dose
Ph condition S condition
Related Prime Unrelated Prime Target Related Prime Unrelated Prime Target
1 boycott mascot boy garbage courage trash
2 napkin pumpkin nap painting timing art
3 chaplain villain chap puppy navy dog
4 logo mango low sofa alpha couch
5 carpet puppet car alley jelly lane
6 planet magnet plan frighten straighten scare
7 sordid splendid sore wealthy tricky rich
8 fluid liquid flu clever silver smart
9 dogma magma dog table bible desk
10 panda cheetah pan happy easy glad
11 mantis lotus man mirror dollar glass
12 termite graphite term timid rabid shy
13 cashew mildew cash hurry party rush
14 kidney chimney kid sorrow elbow grief
15 turnip wallop turn portion auction part
16 spinach ostrich spin pleasant pregnant nice
17 pillow solo pill silent current mute
18 yellow hollow yell bottle battle flask
19 dolphin griffin doll angry holy mad
20 wallet pilot wall danger master risk
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CAppendix CAppendix Chapter 5
Experiment 1a
Table C.1: Stimuli used in Experiment 1a. Semantic scores represent the mean score
based on the semantic relatedness pre-test (n = 40) between the related prime and the
target. Targets are formed by the modifier constituents.
Related Prime Unrelated Prime Target Semantic score
OT 1 butterfly database butter 1.13
2 catwalk weekday cat 2.00
3 chopstick campsite chop 2.08
4 crowbar lifeguard crow 1.15
5 dashboard heartburn dash 2.16
6 eggplant footprint egg 1.62
7 ladybug fingertip lady 1.46
8 nickname wheelchair nick 1.63
9 pothole swordplay pot 2.62
10 restroom ashtray rest 2.54
11 shortcake cheekbone short 2.00
12 strawberry wallpaper straw 1.73
TO 1 airline earthquake air 4.92
2 bookworm treadmill book 5.44
3 cheapskate beehive cheap 6.18
4 jailbird doormat jail 4.97
Continued on next page
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Table C.1 – Continued from previous page
Related Compound Unrelated Compound Target Semantic score
5 doughnut postcard dough 5.64
6 gymrat earplug gym 5.51
7 hotdog rainfall hot 4.15
8 lawsuit railroad law 5.75
9 oddball beetroot odd 5.87
10 payroll moonlight pay 6.00
11 seahorse worldview sea 5.24
12 staircase haystack stair 6.36
TT 1 farmyard smokescreen farm 6.08
2 hairspray flagpole hair 5.95
3 headache sunshine head 5.62
4 hometown backpack home 6.00
5 mousetrap padlock mouse 5.62
6 paintbrush drainpipe paint 6.00
7 sailboat frostbite sail 6.08
8 schoolboy spacecraft school 5.05
9 tablecloth peppermint table 5.68
10 teacup cornfield tea 5.95
11 toothpaste teamwork tooth 5.95
12 treetop eyelid tree 6.11
Experiment 1b
Table C.2: Stimuli used in Experiment 1b. Semantic scores represent the mean score
based on the semantic relatedness pre-test (n = 40) between the related prime and the
target. Targets are formed by the head constituents.
Related prime Unrelated prime Target Semantic score
OT 1 butterfly database fly 4.64
2 catwalk weekday walk 4.38
3 chopstick campsite stick 4.98
4 crowbar lifeguard bar 4.68
5 dashboard heartburn board 4.10
Continued on next page
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Table C.2 – Continued from previous page
Related prime Unrelated prime Target Semantic score
6 eggplant footprint plant 4.23
7 ladybug fingertip bug 6.31
8 nickname wheelchair name 6.18
9 pothole swordplay hole 6.11
10 restroom ashtray room 5.18
11 shortcake cheekbone cake 6.15
12 strawberry wallpaper berry 6.36
TO 1 airline earthquake line 1.90
2 bookworm treadmill worm 2.00
3 cheapskate beehive skate 1.64
4 jailbird doormat bird 1.56
5 doughnut postcard nut 1.37
6 gymrat earplug rat 1.63
7 hotdog rainfall dog 1.85
8 lawsuit railroad suit 2.47
9 oddball beetroot ball 1.79
10 payroll moonlight roll 2.28
11 seahorse worldview horse 2.60
12 staircase haystack case 1.87
TT 1 farmyard smokescreen yard 5.05
2 hairspray flagpole spray 5.75
3 headache sunshine ache 6.10
4 hometown backpack town 5.79
5 mousetrap padlock trap 6.08
6 paintbrush drainpipe brush 6.30
7 sailboat frostbite boat 6.44
8 schoolboy spacecraft boy 5.82
9 tablecloth peppermint cloth 6.03
10 teacup cornfield cup 6.24
11 toothpaste teamwork paste 5.33
12 treetop eyelid top 4.68
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Experiment 2
Table C.3: Stimuli used in Experiment 2. For semantic scores, see Table C1 and C2.
Modifier prime Head prime Unrelated prime Target
OT 1 butter fly shape butterfly
2 cat walk voice catwalk
3 chop stick chair chopstick
4 crow bar soap crowbar
5 dash board spy dashboard
6 egg plant nail eggplant
7 lady bug guard ladybug
8 nick name work nickname
9 pot hole roof pothole
10 rest room end restroom
11 short cake price shortcake
12 straw berry glue strawberry
TO 1 air line piece airline
2 book worm birth bookworm
3 cheap skate plot cheapskate
4 jail bird rain jailbird
5 dough nut year doughnut
6 gym rat doll gymrat
7 hot dog drive hotdog
8 law suit dance lawsuit
9 odd ball church oddball
10 pay roll road payroll
11 sea horse wine seahorse
12 stair case flag staircase
TT 1 farm yard prince farmyard
2 hair spray snow hairspray
3 head ache plate headache
4 home town face hometown
5 mouse trap grass mousetrap
6 paint brush soup paintbrush
7 sail boat bowl sailboat
8 school boy hell schoolboy
9 table cloth firm tablecloth
Continued on next page
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Table C.3 – Continued from previous page
Modifier prime Head prime Unrelated prime Target
10 tea cup bear teacup
11 tooth paste scrap toothpaste
12 tree top nose treetop
Experiment 3
Table C.4: Stimuli used in Experiment 3.
Target-First prime Target-Second prime Unrelated prime Target
1 beanbag soybean matchbox bean
2 birdseed songbird eyelid bird
3 boathouse sailboat keyhole boat
4 bookcase textbook haystack book
5 chairlift wheelchair cornfield chair
6 cupcake teacup broomstick cup
7 daydream weekday frostbite day
8 doghouse sheepdog scoreboard dog
9 doormat backdoor beehive door
10 flytrap housefly treetop fly
11 hairspray horsehair flagpole hair
12 lifeguard wildlife crowbar life
13 lighthouse moonlight hometown light
14 locksmith padlock treadmill lock
15 packhorse backpack rainfall pack1
16 pipeline drainpipe heartburn pipe
17 postcard signpost footprint post
18 roadblock railroad campsite road
19 roommate classroom earthquake room
20 schoolboy preschool spacecraft school
21 screenplay smokescreen teamwork screen
22 tracksuit racetrack paintbrush track
23 viewpoint worldview sleepwalk view
Continued on next page
1This item was removed from the analysis due to a high error rate for packhorse.
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Table C.4 – Continued from previous page
Target-First prime Target-Second prime Unrelated prime Target
24 yardstick farmyard cheekbone yard
Experiment 4
Table C.5: Stimuli used in Experiment 4.
Related prime Unrelated prime Prime-First target Prime-Second target
1 bean scrap beanbag soybean
2 bird shape birdseed songbird
3 boat wine boathouse sailboat
4 book hell bookcase textbook
5 chair bear chairlift wheelchair
6 cup church cupcake teacup
7 day name daydream weekday
8 dog town doghouse sheepdog
9 door end doormat backdoor
10 fly dance flytrap housefly
11 hair year hairspray horsehair
12 life home lifeguard wildlife
13 light piece lighthouse moonlight
14 lock rain locksmith padlock
15 pack tree packhorse2 backpack
16 pipe soap pipeline drainpipe
17 post firm postcard signpost
18 road voice roadblock railroad
19 room work roommate classroom
20 school face schoolboy preschool
21 screen roof screenplay smokescreen
22 track price tracksuit racetrack
23 view jail viewpoint worldview
24 yard soup yardstick farmyard
2This item was removed from the analysis due to a high error rate for packhorse.
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Experiment 5
Table C.6: Stimuli used in Experiment 5. Semantic scores represent the mean relatedness
score between the opaque compounds (OT/TO) or the matched transparent compound
primes and their heads (i.e., the target).
Opaque Semantic Transparent Semantic Unrelated Target
prime score prime score prime
XT 1 butterfly 4.64 sandfly 5.09 database fly
2 catwalk 4.38 sleepwalk 5.62 weekday walk
3 chopstick 4.98 broomstick 5.31 campsite stick
4 crowbar 4.68 minibar 5.89 lifeguard bar
5 dashboard 4.10 scoreboard 5.40 heartburn board
6 eggplant 4.23 houseplant 6.03 footprint plant
7 ladybug 6.31 firebug 5.30 fingertip bug
8 nickname 6.18 filename 5.29 wheelchair name
9 pothole 6.11 keyhole 4.74 swordplay hole
10 restroom 5.18 bedroom 6.31 ashtray room
11 shortcake 6.15 fruitcake 5.69 cheekbone cake
12 strawberry 6.36 blueberry 6.39 wallpaper berry
TX 1 airline 1.90 fishline 4.32 earthquake line
2 bookworm 2.00 flatworm 5.59 treadmill worm
3 cheapskate 1.64 ice skate 6.13 beehive skate
4 jailbird 1.56 songbird 6.14 doormat bird
5 doughnut 1.37 pinenut 5.97 postcard nut
6 gymrat 1.63 mole rat 4.97 earplug rat
7 hotdog 1.85 lapdog 5.59 rainfall dog
8 lawsuit 2.47 pantsuit 5.85 railroad suit
9 oddball 1.79 football 6.23 beetroot ball
10 payroll 2.28 breadroll 5.21 moonlight roll
11 seahorse 2.60 racehorse 6.26 worldview horse
12 staircase 1.87 pillowcase 4.13 haystack case
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DAppendix DAppendix Chapter 6
Experiment 1
Table D.1: Stimuli in Experiment 1, for the primes in the stem condition (consisting
of the stem of the MS and M primes), the Morphologically and Semantically related (MS)
condition, the purely Morphologically related (M) condition, and the Control (C) condition,
and the targets.
Stem prime MS prime M prime C prime Target
1 bijten afbijten ontbijten verhuren tanden
‘bite’ ‘bite off’ ‘have breakfast’ ‘lease’ ‘teeth’
2 breken afbreken ontbreken uitlekken kapot
‘break’ ‘break off’ ‘lack’ ‘drain’ ‘broken’
3 dekken bedekken ontdekken verscheuren tafel
‘cover’ ‘cover’ ‘discover’ ‘tear up’ ‘table’
4 drinken opdrinken verdrinken instoppen bier
‘drink’ ‘drink up’ ‘drown’ ‘put in, tuck in’ ‘beer’
5 geven aangeven begeven uitknijpen nemen
‘give, hand’ ‘hand, pass’ ‘break down’ ‘squeeze out’ ‘take’
6 grijpen vastgrijpen begrijpen verbuigen pakken
‘grab’ ‘grasp, clasp’ ‘understand’ ‘bend’ ‘grab’
7 halen afhalen herhalen afdwalen brengen
‘take, get’ ‘take away’ ‘repeat’ ‘stray (off)’ ‘bring’
8 kennen herkennen toekennen uitdagen weten
‘know’ ‘recognize’ ‘allocate’ ‘challenge’ ‘know’
Continued on next page
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Table D.1 – Continued from previous page
Stem prime MS prime M prime C prime Target
9 keren omkeren uitkeren omlijnen draaien
‘turn (round)’ ‘turn back/round’ ‘pay (out)’ ‘delineate’ ‘turn’
10 kijken bekijken verkijken opvragen zien
‘look, watch’ ‘see’ ‘be mistaken’ ‘request’ ‘see’
11 komen meekomen omkomen vergissen gaan
‘come’ ‘come along’ ‘perish’ ‘be mistaken’ ‘go’
12 krijgen verkrijgen afkrijgen opeten cadeau
‘get’ ‘obtain’ ‘complete’ ‘eat’ ‘present’
13 lopen doorlopen verlopen bewaken rennen
‘walk’ ‘walk along’ ‘expire’ ‘guard’ ‘run’
14 roeren omroeren ontroeren aankleden koken
‘stir’ ‘stir’ ‘touch, move’ ‘get dressed’ ‘cook’
15 schelden uitschelden kwijtschelden afscheiden vloeken
‘swear’ ‘call names’ ‘remit’ ‘secrete’ ‘swear’
16 schieten beschieten opschieten opvouwen geweer
‘shoot’ ‘fire on, fire at’ ‘hurry up, push on’ ‘fold up’ ‘gun’
17 schrijven opschrijven toeschrijven ontsnappen pen
‘write’ ‘write up’ ‘attribute’ ‘escape’ ‘pen’
18 sluiten afsluiten besluiten uitkiezen dichtdoen
‘close’ ‘close’ ‘choose, decide’ ‘pick (out)’ ‘close’
19 smeren insmeren aansmeren uitgraven boterham
‘smear, spread’ ‘rub with’ ‘palm off’ ‘dig up’ ‘sandwich’
20 spreken toespreken afspreken besproeien taal
‘speak’ ‘address’ ‘arrange’ ‘water’ ‘language’
21 springen hoogspringen bijspringen vermalen trampoline
‘jump’ ‘high jump’ ‘assist’ ‘grind’ ‘trampoline’
22 steken neersteken afsteken uitlachen mes
‘stab, stick’ ‘stab’ ‘let off’ ‘laugh at, scoff’ ‘knife’
23 trekken optrekken vertrekken inleven duwen
‘pull’ ‘pull up’ ‘leave’ ‘empathize’ ‘push’
24 trouwen hertrouwen vertrouwen opdrogen ring
‘marry’ ‘remarry’ ‘trust’ ‘dry up’ ‘ring’
25 vallen omvallen bevallen verbranden opstaan
‘fall’ ‘topple’ ‘give birth, satisfy’ ‘burn’ ‘get up, rise’
26 varen rondvaren ervaren aanrijden boot
‘sail’ ‘sail around’ ‘experience’ ‘run down’ ‘boat’
27 voeren bijvoeren ontvoeren opblazen eten
‘feed’ ‘feed extra’ ‘kidnap’ ‘blow up’ ‘eat’
Continued on next page
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Table D.1 – Continued from previous page
Stem prime MS prime M prime C prime Target
28 werpen afwerpen ontwerpen verslapen gooien
‘throw’ ‘throw off’ ‘design’ ‘oversleep’ ‘throw’
29 wijzen aanwijzen bewijzen beklimmen vinger
‘point’ ‘point out, assign’ ‘prove’ ‘climb’ ‘finger’
30 wonen bewonen bijwonen bekronen huis
‘live, reside’ ‘inhabit’ ‘attend’ ‘award’ ‘house’
31 zitten stilzitten bezitten verschijnen stoel
‘sit’ ‘sit quietly’ ‘own’ ‘appear’ ‘chair’
32 zoeken opzoeken bezoeken bezweren vinden
‘search’ ‘look up’ ‘visit’ ‘defuse’ ‘find’
Experiment 2
Table D.2: Critical stimuli in Experiment 2, for the primes in the MorphStem condition
(consisting of the target’s stem), the SemStem condition (consisting of semantic associates
to the target’s stem), the SemWhole condition (consisting of semantic associates to the
target), and Control condition, and the targets (consisting of semantically opaque prefixed
verbs).
MorphStem SemStem SemWhole Control Target
1 bieden schenken ontzeggen deugd verbieden
‘offer, bid’ ‘offer’ ‘deny’ ‘virtue’ ‘prohibit’
2 bijten tanden brood huid ontbijten
‘bite’ ‘teeth’ ‘bread’ ‘skin’ ‘have breakfast’
3 blinken glanzen talent lucht uitblinken
‘sparkle’ ‘shine’ ‘talent’ ‘sky’ ‘excel’
4 breken kapot missen herfst ontbreken
‘break’ ‘broken’ ‘miss’ ‘fall’ ‘lack’
5 brengen leveren moord troep ombrengen
‘bring’ ‘deliver’ ‘murder’ ‘mess’ ‘kill’
6 dekken tafel nieuw geest ontdekken
‘cover’ ‘table’ ‘new’ ‘spirit’ ‘discover’
7 drinken dorst zwemmen dans verdrinken
‘drink’ ‘thirst’ ‘swim’ ‘dance’ ‘drown’
8 geven nemen falen kaars begeven
Continued on next page
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Table D.2 – Continued from previous page
MorphStem SemStem SemWhole Control Target
‘give’ ‘take’ ‘fail’ ‘candle’ ‘fail’
9 grijpen pakken snappen rand begrijpen
‘grasp’ ‘grab’ ‘understand’ ‘edge’ ‘understand’
10 haken breien stoppen volk afhaken
‘crochet’ ‘knit’ ‘stop’ ‘people’ ‘dropout’
11 houden bewaren eindigen eeuw ophouden
‘keep’ ‘save’ ‘end’ ‘century’ ‘stop,cease’
12 kennen weten schuld proef bekennen
‘know’ ‘know’ ‘guilt’ ‘proof’ ‘confess’
13 keren draaien betalen staart uitkeren
‘turn’ ‘turn’ ‘pay’ ‘tail’ ‘payout’
14 komen gaan sterven deel omkomen
‘come’ ‘go’ ‘die’ ‘part’ ‘perish’
15 krijgen cadeau deadline maan afkrijgen
‘get’ ‘gift’ ‘deadline’ ‘moon’ ‘finish’
16 leggen zetten aandelen wijk beleggen
‘put’ ‘put’ ‘shares’ ‘neighborhood’ ‘invest’
17 leven dood troosten zwaard meeleven
‘life’ ‘death’ ‘comfort’ ‘sword’ ‘sympathy’
18 lopen rennen ongeldig paard verlopen
‘walk’ ‘run’ ‘invalid’ ‘horse’ ‘expire’
19 lossen laden probleem haard oplossen
‘unload’ ‘load’ ‘problem’ ‘fireplace’ ‘solve’
20 maken huiswerk beëindigen kraan uitmaken
‘make’ ‘homework’ ‘end’ ‘faucet’ ‘breakup’
21 moeten dwang aantreffen slaap ontmoeten
‘must’ ‘coercion’ ‘meet’ ‘sleep’ ‘meet’
22 passen kleding gevaar markt oppassen
‘fit’ ‘clothing’ ‘danger’ ‘market’ ‘beware’
23 persen sap chantage licht afpersen
‘squeeze’ ‘juice’ ‘blackmail’ ‘light’ ‘extort’
24 raden gissen bedriegen kring verraden
‘guess’ ‘guess’ ‘cheat’ ‘circle’ ‘betray’
25 roeren lepel emotie plank ontroeren
‘stir’ ‘spoon’ ‘emotion’ ‘plank’ ‘move’
26 schelden vloeken lening kast kwijtschelden
‘swear’ ‘swear’ ‘loan’ ‘closet’ ‘remit’
27 schrijven pen kenmerken koorts omschrijven
Continued on next page
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Table D.2 – Continued from previous page
MorphStem SemStem SemWhole Control Target
‘write’ ‘pen’ ‘characterize’ ‘fever’ ‘describe’
28 slaan meppen werkloos blik ontslaan
‘hit’ ‘slap’ ‘jobless’ ‘glance’ ‘fire s/o’
29 smeren boterham opdringen jeugd aansmeren
‘smear’ ‘sandwich’ ‘push’ ‘youth’ ‘palm off on’
30 spreken taal agenda huur afspreken
‘speak’ ‘language’ ‘calendar’ ‘rent’ ‘meetup’
31 springen trampoline helpen mens bijspringen
‘jump’ ‘trampoline’ ‘help’ ‘human’ ‘assist’
32 staan benen horen fiets verstaan
‘stand’ ‘legs’ ‘hear’ ‘bicycle’ ‘understand’
33 steken mes vuurwerk plein afsteken
‘stab’ ‘knife’ ‘fireworks’ ‘square’ ‘light’
34 tikken kloppen weigeren prooi vertikken
‘tap’ ‘knock’ ‘refuse’ ‘prey’ ‘refuse’
35 trekken duwen vakantie sneeuw vertrekken
‘pull’ ‘push’ ‘holiday’ ‘snow’ ‘leave’
36 trouwen huwelijk achterdocht plant wantrouwen
‘marry’ ‘marriage’ ‘suspicion’ ‘plant’ ‘mistrust’
37 vallen struikelen geboorte nacht bevallen
‘fall’ ‘stumble’ ‘birth’ ‘night’ ‘give birth’
38 vangen bal beginnen vloer aanvangen
‘catch’ ‘ball’ ‘begin’ ‘floor’ ‘start’
39 varen boot beleven film ervaren
‘sail’ ‘boat’ ‘experience’ ‘movie’ ‘experience’
40 voeren eten kidnappen macht ontvoeren
‘feed’ ‘eat’ ‘kidnap’ ‘power’ ‘abduct’
41 wachten geduld hoop klant verwachten
‘wait’ ‘patience’ ‘hope’ ‘customer’ ‘expect’
42 wegen gewicht sporten beest bewegen
‘weigh’ ‘weight’ ‘workout’ ‘beast’ ‘exercise’
43 wennen gewoon massage kalk verwennen
‘accustom’ ‘common’ ‘massage’ ‘lime’ ‘pamper’
44 werpen gooien mode park ontwerpen
‘throw’ ‘throw’ ‘fashion’ ‘park’ ‘design’
45 wijzen vinger negeren trein afwijzen
‘point’ ‘finger’ ‘ignore’ ‘train’ ‘reject’
46 wonen huis aanwezig hulp bijwonen
Continued on next page
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Table D.2 – Continued from previous page
MorphStem SemStem SemWhole Control Target
‘live’ ‘house’ ‘present’ ‘help’ ‘attend’
47 zitten stoel eigendom bak bezitten
‘sit’ ‘seat’ ‘property’ ‘bin’ ‘own’
48 zoeken vinden visite neus bezoeken
‘search’ ‘find’ ‘visitors’ ‘nose’ ‘visit’
Models Experiment 1
Table D.3: Linear Mixed Effects Model summary for the analysis of RT data in Experiment
1, with the reference level of Condition set to the Control condition.
Log-transformed RT
Fixed Effects Estimate (β) t-value p-value
(Intercept) 6.743 266.512 <.001
Prime Condition (C)
Stem -0.070 -3.750 <.001
MS -0.051 -3.405 .001
M -0.035 -2.296 .024
Target Frequency -0.018 -1.376 .180
Prime Frequency 0.016 2.125 .036
Trial Number -0.023 -4.980 <.001
ISI -0.003 -0.670 0.503
Target Duration 0.076 6.842 <.001
Prime RT (log) 0.043 7.962 <.001
Association Strength 0.008 0.625 0.537
Part of Speech (POS) -0.060 -2.555 .017
Random Effects N Variance St. dev
Primes 128 0.001 0.032
Targets 32 0.003 0.051
Subjects 27 0.012 0.108
Residual 0.015 0.122
N Datapoints 785
Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are shown bold faced.
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Table D.4: Linear Mixed Effects Model summary for the analysis of RT data in Experiment
1, with the reference level of Condition set to the Stem condition.
Log-transformed RT
Fixed Effects Estimate (β) t-value p-value
(Intercept) 6.743 266.512 <.001
Prime Condition (Stem)
Control 0.070 3.750 <.001
MS 0.019 1.038 .302
M 0.035 2.073 .041
Target Frequency -0.018 -1.376 .180
Prime Frequency 0.016 2.125 .036
Trial Number -0.023 -4.980 <.001
ISI -0.003 -0.670 0.503
Target Duration 0.076 6.842 <.001
Prime RT (log) 0.043 7.962 <.001
Association Strength 0.008 0.625 0.537
Part of Speech (POS) -0.060 -2.555 .017
Random Effects N Variance St. dev
Primes 128 0.001 0.032
Targets 32 0.003 0.051
Subjects 27 0.012 0.108
Residual 0.015 0.122
N Datapoints 785
Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are shown bold faced.
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Models Experiment 2
Table D.5: Linear Mixed Effects Model summary for the analysis of RT data in Experiment
2, with ISI sum-coded.
Log-transformed RT
Fixed Effects Estimate (β) t-value p-value
(Intercept) 6.917 257.623 <.001
Prime Condition (Control)
MorphStem -0.136 -6.962 <.001
SemStem -0.031 -2.082 .039
SemWhole -0.084 -5.610 <.001
ISI-type 0.021 2.694 .007
Target Frequency -0.014 -1.822 .075
Prime Frequency 0.008 1.427 .155
Trial Number -0.011 -2.711 .007
Target Duration 0.053 7.183 <.001
Prime RT (log) 0.054 10.563 <.001
Part of Speech (POS) prime -0.006 -0.842 .401
Condition (C-MorphStem) x ISI (short-long) -0.017 -1.506 .132
Condition (C-SemStem) x ISI (short-long) -0.023 -2.078 .038
Condition (C-SemWhole) x ISI (short-long) -0.029 -2.662 .008
Random Effects N Variance St. dev
Primes 192 0.001 0.036
Targets 48 0.002 0.039
Subjects 32 0.018 0.133
Residual 0.021 0.144
N Datapoints 1388
Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are shown bold faced.
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Table D.6: Linear Mixed Effects Model summary for the analysis of RT data in Experiment
2, with ISI treatment-coded with the reference set to Short-ISI.
Log-transformed RT
Fixed Effects Estimate (β) t-value p-value
(Intercept) 6.938 247.864 <.001
Prime Condition (Control)
MorphStem -0.153 -6.786 <.001
SemStem -0.054 -2.913 .004
SemWhole -0.113 -6.072 <.001
ISI-type 0.043 2.694 .007
Target Frequency -0.014 -1.822 .075
Prime Frequency 0.008 1.427 .155
Trial Number -0.011 -2.711 .007
Target Duration 0.053 7.183 <.001
Prime RT (log) 0.054 10.563 <.001
Part of Speech (POS) prime -0.006 -0.842 .401
Condition (C-MorphStem) x ISI (short-long) -0.017 -1.506 .132
Condition (C-SemStem) x ISI (short-long) -0.023 -2.078 .038
Condition (C-SemWhole) x ISI (short-long) -0.029 -2.662 .008
Random Effects N Variance St. dev
Primes 192 0.001 0.036
Targets 48 0.002 0.039
Subjects 32 0.018 0.133
Residual 0.021 0.144
N Datapoints 1388
Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are shown bold faced.
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Table D.7: Linear Mixed Effects Model summary for the analysis of RT data in Experiment
2, with ISI treatment-coded with the reference set to Long-ISI.
Log-transformed RT
Fixed Effects Estimate (β) t-value p-value
(Intercept) 6.895 246.316 <.001
Prime Condition (Control)
MorphStem -0.119 -5.299 <.001
SemStem -0.008 -0.419 .676
SemWhole -0.054 -2.941 .004
ISI-type 0.043 2.694 .007
Target Frequency -0.014 -1.822 .075
Prime Frequency 0.008 1.427 .155
Trial Number -0.011 -2.711 .007
Target Duration 0.053 7.183 <.001
Prime RT (log) 0.054 10.563 <.001
Part of Speech (POS) prime -0.006 -0.842 .401
Condition (C-MorphStem) x ISI (short-long) -0.017 -1.506 .132
Condition (C-SemStem) x ISI (short-long) -0.023 -2.078 .038
Condition (C-SemWhole) x ISI (short-long) -0.029 -2.662 .008
Random Effects N Variance St. dev
Primes 192 0.001 0.036
Targets 48 0.002 0.039
Subjects 32 0.018 0.133
Residual 0.021 0.144
N Datapoints 1388
Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are shown bold faced.
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